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Introduction

The temperature response of a body to applied heat, measured by the heat
capacity, is one of the most important basic parameters of solid stated physics
research, since, as any other thermodynamic property, it has the power of
generality. Not only any temperature-dependent phenomena taking place in
a system will contribute to the heat capacity, but also, every theoretical de-
scription proposed for that system has to satisfy the thermodynamic relations
and thus, be able to account for the obtained calorimetric results. Heat ca-
pacity measurements provide a general knowledge of the different energetic
contributions playing a role in the studied system, from phonons and spins to
crystallographic transitions, what makes heat capacity experiments a powerful
tool in a large variety of areas of physics and chemistry, i.e. thermodynamic
studies, electronic or magnetic research, crystallography or cooperative phe-
nomena.

The question of the specific heat has been closely related to low-temperature
physics, not only because its connection with the development of cryogenic re-
frigerators. The proposition of the third law of thermodynamics by Nernst
at the beginning of the XX century established that the entropy, and thus,
the heat capacity of a perfect crystal should tend to zero when the absolute
zero temperature is approached. Eintein and Debye models for the specific
heat of solids established the existence of quantum effects in specific heat mea-
surements at low temperature, paving the way to relate the energy states of
a system with its specific heat measurements. Any microscopic model of a
system is aimed to obtain the set of energy levels that characterise it, indepen-
dently of whether the system is a solid, a liquid or a gas. Statistical mechanics
allow to derive thermodynamic parameters such as heat capacity or entropy
from these models, being the inverse process impossible. Thus, although spe-
cific heat measurement alone do not determine the finer details of the structure
of a physical system, the complete overview of the integrated energy process
taking place in the sample that these experiments provide, permit to directly
test any theoretical model of the system.
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Different experimental methods have been developed to determine the heat
capacity of the different physical systems, but all of them have one thing in
common: use of a heating source that applied a known amount of heat and
the monitoring of the associated temperature changes. It is straight forward to
see that a system of known heat capacity can be used to extract information
about the received heat by measuring its temperature change. This is the base
of radiation thermal detectors: bolometers and calorimeters.

When, in 1800 Herschel discovered infrared radiation by measuring the tem-
perature of the different colours of the visible spectrum separated by a prism,
the existence of non-visible form of light was clearly established. This discov-
ery lead to the development of new radiation detection techniques, such as the
bolometer, invented in 1878 by Langley. In this device an element of known
heat capacity is used as radiation absorber connected through a weak link to
a heat sink and its temperature variations with respect to it determined with
a thermometer well coupled to the absorber. The same operational principle
is used in calorimeters, being the only difference with bolometers the system
characteristic relaxation time that, in the calorimeter case allow to measure
individual photons or particles, instead of radiation flux.

Before the 1960’s, bolometers and calorimeters were hardly used for radia-
tion detection since other room temperature detectors such as the Golay cell
or the thermopile were simpler and more sensitive. Although in 1935 Simon
observed that calorimetric detectors would have enhanced sensitivity when op-
erated at low temperatures, it was not till the introduction of carbon radio
resistors as thermometers that calorimetric detectors become a competitive
radiation detection tool. Thermal detectors are, in general, more attractive
than ionisation detectors for many applications, since they do not require ef-
ficient charge transport, they are sensitive to non ionising radiation and they
operate in equilibrium. Due to these advantages and their low temperature op-
eration, cryogenic bolometers and calorimeters are among the most sensitive
and versatile radiation detectors available nowadays.

In this thesis we deal with the two branches of calorimetry above described:
the use of calorimetry to the study the physical properties of a system and its
use for particle and radiation thermal detection.

Regarding the first one, it has been already mentioned that specific heat
measurements provide information on the energy levels of a system, that are
given by different modes of energy such as vibrations of atoms about their equi-
librium lattice positions, the movement of electrons inside metals or changes
in the crystallographical structure of the system. Therefore, the topic of the
specific heat of physical systems is extraordinary wide. In this thesis we will
focus on the magnetic contribution to specific heat. The interaction of mag-
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netic moments with external fields or with other moments in the system, leads
to a change in the energy levels of the system, that will depend on temper-
ature and change abruptly with cooperative transitions, giving a remarkable
contribution to the specific heat measurement of the system. In Chapter 1
a brief description of how to isolate and analyse this magnetic contribution is
exposed.

For the purpose of this thesis the NdFexGap1�xqO3 series has been selected
as a case study. In these compounds three competing magnetic interactions
arise: Nd–Nd, Fe–Fe and Fe–Nd, being their influence in the ordering pro-
cesses taking place in the samples dependent on the concentration of magnetic
vacancies. The scenario set by the interplay of these interactions in the differ-
ent compounds allow to test the strengths and weakness of calorimetry when
apply to describe the behaviour of magnetic systems with variable complexity.
In Chapter 2 the basic properties of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds are
presented, wile in Chapter 3 results from the calorimetric analysis of these
samples are discussed.

The following chapters deal with the results obtained from the complemen-
tary techniques– described in Chapter 4– selected to achieve a full under-
standing of the different magnetic processes displayed by the NdFexGap1�xqO3

samples. By means of susceptibility, magnetisation and neutron diffraction
measurements conclusions extracted from specific heat measurements are cor-
roborated or complemented allowing to draw a complete phase diagram of
the studied compounds. In Chapter 5 we will focus on the magnetic or-
dering effects on the Fe sublattice, while in Chapter 6 the Nd sublattice is
analysed. Finally, in Chapter 7 interesting results on magnetisation measure-
ments, showing negative magnetisation in some of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 com-
pounds, are discussed thanks to ac susceptibility and X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism. This first part is closed by Chapter 8 were the main conclusions
of the study of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 series are discussed.

With respect to the second objective of this thesis, we will concentrate on
a particular type of bolometers and calorimeters, the ones based on Transition
Edge Sensors, since due to their extreme sensitivity, they are the base for the
new generation of instruments being developed for astrophysics, astronomy or
nuclear physics. This type of sensors uses the steep temperature dependence of
the resistance in a superconducting-to-normal transition to translate tempera-
ture into an electrical signal. InChapter 9 a more detailed description of what
is a TES detector and how it is operated is provided together with a brief sum-
mary of the physics involved in the detector response. In the following chapters
we deal with the development and fabrication of Molybdenum base TES sen-
sors aimed for X-ray detection in the framework of the Eureca project. In
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Chapter 10 optimal deposition conditions of the different involved materials
are determined by analysing the dependance of the functional properties with
the deposition parameters. To do so, resistivity measurements are combined
with structural characterisation. This study allow to deposit TES bilayers with
excellent performance to be used as radiation sensors. The development and
characterisation of these samples is described and their properties analysed in
Chapter 11, while in Chapter 12 the transformation of the deposited ma-
terials into sensors by lithographic processes will be exposed, together with a
preliminary characterisation of the resulting TES thermometers.

In Chapter 13 and 14 TES sensors based on a different superconducting
material– Titanium– and fabricated at SRON-Utrecht are fully characterised.
These sensors have already proven excellent sensitivity both as calorimeters and
bolometers, thus the objective in this case is to compare their behaviour under
DC and AC bias so as to show the viability of the frequency domain multiplexed
technique to read TES arrays. This is a crucial point for TES development
since high-performance multiplexing schemes are essential to warranty a large
enough active area with low enough heat load, as required for the missions
under study at ESA such as the International X-ray Observatory (IXO) and the
Japanese infrared telescope SPICA. Finally, the main conclusions of this second
part are summarised in Chapter 15. All the references cited in this thesis are
collected in the section bibliography, followed by a list of the publications
resulting from the work of the thesis defendant at the Departamento de Física
de la Materia Condensada de la Universidad de Zaragoza and at the Instituto
de Ciencia de Materiales de Aragón (CSIC-Universidad de Zaragoza).

March 4, 2011



Part I

Calorimetry as an analysis tool.
Study of the competing

interactions in NdFexGa1�xO3

compounds and its effects on
magnetic ordering





Chapter 1

Heat capacity in magnetic
systems

1.1 Introduction

The total heat capacity of a system is defined as the heat amount, ∆Q one
has to provide to the system in order to make the temperature raise a quantity
∆T and is expressed as:

Cx,y,... � lim
TÑ0

dQ

dT x,y,...
(1.1)

Dividing by the mass of the sample, the specific heat with the parameters
x, y, ... kept constant is obtained. Usually in solids, as it will be our case, the
quantity kept constant is the pressure, thus the corresponding specific heat
expression reduces to:

Cp � dQ

dT p
� T

δS

δT p
(1.2)

where δS is the associated change in the sample entropy.

From the statistical mechanics point of view, the specific heat of a system
can be obtained by differentiating with respect to the temperature the system
partition function, that is obtained from the system energy level distribution.
Thus, the experimental specific heat of a sample is given by the global con-
tribution of all the energy levels of the system. As already mentioned, in a
magnetic system, the interaction of magnetic moments between themselves and
with external magnetic fields gives, in general, the energy levels of the system,
thus significantly contributing to the total system specific heat. To extract the
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magnetic component of the specific heat, a good knowledge of the rest of Cp
contributions is required.

Most of the development and results in calorimetry of magnetic systems
occur at low temperatures, since, due to the drastic reduction of Cp by a factor
of 104 � 107 with respect to room temperature [1], the lattice contribution
becomes small enough to allow to determine the magnetic contribution more
precisely. In this chapter the main contributions to the specific heat in this
temperature range are summarised and the temperature dependence of the
different models applied for every case is described.

1.2 Lattice contribution

In the classical theory a solid with N atoms can be considered as formed by
3N independent harmonic oscillators– one per each direction– with associated
kinetic and potential energies. According to the energy equipartition theorem,
in a system in thermal equilibrium, each atom have the same average energy
–kBT {2– associated with each independent degree of freedom of their motion,
in this case 3kBT . Assuming a system with n atoms per molecule, the molar
internal energy will be given by:

U � 3nNAkBT � 3nRT (1.3)

where R is the universal constant of ideal gases. The molar specific heat
can then be obtained differentiating Eq. 1.3 as a function of temperature,
getting the classical Dulong-Petit law for the specific heat:

CM �
�δU
δT

	
M
� 3nR (1.4)

that only reproduces experimental data at high temperatures. At lower
temperatures a more complex approximation is required. Two are the main
models describing the lattice specific heat in the basis of the harmonic approx-
imation: the Einstein and the Debye model. In both cases, thermal vibration
of the atoms about their equilibrium positions are treated as a superposition
of motions of harmonic oscillators, according to the laws of quantum statistics.

The first theory that successfully explained the behaviour of a solid specific
heat at low temperatures was formulated by Einstein in 1907 [2]. In this model
the solid is also formed by 3N unidimensional independent harmonic oscillators,
but in this case, all of them display the same characteristic frequency ωE .
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According to the quantum theory, the energy of a linear harmonic oscillator of
frequency ωE is quantised as:

ε � pn� 1{2q~ωE (1.5)

Taking into account these assumptions the heat capacity can be derived by
means of statistical methods [3]:

C � 3RpθE{T q2eθE{T
peθE{T � 1q2 (1.6)

where θE � ~ωE{kB is the Einstein temperature. Besides its simplicity,
this model was able to predict that the heat capacity of a solid, and in particu-
lar diamond, tends to zero as temperature decreases, maintaining the classical
Dulong-Petit law for high temperatures. The Einstein model explains qualita-
tively the heat capacity of most of the compounds at low temperature, but it
does not properly adjust these results, that show a T 3 dependency, instead of
the exponential temperature dependency predicted by the model.

A more realistic model is the one due to Debye. On the basis of quantum
statistics, the internal energy of a solid at low temperatures is basically deter-
mined by the low frequency modes of vibration [4]. These acoustic branches can
be assumed to propagate through the solid as if it was a continuum, since their
wavelengths are much larger than the interatomic distances. In this model,
the solid is still assimilated to a system of 3N quantum harmonic oscillators,
however, the oscillation frequency is not a common value for all of them, but
a discrete distribution of values with a given density of states. In the Debye
model, the discreteness of the solid limits the range of frequencies to some
maximum or cut-off frequency known as the Debye frequency, ωD. The lattice
heat capacity– phonon contribution– in this model is given by the following
expression [3]:

C � 9R
� T
θD

	3
» θD{T

0

x4exdx

pex � 1q2 (1.7)

where θD � ~ωD{kB is the Debye temperature. In this case both high
an low temperature limits are properly predicted by the lattice heat capacity
model:
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C � 3R
�

1� 1

20

θ2
D

T
� ...

	
at high temperatures, T " θD

C � 12

5
π4R

� T
θD

	3
at low temperatures, T ! θD

(1.8)

The practical problem of estimating the lattice heat capacity can be ap-
proached by different methods: estimation of phonon spectra from lattice dy-
namics calculation, measurement of an isostructural non-magnetic compound,
etc... However, as it has been already mentioned, in most of the cases of spe-
cific heat measurements in magnetic system, only the low temperature region
is analysed. Thus the lattice specific heat can be estimated as C9T 3.

1.3 Electronic contribution

In metallic materials the additional contribution of the free electrons to the heat
capacity has to be considered. Since conduction electrons can be considered a
Fermi gas, they obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics, from which the specific heat
can be estimated as:

Ce � π2

3
npεF qk2

BT � γT (1.9)

where the electronic coefficient, γ, is proportional to the density of states
at the Fermi level, npεF q [3].

1.4 Magnetic contribution

The magnetic part of the specific heat is divided between the isolated and the
interacting magnetic moments contributions.

In the general case of magnetic moments interacting with an external mag-
netic field, a set of different magnetic moments with different energy levels and
degeneracies will be found. The population of each level, pi will be given by
the Boltzmann statistics:

pi � gie
�Ei{pkBT q°

i gie
�Ei{pkBT q

(1.10)

The magnetic energy can then be calculated as:
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Um �
°
iEigie

�Ei{pkBT q°
i gie

�Ei{pkBT q
(1.11)

and, from Um, the heat capacity is obtained by derivation with respect to
temperature. The results is the so called Schottky contribution, that, for the
particular case of a two-level system reduces to [5]:

C � N
E2

1

kBT 2

g0

g1

eE1{pkBT q�
1� g0

g1
eE1{pkBT q

� (1.12)

The low-temperature part is exponential with the same temperature depen-
dence than the Einstein model given in Eq. 1.6 at low temperatures, while the
high-temperature part follows a T�2 dependency. Low temperature energy
levels, like the ones often displayed in rare-earth compounds, are shown in
specific heat measurements as Schottky anomalies and, if they are sufficiently
separated, the splitting and degeneracy can be determined from calorimetric
measurements.

When magnetic moments interact, the structure of the energy levels is mod-
ified. However, when cooperative phenomena produces long range correlation,
the interaction can not be solved in a limited number of energy states, as in the
previous case. Only in the absence of thermal vibrations, the ideal magnetic
order state can be found, otherwise spin-waves, similar to lattice vibrations,
perturb the fundamental state. Thus, the magnetic contribution to the specific
heat can be associated to magnons that, as phonons for lattice vibrations, are
the quanta of the spin-waves [1]. This spin dependent contribution to the spe-
cific heat can be expressed by the Heisenberg-Dirac hamiltonian, that provides
a general anisotropic hamiltonian for spin interactions.

H � �2
nņ

i j

Ji,jraSizSjz � bpSixSjx � SiySjyqs � gµB
ÝÑ
H
¸
i

ÝÑ
S i (1.13)

where the spin dimensionality is given by the coefficients a and b [5]. The
model that one needs to apply to the specific heat measurements of a magnetic
system depends on the combination of spin and lattice dimensionalities of the
system. Among the different models only a few have a exact solution. For the
rest, measurements are divided in three different regions: low temperature T  
TC– the spin-wave region, the critical region T � TC and the high temperature
region T ¡ TC .
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At low temperatures, the dispersion relations of the spin waves can be
found, being dependent on the type of interaction and the lattice dimension-
ality. For a 3d lattice, the heat capacity contribution of an antiferromagnet is
proportional to T 3, while the contribution of a ferromagnet is proportional to
T 3{2 [4].

In the critical region the heat capacity is divided in to two different expres-
sions:

C � A
�TC � T

TC

	�α´
for T   TC

C � A
�T � TC

TC

	�α
for T ¡ TC

(1.14)

where α1 and α are the critical exponent that can be obtained from different
techniques, such as renormalization group techniques, Monte Carlo simulations
or high temperature series expansion [5]. Again, the obtained value depends
on the dimensionality of the spin and magnetic lattice.

Magnetic order transitions produce singularities denoted as λ-anomalies in
the specific heat. This type of features are not only limited to magnetic tran-
sitions, but are characteristics of cooperative phenomena, turning specific heat
measurements into one of the most suitable tools to identify phase transitions.
Several examples are electronic transitions such as superconductivity or ferro-
electricity, crystallographic transitions, order-disorder transitions, superfluity
or molecular rotational vibrations.

1.5 Conclusions

The enormous variety of phenomena whose nature can be evidenced through
specific heat measurements turns calorimetry data into a powerful tool in many
areas of physics and chemistry. When applied to magnetism, this macroscopic
technique describes the behaviour of the complete magnetic system. Once the
magnetic contribution is isolated by subtracting the lattice and electronic con-
tributions, valuable information on the magnetic energy levels can be extracted,
since the specific heat shape will be a footprint of the different magnetic inter-
actions taking place in the system.



Chapter 2

NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds: a
case study

2.1 Introduction: Nd orthorhombic perovskites

Rare-earth oxide compounds with perovskite structure (RMO3) have been
widely studied in solid-state physics due to its rather simple structure and
the rich variety of electronic and magnetic phenomena observed, such as mag-
netoresistance [6] and superconductivity [7, 8]. In rare earth (R) and transition
metal (M) perovskites both components order in two interspersed simple cubic
sublattices that determines the magnetic properties of the sample through the
three present magnetic interactions [9]. In general, these interactions follow
the hierarchy of M-M, M-R and R-R in descending strength.

Nd orthorhombic perovskites RMO3 are particularly attractive because of
the great number of magnetic and non-magnetic metal ions (M) that can be
substituted while maintaining the same structure; an orthorhombically dis-
torted perovskite with four formula units per elementary cell and space group
D16

2h � Pbnm [9].

For non-magnetic M ions as Ga, only the collective antiferromagnetic or-
dering of Nd at T � 0.97 K is present [10] due to Nd-Nd exchange interaction.
When M is a 3d magnetic ion as Fe, Ni or Cr, the M sublattice orders anti-
ferromagnetically with a small canting angle at high temperature TN1 due to
M-M interaction. TN1 ranges from �700 K for NdFeO3 [11] to �200 K for
NdCrO3 [12] and NdNiO3 [13]. Below TN1 the anisotropic M-Nd exchange
induces spin reorientation transitions of the M sublattice. In many cases, the
antiferromagnetic ordering of M sublattice does not imply a full compensation
of the M magnetic moments due to a weak ferromagnetic component. A com-
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bination of isotropic and anisotropic M-Nd exchange interactions originated
by the weak ferromagnetic and the antiferromagnetic M order, respectively,
creates an effective field on the Nd site, HM�Nd. This effective field polarises
the Nd3� spins by splitting the Nd ground state, thus reducing the magnetic
entropy available for cooperative Nd-Nd ordering at low temperatures. This
Nd polarisation has been observed in powder neutron diffraction experiments
at low temperatures [14, 15]. Depending on the strength of this HM�Nd, co-
operative order of Nd sublattice appears, f.e. in NdFeO3 [16] or NdNiO3 [17],
at a similar temperature as in the case where M is a non magnetic metal,
whereas it is fully inhibited in others such as in NdCrO3 [18] or NdMnO3 [19].
It is interesting to note that NdCrO3, the only member of the family in which
the low-temperature M magnetic structure is purely antiferromagnetic, is the
one with the largest energy splitting of the Nd ground doublet: ∆{kB � 27 K
[12, 18].

Another source of rich phenomenology in magnetic orthorhombic per-
ovskites is the introduction of magnetic vacancies in the M sublattice by substi-
tution with a non-magnetic M’ ion. The effects of the dilution are not negligible
even for a small concentration of vacancies and its relevance depends on the
nature of the rare-earth ion. In DyFexAl1�xO3 the Morin phase transition
temperature increases [20], in TbFexAl1�xO3 the reorientation transition tem-
perature decreases [21] while the Tb long-range is inhibited. The same last
effect is observed in NdFexCo1�xO3 [22], where Co is in a low-spin state. Even
in HoFexAl1�xO3 a new transition to a Γ1 magnetic structure is induced by
vacancies [23].

In this work we consider the case M = Fe, with the substitution of Fe ions
by non-magnetic Ga ions to form the NdFexGa1�xO3 series. Each Ga atom
is equivalent to the introduction of a magnetic vacancy in the Fe sublattice.
In this case, the nearly complete antiferromagnetic compensation is destroyed
around the neighbouring Nd3� ions and a large, extra isotropic exchange field
acting on both R and Fe sublattices arises.

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 2.2 the sample synthesis
process is described. In Section 2.3 both the crystalline structure of NdFeO3

and NdGaO3 pure compounds (section 2.3.1) and the structural characterisa-
tion of NdFexGa1�xO3 series (section 2.3.2) are discussed. Finally, in Section
2.4, the magnetic structure of the pure compounds is detailed. The relevant
changes that are generated by substituting Fe ions by Ga non-magnetic ions
that are likely to affect both Fe and Nd ordering processes are also presented.
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2.2 Synthesis

NdFexGa1�xO3 powder samples were obtained by a standard ceramic route
at the Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Aragón. In this type of process,
where elements are place in tight contact, the reaction is produced by diffu-
sion or atomic mobility, since temperature through all the procedure is lower
than the melting point of each component. The main advantage of this solid-
state method, besides its simplicity, is that, since temperatures are relatively
low, pure metals segregation is avoided, making easier to achieve single-phase
oxides.

All samples studied in this part are prepared from binary oxide powder:
Ga2O3 of 99.99% purity, Fe2O3 of 99.8% purity and Nd2O3 of 99.9% purity.
A stoichiometric mixture of these binary oxides was calcined in air in three
consecutive steps. The first step is carried out in a muffle furnace where sam-
ples are placed at 1000�C for 20 hours with a 5�C/min rate. The next two
steps are carried out in a tubular furnace at air atmospheric pressure, being
the first one of 60h. at 1200�C and the second one of 80 hours at 1400�C. Be-
tween every process the resulting material is grinded and pressed into pellets
at �7tons/cm2. Samples x=0.4 and x=0.5 were subjected to an extra step
of 48 hours at 1400�C, to ensure proper homogeneity throughout the samples
close to percolation (xc �0.31) (See Chapter ).

2.3 Crystalline structure

2.3.1 Spatial group

The studied compounds crystallise in a perovskite structure. Ideal perovskite
unit cell, ABO3 (see Fig.2.1) is cubic, belonging the the spacial group Pm-3m,
with only one formula unit per unit cell. Atoms are located in special positions:
atom A is placed in the cell centre in the Wyckoff 1b position (1/2, 1/2, 1/2),
atom B is placed in the unit cell origin (0, 0, 0), while O atoms are located in
the middle of the edges of the cube faces, in position 3d (0, 0, 1/2).

In perovskites, cation A is bigger than B, and it is coordinated with twelve
O anions, while cation B is coordinated with 6 O anions. Using a ionic model
of solid spheres, the maximum stability situation, provided by the maximum
contact between ions, is represented by Eq. 2.1

Ra � Rb?
2Rb �Ro

� 1 (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Crystallographic structure of a cubic perovskite, Pm-3m, with the cation
B in the cube vertex. This position is the centre of the oxygen octahedron.

Assuming anion O to be oxygen, A a rare earth element (R) and B a
transition metal cation in a proper oxidation stat (M), ionic radius Ra, Rb and
Ro fulfilled approximately Eq. 2.1. That is the reason why, when proportion is
1:1, most rare-earth transition metal oxides crystallised in this solid structure.

This structure can be considered to be a cubic close packed (ccp) of oxygen
and R atoms, being the RO3 layer parallel to the (111) plane of the cubic
structure. M atoms are placed in a quarter of the structure octahedral sites,
the ones corresponding to the cubic vertex shown in Fig. 2.1. The octahedral
sites in the cubic faces and the tetrahedral ones are empty.

Usually the ideal cubic symmetry is not found since ion size, together
with electrostatic interactions, tend to distort the cubic symmetry of per-
ovskites. Most commons structures are rhombohedrically distorted perovskites
(R-3c) and orthorhombically distorted perovskites (Pbnm). Both NdFeO3 and
NdGaO3 belong to this group being their crystal structure an orthorhombically
slightly distorted perovskite described in the space group Pbnm [24–26], (Z=4).
In this structure c axes is duplicated, what leads to four formula units per unit
cell. Plus, compared to the ideal perovskite parameter a0, unit cell parameters
are a � ?

2a0, b �
?

2a0 and c � 2a0.

In NdFeO3 and NdGaO3, atoms are located on the following crystallo-
graphic sites: Nd3� ions in (4c), Fe3� or Ga3� in (4b) and O2� in (4c) and (8d).
Fe3� ions are coordinated by six O2� ions forming FeO6 octahedral. Therefore
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Figure 2.2: Crystallographic and magnetic structure of NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 at T=94 K.

the diluted compounds NdFexGa1�xO3 are expected to have the same struc-
ture. 4b are special positions and therefore the Fe and/or Ga atoms form a
perfect simple cubic (sc) lattice, while the Nd ions are slightly displaced from
the ideal sc positions at the middle of the Fe/Ga cubes. A schematic represen-
tation of NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 crystallographic structure is illustrated in figure 2.2
together with its magnetic structure.

2.3.2 Structural characterisation

As described in Section 2.2 NdFexGa1�xO3 a easily synthesised since, as ex-
plained in Section 2.3, perovskite structure in oxides of rare earth and tran-
sition metal in proportion 1:1 is stable. However intermediate phases such as
gallium garnet, Nd2O3 or Ga2O3 are also stable and can be found in our sam-
ples. To study the possible presence of these intermediate phases, to confirm
the Pbnm structure of NdFexGa1�xO3 and to analyse how the parameters de-
scribing the crystal ordering change along the series X-ray diffraction studies
were performed.

These studies were carried out in the Rigaku D/MAX 2500 X-ray diffrac-
tometer of the Servicio de difracción de polvo at the Servicios de Apoyo a la
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Investigación of the University of Zaragoza. Measurements were taken in the
region 20� ¤ 2θ ¤ 80� with a 0.03� step at room temperature. The diffractome-
ter works at 40 kV and 80 mA, with a rotating Cu anode and high linearity
scintillation counter. A graphite diffracted-beam monochromator is used to
select the Kα1( λ � 1.540562 Å) and Kα2( λ � 1.544390 Å) lines.
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Figure 2.3: X ray diffraction diagram at room temperature of sample x � 0.95. �

represent the observed intensity, – is the calculated intensity, | are Bragg reflections
and – is the difference between the observed intensity and the calculated one.

X-ray diffraction patterns of the studied compounds reveal no traces of any
impurity phase at the technique sensitivity limit of � 1% in volume. In Fig.
2.3, a diffractogram of one of the samples,x � 0.95 , is shown, together with
the expected Bragg reflections of the main phase, the refined intensity and
the difference between the observed intensity and the calculated one. X-ray
data were analysed using the FULLPROF program [27, 28]. The parameters
describing the crystal ordering, refined by the Rietveld method, are displayed
on figure 2.4. Structural parameters of NdFeO3 and NdGaO3 from [25] and
[29] were taken as starting parameters in our analysis. Since gallium ion is
slightly smaller (r=76 pm) than the high-spin iron one (r=78.5 pm), the lat-
tice parameter values and the unit cell volume increase with the iron content.
No discontinuities are observed in lattice parameters in the whole range of iron
concentration and, as expected, all the studied compounds comply with the
Pbnm space group. As can be seen in figure 2.4, our results are in good agree-
ment with previous ones on the non-diluted perovskites and follow Vegard’s
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law. The obtained values of the lattice parameters are displayed in Table 5.1
in Chapter 2.2.
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Figure 2.4: Upper panel: a (�) and b (�) lattice parameters obtained from the
Rietveld refinement as a function of iron content. Lower panel: refined c lattice
parameter (�) and unit cell volume (�) as a function of iron content. In both panels,
lattice parameters of non-diluted compounds from [25] and [29] are also displayed in
open symbols.

2.4 Magnetic structure

Neodymium gallate, NdGaO3, was consider a rather stable and inert compound
from the magnetic point of view since the only magnetic interaction, Nd-Nd
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interaction, was considered to weak to provide collective magnetic ordering of
the Nd sublattice [30]. However, low temperature specific heat measurements
showed that, as mention in Section 2.1, a collective antiferromagnetic ordering
of Nd at T � 0.97 K, evidenced by a sharp lambda anomaly, is present [10].

In that work, Bartolomé et al. suggest an antiferromagnetic ordering of
Nd magnetic moments and an accurate prediction of the observed low tem-
perature specific heat was provided by an XY model on a simple cubic lattice.
However, neutron diffraction measurements pointed to a cz configuration of
the Nd moments [25]. Moreover the obtained g tensor was nearly isotropic, a
result incompatible with a XY model. Later susceptibility measurements [31]
confirmed the cz configuration proposed by Marti et al. As can be observed in
Fig. 2.5, in this structure Nd magnetic moments are ordered ferromagnetically
inside a column parallel to c axes, and antiferromagnetically between adjacent
columns. As Luis at al. [31] pointed in their article in this configuration Nd
exchange interaction is strongly direction dependent, unlike in the simple cubic
lattice where all Nd six nearest neighbours are equivalent. They argue that this
result can be expected, since only two nearest Nd neighbours are equivalent
due to the low crystallographic symmetry of Nd sites have( only a horizontal
mirror plane), In Ref. [31], susceptibility and heat capacity data are explained
by the same set of parameters within the S � 1{2 , Ising 2D to 3D crossover
model.

Similar results were found in other NdMO3 systems where M was a non
magnetic metal, such as NdCoO3(where Co ions are in low-spin non-magnetic
state) [32], NdScO3 [33] and NdInO3 [34]. In the first case the same cz magnetic
structure for Nd ordering as NdGaO3 was found, while the other two compound
order in a gyax magnetic mode.

As discussed in Section 2.1, when M is a 3d magnetic metal as Fe, Ni or
Cr, the M sublattice orders at high temperature TN1 due to M-M interaction.
According to previous studies, iron spins in NdFeO3 order correspond to an
antiferromagnetic structure with a weak ferromagnetic component GxFz (irre-
ducible representation Γ4) [35]. Below TN1 the anisotropic Fe-Nd exchange in-
duces spin reorientation transitions of the M sublattice. In this region, marked
by a double peak in susceptibility measurements, the iron spins rotate contin-
uously in the ac plane , from GxFz to the low temperature configuration GzFx
(irreducible representation Γ2) [36, 37], being both configurations observed by
neutron measurements (see Fig. 2.6). Moreover, at low temperatures this con-
figuration induces, via Nd-Fe exchange a Nd polarisation of the same symmetry
(cyfx) that becomes noticeable in neutron measurements below 25K [16]. As
above mentioned the Nd3� ion occupies a low-symmetry position, being its
4I9{2 ground multiplet fully split into five Kramers doublets by the Cs � m
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Figure 2.5: Crystallographic and magnetic structure of NdGaO3 at very low temper-
ature.

low-symmetry crystal field [22]. At low temperatures only the ground doublet
is populated and the Nd polarisation can be observed in heat capacity mea-
surements since its splits the ground doublet of Nd3 ion due to Zeeman effect,
producing a Schottky anomaly [32].
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Figure 2.6: Neutron diffraction patterns for NdFe0. 8Ga0. 2O3 (left panel): T TN1,
(center panel): T TSR1, and (right panel): T TSR2.

Thus, the Nd momenta behave as a paramagnetic system in an internal field
of intensity HM Nd. Depending on the strength of this HM Nd, cooperative
order of Nd sublattice may appear, f.e. in NdFeO3 [16] or NdNiO3 [17], at a
lower temperature as in the case where M is a non magnetic metal, evidenced
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by a small lambda peak superimposed on the Schottky anomaly. In other
cases, such as in NdCrO3 [18] or NdMnO3 [19], no λ peak is found, indicating
than Nd cooperative ordering is fully inhibited.

In this context the introduction of a non-magnetic atom in RFexM1�xO3

can be considered as the introduction of a magnetic vacancy in the Fe sublat-
tice. In this case, the compensation of the isotropic exchange interaction on
R3� sites is destroyed and an extra isotropic exchange field acting on both R
and Fe sublattices arises. The effect of this dilution is not negligible even for
a small concentration of vacancies and depends on the rare-earth, as already
mentioned in Section 2.1, being the net effect on the magnetic ordering of the
rare earth dependent of the competition between the crystal electric field and
the exchange field.

In following chapters we shall study the effect of magnetic vacancies on the
magnetic ordering of the Fe sublattice and in the polarisation and magnetic or-
dering of the Nd sublattice in NdFexGa1�xO3. Some studies on NdFexCo1�xO3

have already been performed [22, 38]. The motivation to use Ga instead of Co
as diamagnetic ion is, besides it has a similar ionic radius than Fe (76 and
78.5 pm respectively), to avoid deviations of the actual x value from the nom-
inal one, because Co3� ion may change its spin configuration depending on
neighbouring defects, oxygen vacancies, etc., making difficult to control the
paramagnetic fraction in the high x side.

As already mention the Fe sublattice orders antiferromagnetically at TN �
700 K [11], so, the magnetic dilution of the Fe sublattice will provoke the
lowering of TN till the percolation limit is reached x �0.33. Regarding the
Fe sublattice two different situations are faced. For x   0.33 Fe moments are
paramagnetically disordered, generating a random HM�Nd over Nd sites, while
for x ¡ 0.33 Fe moments will be ordered, but due to the magnetic vacancies
still HM�Nd will also be random. Both situations will be studied from the
Fe sublattice point of view. Regarding Nd ordering, since the high Fe content
region has already been studied, by substituting Fe ions by Co ones instead of
Ga, [22, 38], in this work we shall mainly focus on the low Fe content region.



Chapter 3

Calorimetric study of the
inhibition of Nd magnetic order
in NdFexGap1�xqO3

3.1 Introduction

As already discussed, due to the low intensity of the Nd-Nd exchange inter-
action – when it is in isolation, as in NdGaO3, Nd sublattice orders antifer-
romagnetically at 1K– the Nd cooperative order is not always present in the
NdMO3 compounds. When M is a magnetic ion, such as iron, Nd ordering
takes place depending on the ratio between HM�Nd and HNd�Nd. In NdFeO3

this ratio is found just below the critical value which would inhibit Nd co-
operative ordering. Thus, the study of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 family, provides
the opportunity to study the effect of magnetic vacancies on this ratio, and
how it affects ordering of the Fe and Nd sublattices. In this chapter we will
focus on the effect of Fe dilution on the polarisation and magnetic ordering of
the Nd sublattice. To do so heat capacity measurements on NdFexGap1�xqO3

compounds were performed. The reason to choose this technique is that, as
already showed by previous studies [10, 18, 22, 30, 39], the magnetic features
we are interested in are easily observed by specific heat measurements.

This chapter is organised as follows: in Section 3.2 a description of the
measurement system and procedure is provided. In Section 3.3 experimental
results are described; while in Section 3.4 a detailed analysis of the experimen-
tal data is performed to extract the information on the different observable
contributions. Finally, in Section 3.5 the main results presented in this chap-
ter are summarised.
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3.2 Experimental details

Heat capacity measurements discussed in this chapter were performed in the
Quantum Design PPMS (Physical Property Measurement System) located at
the Physical Measurement Service of the University of Zaragoza1. When the
PPMS Heat Capacity option is combined with the Helium-3 System, high sensi-
tivity thermal-relaxation calorimetric measurements can be performed between
0.35 and 350 K, with a measurement accuracy better than 2%. The system also
allows to apply a magnetic field as high as 9 T with a longitudinal uniformity
of 0.01% over 5.5 cm x 1 cm diameter cylindrical volume.

Samples are mounted on to a platform of 3 x 3 mm2 suspended by 8 thin
wires. These wires are used as thermal connection between the platform and
the bath, and as electrical connection for the heater and thermometer. Sample
powder is pressed into pellets well below 1mm thick. To provide a compact
piece, sample powder is combined with ethylene glycol,pressed and then dried
in an oven at �200 �C for several ours. The samples are thermally contacted
to the platform with Apiezon-N grease.

Among the different methods for calorimetric measurements the thermal-
relaxation method developed by Bachmann et al. [40] is designed to study
small samples at low temperatures. In this method the sample specific heat
is determined by measuring the thermal response of the calorimeter to a heat
pulse [41, 42]. The heat-flow diagram of the total system- sample, platform and
heat bath- is displayed in Fig. 3.1a. The whole system consists of a sample of
unknown heat capacity, Cs at a temperature Ts, connected to the platform with
a grease of thermal conductance K2. Ca is heat capacity of the total addenda
(platform, Apiezon-N grease, thermometer and heater). This ensemble has a
temperature of Tp. Finally, the platform is thermally connected to a heat bath
at T0 through K1.

The heat balance in the system can be described by the following coupled
differential equations [41]:

P � Ca
dTp
dt

�K2pTp � Tsq �K1pTp � T0q

0 � Cs
dTs
dt

�K2pTs � Tpq
(3.1)

When a heat pulse, P, is applied to the heater, the platform and the sample
are warmed to a temperature T0�∆T , where ∆T � P {K1. Ideally, the thermal

1http : {{wzar.unizar.es{invest{sai{ins_ele{ins_ele.html
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Heat flow diagram for a conventional thermal-relaxation calorimeter.
(b) Picture of PPMS heat capacity sample holder.

connection between the sample and the platform will be good (K2 " K1,
Ts � Tp), thus Eq. 3.1 simplifies to:

P � pCa � CsqdTp
dt

�K1pTp � T0q (3.2)

When the heat pulse stops, both the platform and the sample cool down
to the bath temperature T0 following:

Tpptq � T0 �∆T expp�t{τq (3.3)

with a time constant τ � pCs � Caq{K1. If ∆T {T ! 1, Cs, Ca and K1

can be considered as temperature independent, thus, the sample heat capacity
can be directly estimated from a measure of the temperature decay, once Ca
and K1 are determined. K1 can be estimated by measuring ∆T for an applied
power, since, as already mentioned, ∆T � P {K1; while Ca can be obtained
from a temperature decay measurement of the system without sample.

However, if the condition K2 " K1 is not fulfilled, one can not consider
Ts � Tp, and the thermal decay of Tp is the sum of two exponentials:

Tpptq � T0 �A expp�t{τ1q �B expp�t{τ2q (3.4)

Usually, one of the time constants is much shorter than the other, τ2, and
corresponds to the thermal relaxation process between the sample and the
platform; while the other, τ1, correspond to the thermal relaxation between
the platform and the bath.
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The PPMS heat capacity software uses two separate algorithms to deter-
mine which of the two cases above described- Eq. 3.3 or Eq. 3.4 best fits the
measured data. The chosen fit provides information such as the sample heat
capacity, the addenda heat capacity, the thermal coupling between the sample
and the platform or the thermal time-constants.

The sample NdFe0.3Ga0.7O3 was further characterised by Marco Evange-
listi and Fernando Luis in a Kelvinox 25 dilution fridge located at the Low
Temperature Laboratory of the Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Aragón
(ICMA). In this system, a heat-relaxation calorimeter compatible with the
one available in the PPMS system has been installed, allowing to extend the
temperature range till 100 mK. Data are calibrated using higher temperature
measurements taken at the PPMS system.

3.3 Experimental results: specific heat measurements

Fig. 3.2 shows the results of the specific-heat experiments on NdFexGap1�xqO3

with 0.05 ¤ x ¤ 0.5, while in Fig. 3.3a these data are shown together with
specific heat data of NdGaO3 from Ref. [10]. In NdGaO3 specific heat data,
the Nd co-operative order is marked by a sharp peak at T=0.97 K, over the
lattice contribution; being these two features the only observed contributions.

X ray diffraction analysis on NdFexGap1�xqO3 series showed that no signif-
icant structural changes among the series take place as iron content increases,
being the space group in all cases Pbnm. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3.3a the
lattice contribution, dominant above 10 K, is expected to be approximately
the same for all the samples, including NdFeO3 and NdGaO3. Below this
temperature the lattice specific heat is mostly negligible. As it has been al-
ready mentioned Nd3� in the family NdMO3 is a 4I9{2 ion fully split into five
Kramers doublets by the Cs�m low-symmetry crystal field. Inelastic neutron
scattering at T=4.2 K [43] and specific heat measurements [18] on NdCrO3

showed that the energy of the first Nd excited doublet is �127 K. Therefore
the maximum of its Schottky contribution would be at T � 50 K and, since
the low temperature part of a Schottky anomaly decay exponentially with tem-
perature, no crystal field contribution is expected in the temperature range of
study, 0.3  T  30 K. Moreover, since NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds are dielec-
tric and do not present superconductivity effects, crystallographic transitions,
etc., below 10 K, all the observed features can be ascribed to the magnetic
contribution, that can be considered practically isolated.

The sharp peak corresponding to the Nd magnetic ordering is still present
in x � 0.05 (TN � 860 mK), but it is strongly rounded in x � 0.1 (TN � 740
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Figure 3.2: Low-temperature specific-heat measurement on the NdFexGap1�xqO3 sys-
tem for 0.05 ¤ x ¤ 0.5.

mK). Moreover its height is reduced by a factor of 3 in x � 0.05 and a factor
of 10 in x � 0.1. The peak is substituted in x � 0.2 and x � 0.3 by a kink at
T=520 mK and 350 mK respectively, while no trace of order can be found for
0.4 ¤ x ¤ 0.96. As it can be clearly observed in Fig. 3.3a, not only the height
of the ordering peak is reduce by increasing Fe concentration, its position is
also shifted towards lower temperatures, following a nearly linear dependence.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Low-temperature specific-heat measurement on the NdFexGap1�xqO3

system for 0 ¤ x ¤ 0.5. Inset shows the data in double-log scale up to 30 K.
(b) Low-temperature specific-heat measurement on the NdFexGap1�xqO3 system for
0.5 ¤ x ¤ 0.96.

As x increases a rounded bump between 1K and 10 K appears, being slightly
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visible for x=0.05, since the sharp ordering peak tend to hide it. As x increases
both the intensity and the bump position increase till x=0.5. As already men-
tioned the Nd3� ion its a 4I9{2 ground multiplet, fully split into five Kramers
doublets by the low-symmetry crystal field [22]. At low temperatures only the
ground doublet is populated, and when the non magnetic Ga ions are sub-
stituted by Fe ions, Nd ones are polarised by the HFe�Nd. This field splits
the ground doublet of Nd3� ion due to Zeeman effect, producing a Schottky
anomaly [32] that can be observed in heat capacity measurements through a
rounded bump. For higher values of iron concentration (x>0.5) the observed
feature shifts again towards lower temperatures, while the intensity increases
slightly and the bump becomes narrower, as displayed in Fig. 3.3b, achieving
a shape similar to the one of a two-level Schottky anomaly. For x ¤ 0.5, the
bump seems to correspond to a distribution of Zeeman splittings of Nd3� ions.
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Figure 3.4: Low-temperature specific-heat measurement on the
NdFexGap1�xqO3system for 0.9 ¤ x ¤ 1.

On the other side of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 series as x increases above 0.95
the Nd cooperative order is recovered, see Fig. 3.4. For x � 0.96 a small round
shoulder at T=490 mK can be observed over the Schottky hump. This peak
is considerably smaller than the Nd ordering peak in NdFeO3, shown in Figs.
3.2 and 3.3a. Specific heat data for this compound are taken from Ref. [22].
It must be noted that, although Nd cooperative order is clearly present for
Fe concentrations � 0.1, the ordering on the other side of the series is more
“fragile", being only slightly observed for x � 0.95, a concentration of Ga twice
smaller (0.05).

Although the kink observed in the specific heat measurements of samples
x=0.2 and 0.3 seems to be some short of remnant of the Nd cooperative mag-
netic order, its nature is not evident from specific heat measurement only.
To provide more information, specific heat measurements were performed in
the x=0.2 sample under different applied magnetic fields, being these results
depicted in Fig. 3.5. For H ¤ 1 T the kink observed in specific heat mea-
surements is still present, although its shape softens and it is shifted towards
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Figure 3.5: Low-temperature specific-heat measurement on NdFexGa1�xO3 for dif-
ferent applied magnetic fields.

lower temperatures. For H ¡ 1 T, the kink is no longer present; moreover
as the applied field increases the Schottky anomaly increases in height and
temperature, while the shape becomes similar to the two-level Schottky shape.

3.4 Analysis of the experimental specific-heat data

3.4.1 Study of the different specific-heat contributions

In Fig. 3.6 a detailed analysis of some of the doped samples – x=0.05, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.9, and 0.96– is shown. The specific heat above T�1 K
has been remarkably well fitted (thick red lines in Fig. 3.6) by a sum of
three contributions, which have been fitted jointly to reduce the number of
free parameters. First, a lattice specific heat, Cl � 3.2 � 10�5 � T 3, which is
approximately equal for all x. This contribution is shown isolated in all panels
of Fig. 3.6 by a dotted line.

As already discussed, the Schottky anomaly observed in most of the sam-
ples can not be ascribed to a single two-level Schottky anomaly, as expected
from a single doublet, like the Nd ion in this case. This broadening of the
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typical Schottky contribution indicates a distribution of Zeeman splittings of
Nd3�. In the NdFeO3 case, a combination of isotropic and anisotropic Fe-Nd
exchange interactions, originated by the weak ferromagnetic and the antifer-
romagnetic M order, creates an effective field on Nd sites, the internal field
HFe�Nd. This field, that polarises the Nd moments, is the responsible of the
Zeeman splitting of the Nd ground doublet. The introduction of magnetic
vacancies in the Fe sublattice destroys the nearly complete antiferromagnetic
compensation around the neighbouring Nd3� ions, introducing a large, extra
isotropic exchange field to HFe�Nd, that modifies its intensity. Due to the ran-
dom distribution of these vacancies the internal field on every Nd site would be
different, thus generating a different Zeeman splitting in every case. To account
for this distribution of HFe�Nd internal fields acting on Nd ions a Schottky
contribution is introduced. We have limited the number of Schottky anoma-
lies in the fit procedure to 2, with common splittings for all the samples, as a
very satisfactory fit is reached already within these constraints. This second
contribution, CSch �

°
pi � Schp∆iq, where Schp∆iq is the Schottky specific

heat for a two-level system with splitting ∆i, is represented by a continuous
blue line in Fig 3.6. A green dashed-dotted line represents p1 � Schp∆1q, while
a red dashed line represents p2 � Schp∆2q. p1 and p2 values for every sample
are provided in Fig. 3.6 and Table 3.1.

Finally, an empirical Cht � β � T�2 contribution has to be included in x
=0.05 and 0.1. This is the dominant term due to short-range order of the high-
temperature expansions of the specific heat above a phase transition[31], in our
case, the onset of the Nd-Nd cooperative order. The obtained β values resulting
from the fits are given both in Fig. 3.6 and Table 3.1, being significantly lower
than the result found for NdGaO3, β � 0.7 [10].

As it was pointed out in the previous section, for x ¤ 0.5, the Schottky
contribution increases with the Fe concentration, and so does its temperature
position. Looking at Fig. 3.6, this translates into an increase of p1 and p2 as x
increases; but also into a reduction of the ratio p1{p2, being this value smaller
than the unit for x=0.5. This enhancement of the Zeeman splitting of the Nd
ground doublet takes is indicative of the increase of the internal field acting
on the Nd sublattice. Thus, for x ¤ 0.5, the introduction of uncompensated
magnetic moments increases the HFe�Nd. This effect is observed even below
Fe sublattice percolation limit –x � 0.3 [44]– where Fe ions are paramagnetic
in the whole temperature range. However, above x � 0.5 the behaviour is
reverted and the Schottky contribution shifts toward lower temperatures. As
can be observed in Fig. 3.6, for x � 0.96, Schp∆2q is negligible, being p1 nearly
equal to 1. Thus, the observed bump is almost equal to only one Schottky
contribution: the one expected from the Nd ground doublet in NdFeO3, ∆1 �
6K [38]. As Fe concentration is reduced, p2 increases, and so does HFe�Nd.
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Figure 3.6: Analysis of the low temperature specific-heat contributions of
NdFexGa1�xO3 compounds for x=0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.9, and 0.96.

The substitution of Fe ions by non-magnetic Ga atoms in NdFeO3 is, there-
fore, somehow equivalent to the introduction of magnetic Fe ions in NdGaO3.
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Table 3.1: Magnetic entropy, pi, β, and ε parameters obtained from the analysis of
specific-heat measurements in NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds.

x ∆SpRq p1 p2 β ε

x � 0.05 0.74 0.21 0.1 0.29 3

x � 1 0.76 0.354 0.142 0.219 1.7

x � 0.2 0.75 0.492 0.302 – 1.26

x � 0.3 0.76 0.384 – – 1.79

x � 0.4 0.70 0.50 0.405 – 1.46

x � 0.5 0.64 0.39 0.472 – 1.6

x � 0.85 0.64 0.612 0.337 – –

x � 0.96 0.64 0.947 0.022 – –

This can be more clearly seen by observing the neighbourhood of a Nd ion –
see Fig. 3.9a–. As already discussed, Fe magnetic moments in NdFeO3 order
antiferromagnetically with a weak ferromagnetic component [35], thus, Nd-
Fe exchange interaction is nearly cancelled out due to the antiferromagnetic
ordering of Fe ions.

However, the substitution of one of these magnetic moments produce an
uncompensated magnetic moment in the Fe sublattice that increases consider-
ably HFe�Nd. The absolute value of the uncompensated magnetic moment is,
therefore the same that in the case of the introduction a Fe magnetic moment
in a NdGaO3 Nd site. In both cases the isotropic HFe�Nd can be considered
more or less the same, if we neglect the contribution of the weak ferromagnetic
component.

As already mentioned, the Nd cooperative order is observed on NdMO3

perovskites depending on the ratio HM�Nd/HNd�Nd. Thus, the increase in
HFe�Nd that we have found when changing x, does not only affect the polar-
isation of Nd, as shown by the Schottky contribution in our compounds, but
also the Nd-Nd magnetic ordering. We have seen that the introduction of mag-
netic ions on Ga sites in NdGaO3 generates a HFe�Nd. This field polarises Nd
sublattice, thus reducing the magnetic entropy available for cooperative order-
ing. This effect is shown in specific-heat measurements through the reduction
of both TN and the intensity of the ordering peak, till, eventually HFe�Nd is
so high that the Nd collective order is inhibited for x � 0.4, as observed in Fig.
3.6. In NdFeO3, the isotropic field generated by the introduction of magnetic
vacancies is added to the already existing internal field HFe�Nd, thus Nd or-
dering is fully inhibited for smaller concentrations of magnetic vacancies, than
the Fe concentration required in the case of NdGaO3, as depicted in Fig. 3.6.

Similar results were found in NdFexCo1�xO3 for x ¡ 0.5 by Bartolome et
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al. [22]. In that case, experimental data were reproduced by a theoretical mean
field model, that included the modification of HFe�Nd by the introduction of
magnetic vacancies on NdFeO3. For this analysis, it was assumed that the
vacancies do not modify the symmetry of the Fe sublattice above percolation.
Thus, the contribution due to the uncompensated Fe moment was assumed to
conform to the same Fe sublattice symmetry (GzFx) than in NdFeO3. There-
fore, Nd was considered to be polarised with the same Nd configuration as the
x � 1, i.e., the cyfx configuration. Although it is a reasonable assumption,
to our knowledge, no measurements have been performed to corroborate the
magnetic structure of NdFexM1�xO3 compounds, being M a non-magnetic ion,
such as Ga or Co.

The hyperfine contribution is negligible above T ¡ 0.3 K compared to the
spin wave contribution, both in NdGaO3 [10, 31] and in NdFeO3 [16]. Indeed
we have not observed the hyperfine contribution to the specific heat– which is
a Schottky contribution due to the Zeeman splitting of nuclear spin levels– in
any of the samples displayed in Fig. 3.6. Nd in NdGaO3 is known to order in a
cz configuration (antiferromagnetic arrangement of ferromagnetic chains along
the c axes) below TN [25]. Thus the simple antiferromagnetic T 3 behaviour
within the range 0.3   T   TN , is expected in the low-temperature part of the
specific heat. As can be seen in Fig. 3.6, this � T 3 dependence is also found
in NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds for x ¤ 0.05. Nevertheless, for higher values
of x, low temperature specific-heat data no longer follow this power law.

To analyse the low temperature part of our specific-heat measurements we
have limited ourselves to fit this part of the curves to a power law, to compare
them qualitatively. The ε values from the fitting to C � a � T ε are given in
Table 3.1. A continuous tendency toward ε � 1 is found as the Fe content
increases, till x � 0.2. After this value is reached, ε increases with x, till the
standard ε � 3 is reached. No fitting results are provided for x � 0.85 and
x � 0.96 since, in the latter, the Nd ordering peak is placed in the middle of
the studied region; while for x � 0.85 the exponential decay of the Schottky
contribution becomes dominant below T � 1 K, thus preventing any further
analysis.

A linear dependence of C with T is the behaviour expected for spin glasses
below their freezing temperature [45]. NdGaO3 has been shown to behave
as a quasi-2D Ising system [31]; it is worth noting that low-dimensionality
favours frustration, one of the ingredients that originates spin glasses [45].
Unfortunately, the possible presence of some kind of non-canonical spin glass
in our samples is obscured by the other magnetic contributions to the specific-
heat. Only at low temperatures, below the Nd ordering temperature, where
those magnetic contributions are less important, a trace of “spin glass" like
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behaviour can be observed.

As it is shown in Fig. 3.8b, in x=0.2 and 0.3, C{T is almost constant
at temperatures below the kink. This is similar to the behaviour found in
Sr2Fe(Mo1�yWy)O6 (SFMWO) [39], a re-entrant spin-glass system (RSG) show-
ing a continuous variation 1.7   ε   2.6 as a function of y. This system has
been interpreted in terms of a random mixture of ferromagnetic and weak an-
tiferromagnetic segregated ordered regions giving rise to RSG. SFMWO and
NdFexGap1�xqO3 do have important similarities: in both cases a glassy be-
haviour is induced in an undoped magnetic sublattice (Nd in NdFexGap1�xqO3,
Fe in SFMWO) by means of diluting a partially magnetic interspersed lattice
(Fe –Ga in NFGO, Mo–W in SFMWO). However, an important difference must
be pointed out: Fe is ordered at temperatures above the freezing in SFMWO,
while Nd is not ordered in NdFexGap1�xqO3, because Nd–Nd interaction pro-
vokes ordering only around T �1K. Moreover, Fe has been found to generate
cluster-glass (CG) behaviour in (Sr1�xLax)Ru1�xFex)O3 (SLRFO) for x �0.2
at temperatures below 50K [46].

Therefore, we attribute the anomalous ε values observed in the low tem-
perature specific heat of NdFexGap1�xqO3 to the interaction between a glassy
Fe sublattice interspersed on the Nd one, which is likely to be frustrated by
the random HFe�Nd internal field. As it is displayed in Fig. 3.8b, for x ¥ 0.85,
the Schottky contribution from the Nd polarisation, together with the Nd or-
dering peak, remain the only low temperature contributions. Thus, the glassy
behaviour of the Fe sublattice seems restricted to x values close to percolation,
xperc � 0.33, although its origin and nature can not be fully elucidated from
our specific-heat measurements only.

3.4.2 Specific-heat response of the NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3 sample as a
function of an applied field

In order to further analyse the nature of the kink observed in NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3

specific-heat measurement and the possible presence of glassy effects, x � 0.2

sample specific-heat was studied under different applied magnetic fields. To
do so, the same fitting procedure that was described in Section 3.4.1, has been
applied to the data displayed in Fig. 3.5. Fitting results are shown in Fig. 3.7.

For applied magnetic fields H ¤1 T, no significant changes in the lattice or
Schottky contribution are observed; while appreciable changes occur in the low
temperature part of the specific heat measurements. As the applied magnetic
field increases, the kink softens acquiring a more rounded shape; moreover its
temperature position decreases. This temperature dependence is opposite to
the behaviour expected from a spin-glass system [45]. Hence, although the
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Figure 3.7: Analysis of the low temperature specific-heat contributions of
NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3 compounds for different magnetic fields.

low-temperature measurements point to the presence of some kind of glassy
response, the kink itself can not be considered a spin-glass feature.

Due to its field dependence, one can consider it to be related with a weak
Nd cooperative order, that is finally destroyed as the Nd polarisation by the
external magnetic field increases. As it was shown by Bartolome et al. , in
NdFexCo1�xO3, an increment in HFe�Nd of �1T, is enough to destroy Nd
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cooperative order [22]. In this scenario, once the remnants of Nd ordering are
removed by the applied field, only the “spin-glass" like contribution remains,
as highlighted by the linear dependence of CpT q. Therefore, this data suggest
again the existence of some type of glassy state in our system for x À0.5.

For H¥ 3 T, the applied magnetic field is so high that those effects become
less noticeable, and the specific heat measurements move towards a single
Schottky contribution. The application of an external field of intensity com-
parable to the HFe�Nd in NdFeO3, 5.9 T, seams to affect Nd polarisation,
shifting the Schottky contribution, increasing its intensity and narrowing its
shape. The effect is equivalent to the reduction of the dispersion of Zeeman
splittings values, to a value centred in a higher effective field, generated by the
combination of the external field and the internal HFe�Nd.

As the external magnetic field increases above 1T, the specific heat contri-
butions associated with some kind of Nd ordering process– short-range order,
“cluster-glass-like" phaseÐ are inhibited. This process reduce considerably the
specific heat signal, enabling us to slightly observe the hyperfine contribution
originated by the nonzero magnetic moments of 143Nd and 145Nd. This hyper-
fine contribution, Chf9T 2, estimated by Bartolome et al. [18] for the NdCrO3

compound, is represented in Fig. 3.7 by a purple dashed line. Overlapped to
the Schottky anomaly, this contribution explains the slope change observed at
very low temperature in the specific heat curve.

3.4.3 Estimation of the total magnetic entropy
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Figure 3.8: (a) Example of the specific-heat magnetic contribution estimation for
x=0.05. ()correspond to the total specific-heat measurement, (�) correspond to the
estimated lattice contribution, and () correspond to the magnetic contribution. (b)
C/T measurement of some NdFexGap1�xqO3compounds. Inset display the same data
on a double-log plot.
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The entropy of an ordering transition, like the Nd one we have been
analysing in this chapter, can be calculated by direct integration of the quan-
tity C{T , being C the anomalous heat capacity. That means that the lattice
contribution has to be subtracted from the experimental data to obtain the
magnetic specific heat.

As already discussed on the previous section, the lattice contribution, com-
mon for all x values, can be estimated as Cl � 3.2 � 10�5 � T 3. The subtraction
of this contribution is the first step towards the estimation of the magnetic
entropy of the studied transition. In Fig. 3.8a an example of the result of this
procedure is shown for x=0.05. To properly obtain the total magnetic entropy,
the C/T curves have to be extrapolated at higher and lower temperatures than
the experimental limits. For this we use the fitted curves shown in Fig. 3.6.
Results are display in Fig. 3.8b. The high-temperature, T ¡ 30 K, contribu-
tion is negligible, but the low-temperature region, T   0.35 K, contributes as
much as 15% of the entropy, depending on the sample. The values obtained
for the total magnetic entropy are given in Table 3.1 and depicted in Fig. 3.9b.

In the microcanonical formalism, for fixed energy, the entropy of a system
is given by:

∆S � kb �NA � lnΩ (3.5)

with Ω being the degeneracy of the magnetic state. Thus, when the entropy
is estimated in R units, the ∆S of the Nd ground doublet can be assumed to be
ln 2 � 0.693. The entropy content obtained in x � 0 is in excellent agreement
with this expected value. The values obtained for the doped samples present a
systematic excess of the order 10–15 % with respect to ln 2 for x ¤ 0.3. At least
a part of this excess must be attributed to Fe magnetic moments, although it is
difficult to determine how much of the expected Fe entropy should be observed
within the range of temperature studied.

For x ¡ xperc � 0.33, Fe magnetic moments are ordered at the working
temperatures. The ordering process reduces the Fe available entropy at low
temperatures; thus, the Fe sublattice contribution to the entropy in the studied
range is expected to decrease. This effect can be clearly observed in Fig. 3.9b,
where already at x � 0.4, still too close to percolation to ensure that all Fe
moments are ordered, ∆ S is reduced from � 0.75, to 0.70. For x values well
above the percolation ∆ S decreases to a value � 0.64, differing only a 8% of
the theoretical value. In any case, it is evidenced that the whole entropy of
the Nd ground doublet is exhausted below T   30 K.
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Figure 3.9: (a) Squematic representation of the first neighbours of a Nd ion in
a NdFexGa 1 x O3 compound. (b) Entropy curves of the NdFexGa 1 x O3 series
calculated as described in the text.

3.5 Conclusions

Calorimetric measurements on the NdFexGa 1 x O3 series clearly show that
the substitution of non- magnetic Ga ions by Fe ions inhibits Nd long-range
cooperative order for x 0.2. Our analysis shows that the inclusion of mag-
netic moments in the neighbourhood of Nd sites generates an effective field that
polarises Nd atoms. This polarisation is reflected in our specific-heat measure-
ments by the appearance of a Schottky contribution, associated to the Zeeman
splitting of the Nd ground doublet. The random localisation of the Fe atoms
generates a distribution of Zeeman splittings that slightly distort the Schottky
contribution shape. As x increases, the effective field HFe Nd increases too
till x 0.5 is reached. This increment reduces the available magnetic entropy
for cooperative order. This reduction translates in a reduction of both TN
and the peak intensity as x increases, till the Nd long-range order transition is
inhibited. Remnants of this transitions appear to be present in x=0.2 and 0.3
data. Although its response to magnetic field has been studied, results show
that calorimetric measurements are not enough to fully elucidate the nature of
this feature.

To interpret our data, it has been assumed that the introduction of mag-
netic moments into the system does not modify the symmetry of the different
sublattices. Nd sublattice is considered to order in a cz mode and polarise,
when Fe sublattice is magnetically ordered, into a cy mode. While Fe sub-
lattice is consider to order into a GzFx mode. However, to our knowledge,
no measurements on the magnetic structure of these compounds have been
performed. To do so and further research into the nature of the specific-
heat kink observed in x=0.2 and 0.3, neutron diffraction experiments of the
NdFexGa 1 x O3 series were performed. Results will be discussed in Chapters
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2.2 and 6.

Finally, for Fe concentration below or close to percolation, low tempera-
ture specific-heat measurements suggest the existence of a glassy Fe sublattice
embedded into the Nd one. Given that other phenomena in our samples– such
as Nd cooperative ordering and Nd polarisation–, produce specific-heat contri-
butions in the same range of temperatures, T 1K, the possible “spin-glass
contribution" is difficult to distinguish. Specific heat measurements are not
one of the most sensitive techniques for the study of spin-glasses. Further-
more, among the different parts of a spin-glass specific-heat contribution only
the low temperature part, C T for T Tf , remains in this case. Thus, our
specific-heat results can not be regarded as conclusive. To study the presence
of glassy behaviour in our samples and, if present, to elucidate its origin and
nature, further analysis will be required. Ac-susceptibility measurement anal-
ysis will be explained in Chapters 2.2 and 6. However, before reaching that
point and try to reach a full description of the magnetism of NdFexGa 1 x O3,
the Fe sublattice behaviour must be fully characterised as a function of x down
to low temperatures.
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Figure 3.10: Low temperature phase diagram of Nd ordering in NdFexGa 1 x O3series
after the experimental results. Red and blue areas correspond to cooperative order on
the Nd sublattice, while the white area correspond to the region were Nd cooperative
order is inhibited. The shadowed region correspond to Fe concentrations were specific
heat measurements are not enough to elucidate the nature of the Nd order, possible
Nd short-range order (SRO).

Results obtained from specific-heat measurements on NdFexGa 1 x O3 com-
pounds allow us to draw the preliminary phase diagram of the Nd ordering that
is displayed in Fig. 3.10. This diagram, along with the Fe ordering phase di-
agram, would be completed in the following chapters so as to achieve a full
understanding on the magnetic ordering processes in the NdFexGa 1 x O3 se-
ries.





Chapter 4

Complementary experimental
techniques

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in chapter 3, low temperature calorimetry measurements pro-
vide useful information on the magnetic ordering of the Nd sublattice in the
NdFexGap1�xqO3 series and how the substitution of Ga atoms by magnetic ions
affects this co-operative order. However, no conclusive results on the presence
of Nd short range order for x ¥ 0.2 can be achieved with these measurements.
Moreover, to fully characterise the system, other experimental techniques are
required. In this way, we would be able to, for instance, study the ordering of
the Fe sublattice in the different compounds, its influence on Nd sites or the
magnetic structure of the series.

This chapter contains a short description of the experimental techniques
that, besides calorimetry, have been applied to the study of the NdFexGap1�xqO3

series. In section 4.2 magnetisation and susceptibility measurements, required
for the magnetic analysis of the compounds are described. The magnetic struc-
ture of the samples was determined by neutron diffraction measurements per-
formed in different instruments, as described in section 4.3. Finally, in sec-
tion 4.4 X-ray magnetic circular dichroism facility is described. This element-
selective magnetometry is used to determine the magnetic orientation of the Fe
and Nd net moments in the NdFexGap1�xqO3 series, after a field-cooled process
in which negative magnetisation takes place for 0.5 ¤ x ¤ 0.9.
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4.2 Magnetic analysis: magnetisation and suscepti-
bility

So as to determine the magnetic ordering of the Fe sublattice in the whole
series magnetisation and susceptibility measurements were performed in the
two Quantum Design MPMS magnetometers(Magnetic Property Measurement
System) located at the Physical Measurement Service of the University of
Zaragoza1.

These systems, based in Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
(SQUID) technology, allow to obtain magnetisation and magnetic susceptibility
in a temperature range between 1.9 K and 400 K. The applied magnetic field
can be as high as 5 T, with a magnetic field uniformity of 0.001% over 4
cm. MPMS systems are designed to measure magnetisation DC signals with
a sensitivity of 1 � 10�8 emu and susceptibility AC signals with sensitivity of
2 � 10�8 emu. When the Sample Space Oven option is used the temperature
range is increased to 800 K. For dynamic susceptibility measurements, the
amplitude of the excitation field can reach � 4.5 Oe with excitation frequencies
between 0.005 and 1500 Hz.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: (a) Picture of the two MPMS systems located at the Physical Mea-
surement Service of the University of Zaragoza. (b) Picture of the susceptometer
connected to the dilution fridge.

The magnetic ordering of the Nd sublattice, that, as already discussed
in chapter 3, is observed for some of the compounds in the NdFexGap1�xqO3

series, takes place at temperatures below the limits of the above described
measurement system. Therefore, susceptibility measurements in these samples
was completed with measurements taken by Enrique Burzurí and Fernando
Luis in a Kelvinox 25 dilution fridge located at the Low Temperature Labo-

1http : {{wzar.unizar.es{invest{sai{ins_ele{ins_ele.html
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ratory of the Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Aragón (ICMA). In this
system, susceptibility measurements in a temperature range between � 80 mK
and 3.5 K and a frequency range between 10 and 10000 Hz were performed
in an AC susceptometer developed at Kammerlingh–Onnes Laboratory in the
Leiden Institute of Physics2.

This AC low temperature susceptometer is based in the principle of coaxial
mutual inductance. A primary coil is used to generate an AC magnetic field
on a secondary coil. The voltage measured across the latter, conformed by
two oppositely wound coils, will be zero in the absence of a sample. When a
sample is placed in the centre of one of the secondary coils, a non-zero voltage
signal will appear, directly proportional to AC susceptibility amplitude, see
Fig. 4.1b. This data are calibrated using measurements taken at the same
frequency than those used at the MPMS systems.

Although both magnetisation and susceptibility are powerful tools to de-
termine the magnetic ordering of samples, the information they provide is
macroscopic, since they measured the collective behaviour of the molecules in
the sample. In the studied case, to fully characterise the competing interactions
that take place in the NdFexGap1�xqO3 series and how they affect the magnetic
ordering of Fe and Nd ions, the determination of the magnetic structure of the
NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds is required.

4.3 Magnetic structure: neutron diffraction

4.3.1 Why to use neutrons?

Neutron scattering is one of the most powerful and versatile experimental meth-
ods to study the structure and dynamics of materials on the nanometer scale
[47]. Before the eighties neutron scattering measurements were applied only to
solid state physics and crystallography, while at present they are extensively
used in fields as different as biology, earth science or nanoscience, that is, in all
scientific fields dealing with condensed matter. In this technique, as in the case
of X-ray diffraction, the change in energy and momentum of the probe particle
is used to provide information of a certain sample. The scattering of a neu-
tron beam is described by the neutron scattering cross section, σ, that defines
the ability of the system under study to scatter neutrons . Considering the
neutron beam flux, Ψ, number of neutrons reaching a surface per second and
per surface area perpendicular to the neutron beam direction, the differential
cross section correspond to Eq. 4.1

2http : {{www.nanowerk.com{nanotechnology{labs{Leiden_Institute_of_Physics_
Kamerlingh_Onnes_Laboratory.html
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dσ

dΩ
�
N� of scattered neutrons per second in a solid angle dΩ in the direction θ, φ

ΨdΩ
(4.1)

Where the different angles an directions are presented in Fig. 4.2a. Thus
the scattering cross section will be the integral of Eq. 4.1 over the solid angle.
The total cross section correspond to the sum of the cross section associated
with all the possible interactions neutron-matter. However, in the energy range
of thermal neutrons–the ones used in this technique–, only two processes are
relevant: scattering and absorption. In some cases the latter is small enough to
consider it as a correction factor of the scattering cross section. The analysis
of the relation between the scattering cross section and the neutrons dispersed
by the sample provide information about the sample itself.

Neutrons used in this technique have a wavelength similar to inter-atomic
distance and an energy similar to elementary excitations in solids, allowing
to study the structure and dynamics of materials and excitations. Moreover,
neutron scattering cross section depends strongly on the nuclei under study,
allowing to distinguish between isotopes.

However, among the different capabilities of neutron diffraction measure-
ments, in this work we are mostly interested in the following: neutron pen-
etration and neutron interaction with magnetic atoms. Neutrons do carry a
magnetic moment, that interacts with unpaired electrons in magnetic atoms ,
generating an extra scattering term, that reveal information of the magnetic
structure of the sample. Moreover, as they are neutral particles, they pene-
trate deeply in the material, interacting with nuclei and probing the bulk of
the sample and not only its surface. These characteristics enable neutron scat-
tering measurements to be performed in all sort of sample environments, from
cryostats to furnaces or pressure cells. In our case, this deep penetration will
allow us to determine the magnetic structure of our samples in wide temper-
ature range, from 50 mK to 600 �C, since different systems such as dilution
refrigerator, 4He cryostat or cryofurnaces can be easily combined with neutron
diffraction measurements.

The macroscopic understanding of the sample magnetic behaviour pro-
vided by magnetisation and susceptibility measurements on NdFexGap1�xqO3

compounds will be complemented by the results from neutron diffraction mea-
surements. The microscopic information provided by the latter can not replace
macroscopic measurements. Due to time and cost constrains diffraction pat-
terns can not be acquired at every temperature, applied field or pressure. Mag-
netisation and susceptibility measurements are not only cheaper and faster, but
also they should be used to determine the measurement conditions for neutron
diffraction measurements. Moreover, without an understanding on the macro-
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scopic behaviour of the studied samples, neutron diffraction pattern would be
nearly impossible to interpret.

Only two types of neutron sources provide flux densities adequate for neu-
tron scattering investigations: conventional fission reactor or spallation sources,
where neutrons are produced by bombarding heavy elements with high-energy
particles. To obtain neutrons with wavelength comparable to the interatomic
space in solids, neutrons are, in both cases moderated to thermal velocities and
only then, transported to the measurement instruments in neutron guide sys-
tems. A description of the neutron powder diffractometers used in our case to
elucidate the magnetic structure of Nd and Fe sublattices in NdFexGap1�xqO3

is provided in the next section 4.3.2.

4.3.2 Description of neutron powder diffractometers

A complete study of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 samples magnetic structure was
performed through neutron diffraction experiments developed at the Institut
Laue–Langevin (ILL). ILL3 is an international research center located at the
European Photon and Neutron Science Campus (EPN Campus), in Grenoble
(France) that operates the most intense neutron source on Earth; a neutron re-
actor that feeds beams of neutrons to 40 different instruments. This institute,
funded and managed by France, Germany and the United Kingdom in part-
nership with other 11 European countries, Spain among them, receives more
than 800 experiments per year, from fields as different as condensed matter
physics, chemistry or biology.

Neutron powder diffraction experiments in our samples were performed in
three different instruments: D1B, D2B and D20. D1B is a two-axis high inten-
sity diffractometer funded and managed by CNRS (France) and CSIC (Spain).
This instrument, dedicated to experiments where a high neutron flux and high
spatial resolution is needed, is equipped with a 3He/Xe position sensitive de-
tector composed of a system of multi-electrodes with 400 cells, that span a
2θ range of 80�, expandable to 160 � by moving the detector. The monochro-
mator is composed of three pyrolitic graphite monochromators and provides
λ � 2.52 8A. A second wavelength of 1.28 8A is available by using a germanium
monochromator, although the flux in this case is reduced by a factor of 16.
When combined with a cryostat a thermal variation of the diffraction patterns
between 1.5 K and 300 K can be achieved. This instrument is one of the most
powerful powder diffractometer for magnetic structure studies 4.

3http://www.ill.eu/
4http://www.ill.eu/instruments-support/instruments-groups/instruments/d1b/more-

about-d1b/
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Because its high flux and high detector efficiency, diffraction patterns with
sufficient statistics can be acquired in minutes. In our case, this instrument was
used to scan in temperature the magnetic structure of our samples, obtaining
a complete thermal variation of the diffraction patters in NdFexGap1�xqO3

samples with 0.3 ¤ x ¤ 0.8. Since temperature was limited to the range 1.5
K-300 K only the magnetic ordering of the Fe sublattice in some compounds
and the Fe spin reorientation were studied in this diffractometer. A schematic
view of D1B diffractometer is shown in Fig. 4.2b

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: (a) Typical geometry of a neutron scattering event. Credit: Adapted from
[48] (b) Schematic layout of D1B two-axis diffractometer.Credit: ILL.

D2B is a very high-resolution two-axis powder diffractometer designed to
achieve a resolution only limited by powder particle size. However, when, as in
our case high neutron flux is needed, it can operate with a resolution similar to
the other instruments but with a much higher flux. This diffractometer, shown
in Fig. 4.3a, is characterised by a very high take-off angle for the 28 germanium
crystal monochromator (135�). The detector is formed by 128 3He counting
tubes spaced at 1.25� intervals, that allow to obtain a complete diffraction
pattern (5�<2θ<165�) after �100 steps of 0.005� in 2θ. D2B can operate with
wavelengths in the range between 2.4 and 6 8A by rotating the Ge crystals,
however its optimum working λ is 1.59 8A, the value used in our case. D2B
instrument was combined with a cryofurnace to obtain diffraction patterns for
temperatures between 1.5 K and 525 K 5.

D2B provides a better resolution than D1B, thus allowing to study more
precisely ordering effects observed in D1B measurements, such as the Fe spin
reorientation. Since D2B diffraction patterns are longer to obtain, a thermal
scan like the one performed in D1B is not possible in this case. Thus D1B
measurements were used to choose the acquisition temperatures of the D2B

5http://www.ill.eu/instruments-support/instruments-groups/instruments/d2b/characteristics/
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diffraction patterns. Moreover, since the temperature range was increased till
525K, in this case all the Fe magnetic ordering phenomena for 0.3 ¤ x ¤ 0.8

were analysed.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic layout of D2B high-resolution two-axis diffractometer.
Credit: ILL. (b) Schematic layout of D20 high-intensity two-axis diffractometer.
Credit: ILL

Finally, D20 is a high-intensity two-axis diffractometer with variable reso-
lution. The detector is a large microstrip position sensitive detector, filled with
3He and CF4 bars. Micro-strip gas chambers are made of sputtered chromium
onto electronically conducting glass plates, covering 153�. Depending on the
working wavelength one can choose between a pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) or a
copper monochromator. In our case, where λ=2.4 8A, the HPOG monochroma-
tor was used, offering a take-off angle of 42�. This system is combined with a
pryolitic graphite filter to suppress second harmonics. Additionally a variable
vertical focussing Germanium monochromator increases resolution at higher
take-off angles. This instrument, whose scheme is shown in Fig. 4.3b, was
combined with a dilution fridge refrigerator, allowing to study the tempera-
ture range between 50 mK and 4 K 6.

The high resolution and high intensity of D20 instrument make D20 diffrac-
tometer ideal to study the magnetic ordering of Nd, since, as it was found in
calorimetric measurements for x ¥ 0.2, the intensity of this signal is not ex-
pected to be very high. As D1B, this instrument is equipped with a high
neutron flux, thus, allowing to obtaining a complete thermal variation of the

6http://www.ill.eu/instruments-support/instruments-groups/instruments/d20/characteristics/
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diffraction patterns in a completely different range of temperatures. The mag-
netic ordering of the Nd sublattice for 0.05 ¤ x ¤ 0.3 was studied, concluding
the determination of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 serie magnetic structure.

4.4 X-ray magnetic circular dichroism

4.4.1 Why to use XMCD?

Synchrotron radiation is the electromagnetic radiation emitted by charged par-
ticles moving at relativistic speed following a curved trajectory with a radius of
curvature long enough to make quantum effects negligible. This conditions are
fulfilled by particles moving inside accelerators. From an experimental point
of view this electromagnetic radiation was first observed in 1946 in General
Electric Laboratories [49], being the results in good agreement with the theo-
retical predictions made by Schwinger or Ivanenko [50]. A comparison between
the electromagnetic radiation distribution emitted by a particle moving in a
circular orbit at relativistic and non-relativistic speed is displayed in Fig. 4.4a.
Synchrotron radiation was identified as one of the sources limiting the energy
of the particles in accelerators like the betatron, and was not considered a use-
ful tool till the work of Tomboulian and Hartman in 1956 [51]. In this work
they pointed out the wide spectral emission range– from X-ray to γ-ray–, its
high intensity concentrated in a small area and its polarisation.

X-ray and ultraviolet radiation are specially important since their wave-
lengths are comparable to the planar distances in crystals, and to the size
of large molecules, proteins, etc. Moreover its energies excite electronic tran-
sitions inside the atoms. X-ray radiation produced in this type of systems
provides a flux, an energy range and a resolution unachievable in conventional
X-ray radiation sources, what allows to resolve the structure of matter to its
lowest level. Applications range from life sciences – crystallography of protein
and large molecules, for instance–, earth science or material science.

Electron packages are emitted in a linear accelerator (linac) and transmit-
ted to a circular accelerator (booster) were they are accelerated till they reach
energies between 2 and 8 GeV, and finally injected in the storage ring. In Fig.
4.4b a simplified outline of a synchrotron can be found. Experiments are placed
at the end of beam lines, that are located all along the ring, tangents to the
electron trajectory, so that radiation can reach the experiments. An example
of this distribution is displayed in Fig. 4.6b, were the ESRF beamlines at the
end of 2010 are represented.

Each beamline is dedicated to a specific technique. In our case, the chosen
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Qualitative representation of the radiation distribution emitted by
a non-relativistic particle and a relativistic particle. Credit: Adapted from [51]. (b)
Outline of a synchrotron. Credit: ESRF

technique is the X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD), the effect orig-
inated by the different absorption of left and right circularly polarised light
that takes place in a sample under a strong magnetic field oriented parallel to
the direction of light propagation. For transition and rare earth metals, like
the ones in our compounds, the typical photon energies required to observe
magnetic circular dichroism are in the X-ray range. The comparison of the
two XMCD spectrum provides information on the magnetic properties of each
component, such as spin or orbital magnetic moment, and also about the chem-
ical environment of the atoms. A description on how information is extracted
from XMCD measurements is provided in the next section.

4.4.2 Brief theoretical basis of XMCD

As already mentioned the magnetic dichroism consist in a change in the light
polarisation when it goes through a magnetic sample. In the case of X-ray
Magnetic Circular Dichroism the light absorption occurs at the resonant ab-
sorption energies, that are a characteristic of the different electronic layers of
every element. Thus, by selecting the energy of the incident light, XMCD
measurements provide atomic and layer selectivity.

The effect of the magnetic circular dichroism can be described by a two
step model [52]. In the first step one considers the initial states involved in
the absorption process once the spin-orbit splitting has been applied. In the
second step the cross sections that could provide the transition to the final
state are determined. There are different models to describe the initial and
final states, but, in the case of L2 and K edges of the transition metals– the
ones we are interested in [19]– a simple one electron model, where only a core
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electron is involved in the transition, provides a simple vision of the existence
of XMCD signal.

Magnetic properties of transition metals are mostly due to their d electrons.
This together with the fact that X-ray absorption spectra are governed by
dipole selection rules, makes the the study of the L2,3 absorption edges, where
p core electrons are excited to the d band by dipole transitions, one of the most
interesting applications of XMCD to 3d metal systems. That is the reason why
in this section the combination of the simple one electron model with the Stoner
model of a solid will be used to provide an intuitive explanation of the origin
of the XMCD signal in the L2,3 edges.

Figure 4.5: XMCD absorption sketch of the L2,3 edges in a Stoner model.

As already mentioned, L2,3 absorption spectra are governed by excitations
of the p core electrons to the empty states above the Fermi level. The spin-
orbit interaction couples the initial state electrons into states of total angular
moment j � 3{2 (2p3{2 level) and 1/2 (2p1{2 level). Considering a Stoner model
with total orbital degeneration, the d band will be split into a spin up band
and a spin down band. In a magnetic system both bands will have a different
density of empty states (ρ), being the magnetisation of the band given by
M � ρÒ � ρÓ.

The interaction of circularly polarised X-rays with this electrons in the p
shell leads to the excitation of spin-polarised electrons, being this polarisation
dependent on the edge and on the polarisation of the light. At the L2 edge left
circular polarised light (LCP) excites 25% spin up and 75% spin down electrons;
while right circular polarised light (RCP) does the opposite. A the L3 edge,
62.5 % spin up and 37.5% spin down electrons are excited by LCP, and vice-
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versa for RCP [53]. In a non magnetic material, since ρÒ � ρÓ the transition
intensities are the same for LCP than for RCP. However, when ρÒ � ρÓ the
absorption of the two polarisation will be different, with a difference which is
opposite at the L2 and L3 edges. This difference will be proportional to ρÒ�ρÓ
and, thus, to the magnetisation of the studied d band, more precisely to the
M projection over the applied magnetic field direction.

4.4.3 Description of the Circular Polarisation Beamline

Measurements described in this work have been performed in the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). This institution, funded by 19 coun-
tries is located in Grenoble, France, and houses one of the largest and most
powerful synchrotrons in the world, together with the Advance Photon Source
(APS) in USA and Spring-8 in Japan. ESRF, as ILL, is located at EPN-
Campus, employing over 600 people and hosting 3500 visiting scientist per
year. A picture of the Campus is shown in Fig. 4.6a. In this facility, the
storage ring consist in a 844 metres circumference, and fed 48 beam lines7,
whose distribution on 2010 is depicted in the squeme presented in Fig. 4.6b.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: (a) Picture of the European Photon and Neutron Science Campus. Credit:
http://www.saxier.org/aboutus/saxs.shtml. (b) Schematic layout of ESRF beamline
distribution. Credit: ESRF

ID12 beamline was used to determine the ordering of the different mag-
netic ions when cooled with or without applied magnetic field, looking at the
possible formation of magnetically coupled clusters. The ID12 beamline is
dedicated to polarisation-dependent X-ray absorption and excitation spectro-
scopies in the energy range between 2 and 20 keV, and provides the user with
a full control of the polarisation stated of the X-ray beam. Both circularly and

7www.esrf.eu
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linearly polarised X-ray photons can be generated by one of the three helical
undulators installed in ID12. The beamline is equipped with a UHV compati-
ble double crystal, fixed-exit monochromator with a pair of Si (111) crystals,
and ion implanted silicon photodiodes, that work as intensity monitors, beam
position monitors or fluorescence detectors, as in our case: TFY(total fluores-
cence yield)8. In this system the sample was pressed into a pellet, combined
with boron nitride to provide a compact piece. As in the case of neutrons
the sample was cooled down into a cryostat between 10 and 300 K under an
applied magnetic field of 300 Oe and 1T. ID12 beamline allow to perform mea-
surements between 2 and 300 K with an the applied magnetic field can be as
high as 17 T.

8http://www.esrf.eu/UsersAndScience/Experiments/ElectStructMagn/ID12/



Chapter 5

Fe magnetic ordering in
NdFexGap1�xqO3

5.1 Introduction

As above explained Fe ion substitution by non magnetic atoms, such as Ga,
will affect all the magnetic interaction in the system, Fe-Fe, Fe-Nd and Nd-
Nd. In the first case, Fe dilution will provoke a lowering of TN1 till ordering
disappears, for x below percolation threshold. In the second case, randomly
distributed magnetic vacancies will destroy Fe antiferromagnetic compensation
generating an extra isotropic exchange field acting on both Fe and Nd. And,
depending on the strength of this new interaction, cooperative order of the
Nd sublattice might be fully inhibited. Therefore, in order to understand how
magnetic dilution affects Nd collective ordering in the series NdFexGa1�xO3,
it is necessary to fully characterise Fe sublattice behaviour and how its in-
teractions and, therefore, also Nd-Fe interactions, change with Ga magnetic
vacancies concentration.

Although no competing interactions are inherently present in
NdFexGa1�xO3, the random distribution of diluted Fe atoms magnetic
moments is likely to generate clusters inside the sample. Moreover, these
randomly allocated magnetic vacancies will cause disorder in the antiferro-
magnetic system, leading to uncompensated moments inside the clusters.
Therefore, intrinsic frustration of the exchange interactions (isotropic,
anisotropic and antisymmetric) between cluster net moments is induced. In
addition, the Nd lattice enhances the anisotropy of the system, and so does
the randomness induced by vacancies on the internal Fe-Nd exchange field at
low-temperatures.
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Frustration and disorder may originate, as it is well known, short-range
order and a rich variety of magnetic behaviours related to clustered magnetic
states. The latter are manifest by puzzling effects such as mictomagnetism [45],
superparamagnetism [54], magnetic phase coexistence [55], parimagnetism [56];
negative magnetisation [19, 57], among others. In particular, the role of the
cluster glass formation on percolative scenarios has been recently studied in
relation with Kondo effect on strongly correlated electron systems [58–60] and
the formation of metallic Griffiths phases [61, 62]. In oxides, the formation of
magnetic clusters due to chemical disorder within a non-magnetic or antifer-
romagnetic matrix has been related with the onset of Griffiths singularities,
invoked as a mechanism of explanation of colossal magnetoresistance in man-
ganites [63, 64].

The formation of magnetic clusters is especially interesting in connection
with the problem of percolation. In NdFexGa1�xO3, by varying the Fe concen-
tration from lower to higher, we can study the formation of small, unconnected
Fe islands to the slightly vacancy doped Fe-rich system, which can be related
with previous studies [19–21, 23, 38], through the range below and above the
percolation concentration.

Indeed, diluted magnetic lattices are physical realisations of the magnetic
percolation problem. As the Fe concentration x diminishes, TN1 decreases con-
tinuously until the percolation threshold x � xc is reached, at which TN1 � 0.
In general, xc depends on the lattice and spin dimensionality and the sign of
the magnetic interaction (ferro- or antiferromagnetic). In our case, the Fe sub-
system can be treated as a Heisenberg antiferromagnetic simple cubic lattice
of S � 5{2 spins. There have been both experimental studies and theoretical
predictions for this model. Although early theoretical predictions give a value
of xc � 0.21 [65], experimental studies on the S � 5{2 simple cubic Heisenberg
antiferromagnet KMnxMg1�xF3 [66] find xc � 0.31. This value coincides with
the most general value xc � 0.31 predicted for the percolation problem by
Monte Carlo simulations [67, 68]. The Fe concentrations near xc are particu-
larly interesting. Below xc, the magnetism of finite clusters may dominate the
behaviour of the system, behaving as a distribution of paramagnetic entities
with different sizes and uncompensated moments. In contrast, above xc the
infinite cluster would have regions with large, uncompensated moments [66].
Moreover, the possibility of a quantum phase transition has been predicted for
diluted magnets for x values close to percolation [69, 70]. Following previous
results on La2{3Ca1{3Mn1�xGaxO3 manganites, where a quantum critical point
(QCP) associated to the metal-insulating transition induced by Ga doping has
been theoretically predicted [71] and claimed experimentally [72], it is interest-
ing to explore the possibility of a quantum phase transition in NdFexGa1�xO3.
The possible QCP would be a second-order phase transition occurring at the
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percolation limit and zero temperature.

The chapter is organised as follows; in Section 5.2 and 5.3 we study the
macroscopic magnetic properties of these compounds, while in section 5.4 we
focus on the complete determination of the magnetic structure of our samples
in a wide range of temperatures. Finally, in section 5.5 we summarise the main
results obtained.

5.2 Magnetisation measurements

Previous studies on NdFeO3 [11, 73] showed that, in this structure, iron atoms
order magnetically at high temperature (TN1 � 700 K) and undergo a spin re-
orientation transition between TSR1 � 190 K and TSR2 � 80 K. Temperature
dependent magnetisation measured under an applied field ofH � 500 and 1000
Oe of the NdFexGa1�xO3 compounds is reported in Fig. 5.1. TN1 decreases
with decreasing x due to Fe dilution, and the same holds for TSR1 and TSR2.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.1 for some selected examples (x � 0.8, 0.7, 0.6), the
same transitions can be observed in NdFexGa1�xO3, provided that x values
are well above percolation (x ¥0.5). TN1 is clearly observed in x � 0.8 and 0.6

as the onset of spontaneous magnetisation, due to canted antiferromagnetism
as will be demonstrated later by the analysis of neutron diffraction data. The
highest temperature reached in the experiment for x � 0.7 was below its TN1,
but without any doubt, a similar behaviour as observed in x � 0.8 and 0.6
can be foreseen. On cooling, magnetisation displays a clear upturn followed
by a strong decrease which coincides with the spin reorientation transition of
the Fe magnetic moments. Below T � 40 K, the magnetisation curves for
every x exhibit a paramagnetic-like contribution down to the lowest tempera-
tures studied which can be ascribed, at least mainly, to the paramagnetic Nd
moments.

The right-bottom panel of Fig. 5.1 illustrates the comparison between the
magnetisation measurements of x � 0.4 and x � 0.3. These two samples are
above and below the percolation limit xc, respectively. The magnetic order-
ing for x � 0.4 is not clearly observed below 200 K, although a peak that in
principle can be identified with the spin reorientation transition is present at
TSR � 52 K. The magnetisation of x � 0.4 above T � 52 K is rather un-
expected, and clearly different from that of a paramagnetic sample, as it is
the case for x � 0.3. We have prepared different batches with iron content
x � 0.4 (with longer calcination times and finer intermediate grinding before
pressing the material into pellets) with similar results. Evidently, the ceramic
route use to prepare the samples does not ensure the exact nominal stoichio-
metric throughout the whole sample at local scale. Indeed, the magnetisation
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results presented in Fig. 5.1 suggest the presence of different minority phases
with a slightly higher (and also lower) iron content which undergo a contin-
uous appearance of magnetic order. This interpretation is supported by the
temperature dependence of neutron diffraction data, as will be presented later.
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Figure 5.1: Magnetisation as a function of temperature measured at H � 1000

Oe of NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3, NdFe0.7Ga0.3O3, NdFe0.6Ga0.4O3, and at H � 500 Oe of
NdFe0.4Ga0.6O3, and NdFe0.3Ga0.7O3.

5.3 Susceptibility measurements

Susceptibility measurements on the same samples are displayed in Fig. 5.2.
For samples with iron concentration x � 0.8 or higher the observed behaviour
is similar to the one of NdFeO3 [11]. As it is represented in Fig. 5.1, these
compounds present a magnetic order transition at high temperature TN1 and
a spin reorientation process between two lower temperatures TSR1 and TSR2.
This reorientation process exhibits a double peak in the susceptibility mea-
surement that, in the case of NdFeO3 was assigned to the onset (TSR1) and
termination (TSR2) of the reorientation [11]. As the iron concentration de-
creases the temperature difference between the two peaks (∆T � TSR1-TSR2)
also decreases, being approximatively equal to ∆T � 40 K, 25 K and 20 K for
x � 0.95, 0.9 and 0.8 respectively. For x ¤0.7 these two peaks merge into one,
being the spin reorientation nearly unnoticeable for x � 0.4.

For 0.2 ¤ x ¤ 0.3, i.e. at x À xc, the ac-susceptibility measurements
at three different excitation frequencies are plotted in Fig. 5.3. Although the
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Figure 5.2: ac magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature of NdFexGa1�xO3,
for x � 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, and 0.4. The excitation frequency used was 9 Hz.

real part of χac is dominated by the Nd paramagnetic contribution, a small
shoulder can be identified near T � 6 K and T � 15 K for x � 0.2 and
0.3 respectively. This shoulder is more clearly resolved when subtracting the
highest frequency measurement to the other susceptibility curves, as displayed
in Fig. 5.3 (Right panel). In this Fig. a maximum at Tf � 6 K is present in
the real part of χac for x � 0.2 and two maxima at Tf � 6 K and Tf � 15

K are evident for x � 0.3. The intensity of these maxima decreases as the
frequency increases and the temperature at which it appears increases with
frequency, resembling the frequency dependence of a spin-glass. The magnitude
of this temperature shift provides a good criterion for distinguishing a canonical
spin glass from a spin-glass-like material or from a superparamagnet [45]. A
quantitative measurement of the frequency shift of the susceptibility peak is
given by p∆Tf{Tf q per decade ω, where ∆Tf is the difference between the
position of the peak at a given frequency and the value at the lowest frequency,
ν=12 Hz, being this value δ � 0.05 both for x=0.2 and 0.3. This result
is intermediate between the values reported for canonical spin-glasses (δ �
0.005 for CuMn [74]) and for superparamagnets (δ � 0.28 [45]); therefore, the
observed susceptibility shoulders seem to be associated to interacting magnetic
clusters, i.e. a cluster-glass state. Similar values of δ where found in other
cluster-glass systems as CeNi1�xCux (δ � 0.06) [58] or Co0.2Zn0.8Fe2O4(δ �
0.032) [75]. If one tries to explain the frequency shift of the χ’ maxima by a
thermal activation process over anisotropy barriers Ea (equation 5.1 Arrhenius
law),
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1

ω
� τ � τ0exp

� Ea
kTf

�
(5.1)

the obtained parameters, τ0 � 0.9310�23 and 410�25 and Ea � 254 K and
591 K (for x=0.2 and 0.3 respectively), are unphysical. This simple model
only holds for superparamagnetic systems, where τ0 has values between 10�10

and 10�13 and Ea/k� 25Tf [45]. However, for a canonical spin-glass system
τ0 � 10�200 values are expected, far shorter than our results, therefore pointing
again to the existence of magnetic intercluster interactions.
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Figure 5.3: (Left column): Real part of the ac-susceptibility as a function of tem-
perature measured at different frequencies on NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3 (upper panel) and
NdFe0.3Ga0.7O3 (lower panel). Full circles are χ1 values at ν=1.2 Hz, full squares
are values at ν=12 Hz, full diamonds are values at ν=120 Hz, and full triangles at
ν=1200 Hz. (Right column): χ1 as a function of temperature at different frequencies
of NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3 and NdFe0.3Ga0.7O3 minus χ1 at ν=1200 Hz. Dash line is the
fit of χ’ data of x=0.2 shoulder with the Vogel-Fulcher law plot on the first feature
of x=0.3 χ’ data. Insets detail the fit of the experimental data of Tf pωq with the
Vogel-Fulcher law.

For magnetically interacting particles a Vogel-Fulcher law was proposed by
Shtrikman et al. [76] and applied to spin-glass systems by Tholence [77] ,

1

ω
� τ � τ0exp

� Ea
kpTf � T0q

�
(5.2)

being only valid if Tf ¡ T0. Although a physical interpretation of this
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phenomenological relation is still lacking [45, 78], it provides more physi-
cal set of parameter values and a criterion to distinguish spin glasses and
superparamagnetic-like systems through the ratio pTf � T0q{Tf [79]. Insets in
Fig. 5.3 show the fit of the experimental data of Tf pωq with the Vogel-Fulcher
law, in both cases, the condition Tf ¡ T0 is fulfilled. The noise in the χ’
measurements of the x=0.3 sample does not allow to fit the first bump data,
however, it seems to follow the same Tf pωq dependency than the one observed
for x=0.2, as can be seen by overplotting the fitting results of x=0.2 χ’ data on
x=0.3 data, see Fig. 5.3. From these fits, the ratio pTf � T0q{Tf is 0.8 and 0.3
for x=0.2 and 0.3 respectively, being these values an order of magnitude higher
than those reported for canonical spin glasses (CuMn�0.02) [45], but still too
low for being a superparamagnetic system (La0.994Gd0.006Al2�1[80]). Again,
our data are intermediate between those of spin-glasses and superparamagnets,
and are comparable to the ones obtained for systems displaying evidences of a
progressive freezing of clusters, ZnCr1.6Ga0.4O4�0.4 [80].

Another paradigmatic characteristic that clearly marks the presence of
spin-glass is a deviation in the susceptibility ZFC and FC curves below Tf ,
that allows to differentiate between canonical spin glasses and cluster spin
glasses [45, 58]. Unfortunately, in our case the Nd paramagnetic contribution,
superimposed to the Fe one, is dominant at low temperatures, thus making
impossible to detect any significant difference between FC and ZFC measure-
ments in the temperature range where the maxima in the ac susceptibility
curves was observed.

However, the strong χ’ frequency dependence (δ) of our data, along with
the unphysical results of the Arrhenius fits and large values of the ratio pTf �
T0q{Tf allow us to suggest that the maxima in the ac susceptibility curves
have their origin in a cluster freezing process. As iron concentration for these
compounds is below, but close to percolation, we ascribe this cluster-glass-like
behaviour to the presence of cluster regions with slightly higher-than-nominal
iron content. These clusters, with a net magnetic moment, will behave as
interacting particles which became frozen below a certain temperature mainly
given by their size. A mainly bimodal distribution of sizes in the x � 0.3

sample may originate the χac experimental curve. Indeed, the same kind of
clusters would explain the continuous increase in magnetisation observed in
Fig. 5.1 for x=0.4.

The results obtained from magnetic measurements can be summarised in
the phase diagram depicted in Fig. 5.4. For the sake of clarity, Fig. 5.4 includes
information obtained by neutron diffraction, which will be presented in the next
section.
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Figure 5.4: Phase diagram of NdFexGa1 xO3 series. The different represented regions
are the paramagnetic phase (PM), the �4 high temperature configuration (GxFz), the
spin reorientation region (SR), the �2 low temperature configuration (GzFx) and the
cluster-spin-glass phase (SGL). Data of x=1 are taken from [11].

5.4 Neutron measurements

In order to determine the magnetic structure of our samples in the range of
study presented in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, neutron diffraction experiments were per-
formed. According to previous studies, iron spins in NdFeO3 order correspond
to an antiferromagnetic structure with a weak ferromagnetic component GxFz
(irreducible representation �4) [35]. In the spin reorientation region, marked by
the double peak in susceptibility measurements (Fig. 5.2), the iron spins rotate
continuously in the ac plane , from GxFz to the low temperature configuration
GzFx (irreducible representation �2) [36, 37]. At low temperatures this config-
uration induces, via Nd-Fe exchange a Nd polarisation of the same symmetry
(cyfx) that becomes noticeable below 25K [16]. In our case, the same iron spin
configurations are observed for x above percolation, but we have not detected
the (100) diffraction peak due to Nd polarisation. For x 1, the isotropic Nd-
Fe exchange interaction is nearly cancelled out due to the antiferromagnetic
ordering of Fe ions. However, for x 1, an extra isotropic, random exchange
field is generated on Nd sites by uncompensated iron spins due to the substi-
tution of some iron by diamagnetic gallium. One would expect this field to be
rather strong, due to the nearly compensated antiferromagnetic structure of
the Fe lattice in NdFeO3. This random field would polarise the neighbour Nd
ion breaking the �2 symmetry, thus preventing the collective antiferromagnetic
polarisation to be observed. The existence of this random field was already
reveal by the calorimetric measurements described in Chapter 3, where the dis-
tribution of the HFe Nd produces a broadening of the corresponding Schottky
anomaly. It is worth to mention that for x 0.9 already 50% of Nd ions
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are affected by a random field due to some degree of uncompensation of their
first Fe neighbours [22].

In Fig. 5.5 we display, as an example of the analysis, the measured and cal-
culated diffraction patterns obtained at the D2B high-resolution diffractometer
of the ILL at T=38 K for NdFe0.6Ga0.4O3. The starting structural parame-
ters were taken from our previous x-ray analysis, reported in Chapter 2. No
significant difference is observed between structural parameters determined by
x-ray and neutron diffraction. Since the temperature is lower than the spin
reorientation temperature of this compound (TSR=60 K), the intensity of the
diffraction pattern is calculated considering a GzFx configuration for the iron
spins.
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Figure 5.5: Neutron diffraction pattern of NdFe0.6Ga0.4O3 at T=38 K. Full circles
represent the observed intensity, solid line represent the calculated intensity, bars
represent allowed Bragg reflections for the structural phase (up) and the magnetic
phase (down) and dotted line (bottom) represent the difference between the observed
and the calculated intensities.

An example of the crystallographic and magnetic structure obtained from
the neutron diffraction analysis using FullProf Studio tool [28] is shown in
Fig. 5.6, also display in Chapter 2. For NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 and T=94 K the mag-
netic configuration of iron spins displays an antiferromagnetic structure along
the a axis and a weak ferromagnetic component along the c axis (GxFz). In
Fig. 5.7 the diffraction peaks due to iron magnetic ordering obtained at the
ILL-D1B diffractometer are displayed. The upper panel display the (011) and
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Figure 5.6: Crystallographic and magnetic structure of NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 at T=94 K.

(101) reflections for different iron concentrations at temperatures above TSRT .
The intensity of (101) and (011) peaks strongly diminishes as the iron con-
centration decreases, resulting the first one almost indistinguishable from the
corresponding structural peak for x � 0.4. This evolution holds for all studied
temperatures. As expected, the intensities of the (101) and (011) reflections
change strongly from above TSR1 and below TSR2. In the reorientation region
TSR2   T   TSR1 the iron spin rotates continuously from the high tempera-
ture structure to the low temperature one and, therefore, it is not possible to
fit these reflections with the spin configurations corresponding to either Γ4 or
Γ2 representations.

The rotation of the four iron magnetic moments present on a unit cell is
graphically illustrated in Fig. 5.8. The results of the Rietveld refinement for
the magnetic moment of the ordered Fe3�ions are depicted in Fig. 5.9

Although some works suggested that the ferromagnetic component is too
small to give a measurable contribution to the neutron powder diffraction pat-
terns in NdFeO3 [81], several authors have demonstrated that a pure Gx or Gz
mode can not explain the ratio between the obtained intensity of (011) and
(101) reflections in this material [35, 37], both above and below the spin reori-
entation transition. Moreover, the magnetisation measurements reveal a non
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Figure 5.7: Neutron diffraction patterns for (left panels): NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3, (center
panels): NdFe0.6Ga0.4O3, and (right panels): NdFe0.4Ga0.6O3 at three different tem-
peratures; (upper panels):T ¡ TSR1; (center panels): TSR1 ¡ T ¡ TSR2 and (lower
panels): T   TSR2.

Figure 5.8: Spin reorientation of iron magnetic moments. Solid line arrows reproduce
magnetic moments orientation at high temperature phase (Γ4) and dotted line arrows
the magnetic moments orientation at low temperature phase (Γ2)

negligible magnetisation signal, easily observed in a SQUID magnetometer for
0.5   x   1, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Therefore we performed our Rietveld
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refinement assuming a GxFz ordering for T>TSR and GzFx for T<TSR. In the
spin reorientation region the magnetic moment was allowed to rotate between
both configurations by using polar coordinates in the refinement. Neutron
powder diffraction measurements do not allow to discriminate between the
spin rotation of a single phase and a “phase coexistence model” in which a
GzFx phase grows at the expenses of the GxFz one. Therefore our results can
not be distinguished in principle from those obtained for NdFeO3 in [82] and
[81], where the refinement of neutron powder diffraction patterns of NdFeO3 is
performed assuming a GxGz ordering in all the temperature range. Although
the results are indistinguishable our treatment has the formal advantage of be-
ing compatible with the symmetry of the system along the whole temperature
range.

Fig. 5.9 depict the values of the magnetic moment per Fe3� atom resulting
from our Rietveld analysis (upper panel), the staggered magnetisationMx and
Mz with the signs corresponding to the iron atom occupying the (1/2, 0, 0)
position (central panel) and the angle θ formed by the iron spin at position
(1/2, 0, 0) with the z axis as a function of temperature (lower panel) for the
samples x � 0.9 (left panels), x � 0.8 (center panels), and x � 0.6 (right
panels). The thermal evolution of θ exhibits a continuous spin reorientation
process for x ¥ 0.6 as observed in the non diluted x=1 compound [81, 82].
Moreover, no discontinuities in the total magnetic moment are observed during
the spin reorientation transition.

As it was already displayed in Fig. 5.2, the temperature range at which
the spin reorientation occurs decreases as the iron concentration diminishes.
According to [11], the onset and termination of the spin reorientation process
were associated with a double peak in the susceptibility measurements that is
no longer detected in our experiment for x ¤ 0.6. However, neutron diffraction
on the x � 0.6 sample shows that the spin reorientation process is not that
sharp, although the temperature range is only 14 K wide (see Figs.5.7 and 5.9).
Since the high temperature peak in the susceptibility curve is higher and wider
than the low-temperature one, for low x values the spin reorientation region
gets too narrow to distinguish TSR1 and TSR2 in a χac measurement.

The effect of the substitution of Fe by a non magnetic ion in spin reorien-
tation processes has been studied in different rare-earth orthoferrites, as men-
tioned in Chapter 2, concluding that a small concentration of non magnetic
ions has an important effect on the magnetic properties of these compounds.
The presence of a magnetic vacancy destroys the compensation of the R� Fe
isotropic exchange interaction, generating an isotropic exchange field that cre-
ates an additional anisotropy.

In a non-diluted RMO3 system the isotropic exchange interaction R �M
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Figure 5.9: (Upper panel): magnetic moment per Fe3� atom obtained from the Ri-
etveld fit. (Central panel): Magnetic moment components per iron atom. Circles
correspond to Mx component and diamonds to Mz. (Lower panel) Obtained values
of the angle between magnetic moments and c axis. Full symbols are results obtained
from measurements performed at the D1B diffractometer while empty symbols cor-
respond to the high-resolution D2B diffractometer.

plays no role in the SR process, since the effective field acting on M3� spins
due to R3� ions is along the weak ferromagnetic moment. The antisymmet-
ric exchange and the anistropic-symmetric exchange interactions tend to make
the M3� and the R3� subsystems perpendicular to each other, generating an
effective field on the M3� spins in the direction perpendicular to that of the
Gx component:�Hz for up-spins and �Hz for down-spins, that tends to rotate
the spins, keeping the antiferromagnetic configuration. As the temperature is
lowered, this effective field increases due to R3� moment enhancement. When
the interaction created by this field onM3� becomes larger than the anisotropy
energy of the metal ions, the spin reorientation transition takes place [83]. In
NdFexGa1�xO3, as in TbFexAl1�xO3 [21], the presence of magnetic vacan-
cies increases the Fe ion anisotropy, thus stabilising the Γ4 configuration and
lowering the temperature at which the spin reorientation transition starts.

The magnitude of the total magnetic moment of Fe3� well above perco-
lation (x ¥ 0.6), both above and below the spin reorientation process, is in
good agreement with previous neutron powder diffraction studies on NdFeO3

[37, 73, 81, 82, 84] and so are the values of the canting angles. All these data,
together with the spin reorientation process data and magnetic ordering of Fe
spins are given in Table 5.1. It is interesting to note that the canting angle,
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both above and below the reorientation transition increases with the gallium
concentration. The antiferromagnetic component of iron moments becomes
uncompensated by substituting iron atoms by gallium. Therefore, the average
strength of the exchange interaction decreases and allowing iron spins to rotate
slightly, decreasing the effective magnetic moment in the G mode. This effect
is specially remarkable for x � 0.4, where the canting angle is increased by a
factor of three with respect to that of NdFeO3, as can be seen in Table 5.1.
Moreover, in x � 0.4 the magnetic moment per Fe obtained from the Rietveld
refinement is only � 2.4µB in comparison with � 4.2µB for x � 0.9. This
indicates that only a half of the iron spins in the x � 0.4 sample are ordered,
consistently with the scenario suggested by the magnetisation measurements
on this sample represented in Fig. 5.1: in NdFe0.4Ga0.6O3 iron atoms are not
equally distributed through the sample, with Fe-rich and Fe-poor regions in
which iron concentration vary. Iron atoms in Fe-poor regions, where effec-
tive x is below percolation, would not be ordered, and, therefore, would not
contribute to the measured intensity of the G and F modes.
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Figure 5.10: Neutron diffraction patterns of NdFe0.4Ga0.6O3 at different tempera-
tures, above spin reorientation. Inset displays a zoom on the (0 1 1) (1 0 1) peaks for
some selected temperatures.

The experimental evidence of this different concentration regions is ob-
served in Fig. 5.10. The neutron diffraction pattern of the x � 0.4 sample
exhibits a continuous increase with temperature of the (1 0 0) and (1 0 1)
peaks, while in magnetisation and susceptibility measurements displayed in
Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 no order transition is observed, besides the spin reorien-
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tation process. Note that T x�0.4
SR1 � 52 K is lower than the temperatures at

which the diffraction patterns in Fig. 5.10 have been recorded. However, mag-
netisation measurements did not allow to identify the ordering temperature
above T x�0.4

SR1 . The continuous enhancement of the (1 0 0) and (1 0 1) peaks
in a wide range of temperatures (from �200 K) starts at temperatures close
to the magnetic order of NdFe0.5Ga0.5O3. The magnetisation measurement
also manifests the continuous appearance of a net magnetic moment above
the paramagnetic background below T � 200 K. These results suggest that,
even for crystallographically monophasic samples, one can not avoid a certain
chemical distribution, that originates regions with Fe concentrations slightly
different from the nominal one. Usually the effect of these small regions is
not predominant, since the effect of the majority phase dominates the system,
specially below its order transition. However, for iron concentration just above
percolation, where the long range ordering contribution is very low, the effect
of these Fe-rich regions is no longer negligible, generating an observable extra
contribution to the sample magnetisation. Our results suggest that intrinsic
disorder, leading to clusterisation of the sample is always present, for concen-
trations close to percolation with the ceramic fabrication route described in
Chapter 2. The small fraction of the sample with iron concentration slightly
different from the nominal one can be minimised by repeating the sinterisation
process, but it appears to be always present in our samples. The relaxation
processes taking place at different low temperatures in the x � 0.3 sample
is consistent with the presence of Fe clusters with a distribution of sizes, or
magnetic "rare regions", a term coined by Vojta in [85].

One may wonder whether Fe in NdFexGa1�xO3 is an appropriate system
to test quantum phase transitions at concentrations close to percolation, as
suggested by Vojta [85]. Two problems arise in this system to compare experi-
mental results with theoretical predictions. First, the presence of paramagnetic
Nd in the background makes extremely difficult to obtain critical exponents
from magnetic susceptibility measurements in samples near x � 0.312 [66–
68], as evidenced in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. Second, the percolative quantum phase
diagram suggested by Vojta [70, 85] indicates that the effect of quantum fluc-
tuations would be a higher than expected critical temperature for concentra-
tions near (and higher than) percolation. This may appear to be the case in
NdFe0.4Ga0.6O3 as magnetisation and neutron diffraction experiments show.
However, the experimental results could also be simply due to the ordering
of a wide distribution of Fe-rich regions, with higher than nominal concentra-
tions and therefore, higher than expected critical temperatures. Evidently, this
“compositional distribution” deters the study of quantum phase transitions at
concentrations close to percolation. The use of non-magnetic rare earth, like
in the LaFexGa1�xO3 series, may pave the way to future (quantum) critical
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exponents search.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have verify that Fe ions in NdFexGa1�xO3 compounds order
magnetically for x ¥0.4 in the same configuration observed in NdFeO3, Γ4, but
at a lower temperature due to Fe dilution. The Fe ion anisotropy increment
due to the substitution of Fe by a non magnetic metal depresses the spin
reorientation temperature of the metal sublattice. However, the effect is not
as large as described in other systems as TbFe1�xAlxO3 [21], in which the spin
reorientation process is fully inhibited by a 2.5% aluminium concentration due
to the strong Ising character of the Tb ion. The lowest doublet of the Nd3�

in NdGaO3 has been proved to be slightly Ising-like [31]. However, the high
temperatures at which the spin reorientation takes place in NdFeO3 ensures
the thermal population of several crystal field doublets of the Nd ion [10],
reducing even more the weight of its Ising ground doublet. Therefore, the
Fe spin reorientation is not inhibited even for Ga concentrations as high as
60%. The reduction of TSR1 and TSR2 is found to narrow the reorientation
temperature range, being nearly negligible for x � 0.4, for which a sharp Γ4-
Γ2 transition is observed in less than ∆T � 2 K. These results are summarised
in Table 5.1 and in Fig. 5.4

The uncompensated isotropic exchange field generated by the Fe magnetic
vacancies on Nd sites magnetize Nd ions along GzFx for T<TSR, therefore
even at the higher Fe concentrations no peak due to Nd polarisation is ob-
served in neutron diffraction measurements. Magnetic vacancies induce an
increment in the canted angle of the Fe spins both in the high- (Γ4) and in
the low-temperature (Γ2) phases. However, for Fe concentrations well above
percolation these canted angle values are in good agreement with previous re-
sults on NdFeO3 and so are the Fe magnetic moments, ensuring that magnetic
vacancies do not influence the ordering type found for Fe in the diluted phase.

Indeed, for x � 0.4, our fits to neutron diffraction data indicate that the
ordered magnetic moment per Fe ion is 2.4µB, which amounts only to 60%
of the value for the pure NdFeO3, pointing along a canting angle which is
almost twice that found in the pure compound. Moreover, no Néel temperature
is clearly observed on the x � 0.4 sample, and the ordering appears to be
distributed below T � 170 K and T � 52 K, both in magnetisation and
neutron diffraction experiments. All these facts indicate a strong magnetic
disorder in this system. In x � 0.2 and 0.3 the magnetic susceptibility data
indicate the presence of relaxation processes that seems to be related with the
presence of cluster-glass-like phases. Both samples present a common feature
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at T � 5 K, while x � 0.3 has another one at T � 12 K. The strong dependence
of these maxima freezing temperatures with frequency (δ)and the magnitude
of the ratio pTf�T0q{Tf given by fitting our data to Vogel-Fulcher law, suggest
the freezing of magnetic moments of Fe clusters of different sizes and momenta,
whose concentration obviously depends on x.

Near percolation (0.2 ¤ x ¤ 0.4), three related dilution effects will influence
the magnetism of the system. First, above percolation the fractal nature of
the infinite cluster [66, 86] induces the presence of magnetically uncompensated
regions, which are expected to have a paramagnetic behaviour, thus reducing
the ordered magnetic moment per Fe. Second, both above and below perco-
lation, even in a chemically perfect distribution, the presence of finite clusters
is ensured. The random net magnetic moment, interactions and anisotropy of
these entities will reduce the ordered magnetic moment per Fe atom, as well
as give raise to glassy behaviour. Third, a chemical concentration distribution
of Fe and Ga is intrinsically related to the ceramic fabrication route, generat-
ing regions with local Fe concentrations higher and lower than nominal, which
seems to induce a distribution of magnetic properties, and in particular, the
TN of the x � 0.40 system observed both in macro- and microscopic magnetic
measurements.

The random isotropic exchange field created by Fe on the Nd system as a re-
sult of Ga dilution inhibits the Nd polarisation in NdFexGa1�xO3, as observed
in neutron diffraction. The influence of Ga dilution and Fe magnetic disorder
on the cooperative ordering of Nd taking place in the pure compounds [10, 32]
at T � 1K has been discussed in Chapter 3, and will be further analysed in
Chapter 6.



Chapter 6

Nd magnetic ordering in
NdFexGap1�xqO3

6.1 Introduction

On Chapter 3 we analysed in detail the effect of magnetic ions introduction on
the Ga sublattice in the polarisation and magnetic ordering of the Nd sublattice
in NdGaO3. Although interesting information on Nd ordering inhibition and
changes in Nd polarisation was obtained, specific heat measurements were
proven insufficient to fully solve the nature of all the different components
that are manifested in the NdFexGap1�xqO3 series.

As a first step to understand the different processes taking place in the Nd
sublattice as x is modified, the Fe sublattice behaviour was fully characterised
as a function of x down to low temperatures, and the results discussed in
Chapter 5. In this chapter, we will focus on the unexplained features observed
in specific heat measurements and related to the Nd sublattice, such as the Nd
magnetic structure in 0.05 ¤ x ¤ 0.1, the possible existence of Nd cooperative
order in x � 0.2 and 0.3 or the appearance of a “glassy" state in x � 0.1,
0.2 and 0.3 at very low temperatures. In this way, we hope to achieve a full
description of the magnetism of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 series.

This chapter is divided in two sections. In Section 6.2 the magnetic struc-
ture of the Nd sublattice of 0.05 ¤ x ¤ 0.3 is discussed by means of neutron
diffraction measurements, focusing on the different types of ordering under-
went by the Nd ions. While in Section 6.3, the nature of the “glassy" state
observed in specific heat measurements in x � 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 at very low tem-
peratures will be further analysed from very low temperature ac susceptibility.
The obtained results and conclusions are summarised in Section 6.4
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6.2 Neutron diffraction measurements

According to previous neutron diffraction [25] and susceptibility [31] studies,
Nd3� ions in NdGaO3 order magnetically at TN � 1K in the cz mode. In this
magnetic structure each Nd3� magnetic mode is coupled antiferromagnetically
in layers and ferromagnetically in columns. To study how this structure might
be distorted by the introduction of magnetic ions in NdFexGap1�xqO3 com-
pounds below Fe percolation, x ¤ 0.3, neutron diffraction experiments were
performed.

In Fig. 6.1 we display, as an example of the analysis, the measured and cal-
culated diffraction patterns obtained at the D20 high-resolution diffractometer
of the ILL at T=55 mK for NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3. The starting structural pa-
rameters were taken from our previous x-ray analysis, reported in Chapter 2.
No significant difference is observed between structural parameters determined
by x-ray and neutron diffraction. Since the temperature is lower than the or-
dering temperature obtained by calorimetric measurements, the intensity of
the diffraction pattern is calculated considering a cz configuration for the Nd
spins, the same obtained for NdGaO3. The good agreement between experi-
mental and calculated pattern lead us to conclude that, in NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3,
Nd3� cooperative order follows the same magnetic configuration than the pure
compound.

The presence of a Schottky anomaly on the calorimetric measurements
in this compound, showed that Nd ions were polarised by the presence of
Fe magnetic moments, through a HFe�Nd exchange field. However, since Fe
concentration is well below percolation, no cooperative ordering can be found
in the Fe sublattice. Therefore the exchange field in every Nd site is expected
to be random and different, depending on the number and orientation of Fe
magnetic moments in their neighbourhood, as shown by the broad Schottky
peak put on in Chapter 3. Thus, no diffraction peak due to Nd polarisation
by the iron sublattice is expected in this case.

An example of the crystallographic and magnetic structure obtained from
the neutron diffraction analysis using FullProf Studio tool [28] is shown in
Fig. 6.2b. For NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3 and T=55 mK the magnetic configuration of
Nd spins displays an antiferromagnetic structure in the a � b plane axis and
a ferromagnetic structure along the c axis (cz). Fig. 6.2a depicts the values
of the electronic magnetic moment per Nd3� atom resulting from our Rietveld
analysis. The thermal evolution of M exhibits a ordering transition at T � 890

mK, similar to the one obtained from calorimetric measurements, T � 860 mK.
Moreover, the magnitude of the total electronic magnetic moment of Nd3�,
µNd � 0.99 � 0.04, is in good agreement with previous neutron diffraction
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Figure 6.1: Neutron diffraction pattern of NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3 at T=55 mK. Full cir-
cles (�) represent the observed intensity, black solid line(–) represent the calculated
intensity, bars (|) represent allowed Bragg reflections for the structural phase (up)
and the magnetic phase (down) and blue solid line (–), at the bottom of the graph,
represent the difference between the observed and the calculated intensities.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Magnetic moment per Nd3� atom obtained from the Rietveld fit. (b)
Crystallographic and magnetic structure of NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3 at T=55 mK.

studies on NdGaO3: 1.1 � 0.1 µB [25]. Thus, the introduction of magnetic
ions in the Ga sublattice reduces TN , leaving the intensity of the Nd magnetic
reflections unaffected.

Marti et al. [25] showed that below 300 mK an enhancement of the mag-
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Figure 6.3: Neutron diffraction pattern of NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3 at different temperatures.
Inset display the comparison between the intensity of the (010)+(100) magnetic re-
flection at T � 320 mK(–) and T � 50 mK (–).

netic reflection could be clearly observed in their neutron powder diffraction
measurements in NdGaO3. They found that the intensity of magnetic peaks
doubled its value when temperatures of the order of 10 mK were reached. They
ascribed this enhancement to the polarisation of the 143Nd and 145Nd nuclear
spins in the hyperfine field created by the Nd electronic moments. As can
be seen in Fig. 6.3 and 6.5a, this enhancement is also noticeable in our case,
although it is less intense. For NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3, the integrated intensity of
the principal magnetic reflection– (010)+(100)– does not display an abrupt
change in its slope at T � 300 mK, after reaching a constant value right below
the transition. Instead, as shown in Fig.6.5a, the integrated area increases
continuously below TN as the temperature decrease till � 400 mK, after this
temperature the integrated intensity remains constant and, below � 300 mK,
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the intensity slightly increases again. The effect is even less evident when
neutron diffraction patterns are compared, as in the inset of Fig. 6.3.

When our diffraction data are compared to the ones of NdGaO3 in Ref.
[25], it is evident that the later holds a better statistic due to much longer
measurements– �40 hours compared to 20 minutes–, thus, relative variations
in the peak intensities due to thermal variation are expected to be smaller in
the first case. Moreover, thermal stabilisation in NdGaO3 measurements was
ensured by condensing liquid helium into the sample container, reducing the
temperature gradient between the cryogenic mixture and the sample; while a
bit of 3He was used in our case exchange gas. A not such a good thermal
contact, combined with not long enough acquisition time might be the cause
of a less intense neutron response for Nd polarisation. Since the effect of the
hyperfine-enhanced nuclear polarisation in our data is negligible compared to
the long range Nd-Nd ordering contribution, it has not been considered to
perform Rietveld refinements.
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Figure 6.4: (a) (010)+(100) neutron diffraction peak of NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3 at differ-
ent temperatures. (b) (010)+(100) neutron diffraction peak of NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3 at
different temperatures.

A peak corresponding to Nd magnetic ordering is also clearly present in
x � 0.1 specific heat measurements, although less intense and at a lower tem-
perature than in x � 0.05 and x � 0. Because no significant difference with
x � 0.05 regarding Nd magnetic structure is expected, this sample was not
characterised using neutron diffraction measurements. In contrast, x � 0.2

and x � 0.3 specific heat measurements displayed a distinctive feature, a “kink"
instead of a ordering peak, whose nature was not clear.

Neutron diffraction measurements on x � 0.2 show a small peak, nearly
indistinguishable from the background, in the magnetic position (010)+(100).
This peak appears at temperatures below T � 540 mK, approximately the
same temperature of the kink in specific-heat measurement. Besides its ex-
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tremely small intensity, its width suggest that Nd cooperative order still exist
in NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3. The small size of the associated magnetic diffraction peak
could be explained by the fact that, for x=0.2, already most of Nd sites will
have Fe neighbours. These neighbours have been shown to generate a high
HFe�Nd field when the antiferromagnetic component of Fe magnetic moment
is not compensated, that inhibits Nd-Nd ordering. Indeed, the percentage of
Nd ions with no Fe neighbours or surrounded by nearly compensated antifer-
romagnetic moments is found to be close to percolation – �0.33. Moreover,
the random HFe�Nd on the collectively ordered Nd ions, although small, will
perturb Nd magnetic moments reducing even more the contribution of perco-
lated Nd ions to the cz mode, what would explain the intensity of the observed
neutron diffraction peak.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Estimated area of the (010)+(100) peak of NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3 at dif-
ferent temperatures. (b) Estimated area of the (010)+(100) peak of NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3

at different temperatures.

In Fig. 6.5 the integrated area thermal evolution of the most intense mag-
netic reflection on NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3 – (010)+(100)– is compared with the in-
tegrated area of the (010)+(100) magnetic peak on NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3. Due to
the extremely low intensity of this peak, measurements on x � 0.2 sample were
taken during 55 minutes, instead of 20 minutes, as it can be observed in Fig.
6.4 by looking at the background level. To obtain Fig. 6.5b, NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3

neutron diffraction data were normalised to the intensity of NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3

neutron diffraction data. As displayed in Fig. 6.5, the estimated intensity
of the main magnetic peak in NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3 is ten times smaller than in
NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3. The low intensity of the magnetic peak and thus, its high
relative error on the area estimation, prevent any further analysis, like the es-
timation of Nd magnetic moment or possible Nd nuclear moment polarisation.
Nevertheless this graph confirms that, despite being highly depressed by Fe
ions, Nd cooperative order in NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3, takes place below T � 540 mK.

Regarding x � 0.3, although the same type of feature than in x � 0.2
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sample, appears in specific-heat measurements, no trace of magnetic order can
be found in our neutron diffraction patterns. In this case, the acquisition time
and, therefore, the statistics are 10 times lower. Nevertheless, the fact that the
percentage of Nd affected by a HFe�Nd field low enough to allow cooperative
order is found to be bellow percolation for NdFe0.3Ga0.7O3, suggests that no
long range order takes place in the sample. Non-percolative clusters of coop-
eratively ordered Nd are expected in this samples. This type of shorter range
order could be the origin of the “kink" in x � 0.3 specific heat measurements.

6.3 Susceptibility measurements

On the previous section Nd magnetic structure modification by the dilution
of Fe3� ions on the Ga sublattice in NdGaO3 was studied. Results allow
to determine the nature of all features related with Nd cooperative ordering
observed by specific heat measurements for x ¤ 0.3. However, no information
on a possible spin-glass like behaviour for 0.1 ¤ x ¤ 0.5 was obtained from
neutron diffraction measurements. To elucidate the presence of such a state,
evidenced by the low temperature part of the specific heat measurements of this
samples, ac susceptibility measurements were performed on samples x �0.05,
0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. As it was shown on the previous chapter, ac susceptibility
is one of the most powerful techniques to analysis spin glass systems, due to
its characteristic response to frequency variations of the exciting field on ac
susceptibility measurements.

Since no evidence of “spin-glass-like" behaviour on x � 0.05 was found in
specific heat measurements, ac susceptibility measurements were acquired at a
single frequency. In this case the objective was to provide an example of a Nd
ordering peak, to serve as reference for the analysis of the signals acquired for
the other samples. As shown in Fig. 6.6, the real part of the ac susceptibility in
NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3 displays a sharp lambda peak at TN=0.92 K – Nd ordering
temperature–; while no signal is obtained in the imaginary part.

In Fig. 6.7, ac susceptibility measurements of samples x �0.1, 0.2 and 0.3
at different frequencies are displayed. Plotted data are obtained by combining
measurements from the PPMS system and the dilution fridge described in
Chapter 4. In all the samples, the main contribution above 2 K is the Nd
paramagnetic one. Below that temperature, different contributions are found.
In the NdFe0.1Ga0.9O3 case, the Nd magnetic ordering peak can be observed
at T � 950 mK, a temperature slightly higher than the value obtained from
calorimetric measurements, TN � 740 mK. As in this case, the ordering peak
on x � 0.1 is strongly rounded and lower than the one found for x � 0.05.
Moreover, at very low temperatures χ1 values tend to saturate into a plateau
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whose value decreases as frequency increases.
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This very low temperature frequency dependence is also found in the x �
0.2 case – Fig. 6.7b–. Although, as in the specific heat measurements, no dis-
tinct Nd ordering peak can be found in the NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3 susceptibility data,
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between 400 mK and 1K, χ1 changes from the Nd paramagnetic contribution
to a rounded plateau. Both specific heat and neutron diffraction measurements
showed a weal long-range order of the Nd sublattice in this temperature range.
The small susceptibility signal of this feature, combined with the high tem-
perature tale of the frequency dependent bump observed on Fig. 6.7b could
explain this plateau. The origin of the “glassy" bump will be discussed latter
on.

The same features as in x � 0.2 are found in NdFe0.3Ga0.7O3 susceptibility
measurements, although in this case, between 400 mK and 1K, a change in
χ1 slope, more than a plateau is observed at lower χ1 values. This difference
might be ascribed to the expected reduction of the short-range order contri-
bution, as found in specific heat and neutron diffraction measurements. For
x � 0.3, an extra contribution overlapped to the slope change is found between
0.5 and 1.5 K. This contribution generates a shoulder that, as the frequency
increases, shifts toward higher temperatures. Similar features were obtained
in this sample and in x � 0.2 at higher temperatures, as shown in Fig. 5.3. In
those cases, this contribution was isolated by subtracting the highest frequency
measurement to the other susceptibility curves and its Tf vs. τ relation studied
with different models. These analysis led to suggest that the maxima in the
ac susceptibility curves might have their origin in a cluster freezing process.
As iron concentration for these compounds is below, but close to percolation,
we proposed that this cluster-glass-like behaviour was due to the presence of
clustered regions with slightly higher-than-nominal iron content. These clus-
ters, with a net magnetic moment, will behave as interacting particles which
became frozen below a certain temperature mainly given by their size. In the
present case, such analysis was not possible because of the width of the ob-
served shoulder and the noise intrinsically associated with its low χ1 signal.
However, the similarity of the bumps observed in Fig. 5.3 and in Fig. 6.7c,
and its freezing temperature Tf � 1 K–well above the Nd long range order for
x � 0.2–, lead us to consider that the shoulder observed in Fig. 6.7c between
0.5 and 1.5 K is originated by Fe clusters of smaller size than the ones detected
in Fig. 6.7c.

In Fig. 6.8 χ’ and χ" values of x � 0.1, x � 0.2 and x � 0.3 samples
obtained in the dilution refrigerator at different excitation frequencies are rep-
resented. The appearance of an imaginary component of the ac susceptibility
means that relaxation processes are taking place in the sample and, by de-
coupling the spins from the lattice, causing absorption [45]. Thus, for spin
glasses, there is a sudden onset of the imaginary component near Tf . These
effects are not found in magnetic transitions, except when hysteresis appears.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.8c, x � 0.3 χ" measurement displays a rounded peak
around Tf=1 K, indicating, as already suggested, the freezing of Fe clusters of
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Figure 6.8: χ’ and χ" as a function of temperature at different excitation frequencies
of (a) NdFe0.1Ga0.9O3. (b) NdFe0.2Ga0.8O3. (c) NdFe0.3Ga0.7O3.

smaller size than the ones detected on Chapter 5. Again, not enough data are
available to further characterise this “glassy" state. No trace of similar features
are found for x � 0.1 and x � 0.2, what could be explained by the lower Fe
concentration in those case.

At lower temperatures– T   500 mK– a peak which intensity is reduced as
the frequency increases can be observed both in χ’ and χ" data for the three
studied samples, although its maximum is only visible in x � 0.1. χ" measure-
ments in Fig. 6.8c show that this maximum shifts toward higher temperatures
with frequency, being this behaviour, as in the χ1 case, indicative of a spin-
glass-like state. As already mentioned, Tf decreases as the iron concentration
increases. Since the presence of more Fe ions enlarges the average cluster size
and, thus, the associated freezing temperature, Fe clusters can be discarded as
the cause of the low temperature peaks. Seeing that the maximum of the low
temperature peak of Fig. 6.8 is below the experimental temperature range, no
analysis on the nature of this susceptibility feature can be performed with our
data. However a speculative discussion on its possible origin can be conducted.

Ac susceptibility measurements on x � 0.2 and 0.3 at T ¡ 1.8 K, together
with magnetisation and neutron diffraction measurements on x � 0.4, pointed
at the formation of interacting magnetic clusters on the Fe sublattice. In these
cluster regions, Fe concentration would be slightly higher than the nominal
value, ensuring Fe magnetic order and producing a net magnetic moment inside
the cluster. These magnetic moments would polarise Nd3� ions inside the
cluster, preventing their cooperative ordering. For small iron concentration,
such as x � 0.1, these Fe clusters would be scarce and small, what would limit
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the number of polarised Nd ions. Therefore, although not all Nd ions take part
in the Nd-Nd order, as shown by the reduction of both TN and the order peak
intensity in specific heat and susceptibility measurements, the concentration
on non-polarised Nd ions is high enough to allow Nd cooperative magnetic
order. Then, a possible origin for the observed glassy behaviour might be
the presence of regions with polarised Nd ions that could lead to the isolation
of some sample areas where Nd3� ions are ordered. These areas could be
considered to behave as Nd clusters with net magnetic moment that, similarly
to the Fe case, would become frozen below a certain temperature given by
their size. As Fe concentration increases, more Nd ions become polarised,
what would reduce the size of the Nd ordered clusters and would increase the
distance among them, thus explaining the reduction of Tf as x become larger,
observed in Fig. 6.8.

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter the different order process involving Nd3� ions in NdFexGap1�xqO3

compounds with x   xperc have been studied by means of neutron diffraction
and ac susceptibility measurements.

As displayed by neutron diffraction experimental data from NdFe0.05Ga0.95O3

sample, the dilution of Fe3� ions does not modify the Nd ordering configura-
tion, cz. Since in this case iron concentration is well below percolation, no
magnetic order in the Fe sublattice does appear. Thus, although specific heat
measurements showed Nd polarisation by the HFe�Nd, the random distribu-
tion of exchange fields on Nd sites prevents any collective contribution to the
neutron diffraction pattern. Although measurements have not enough statis-
tics to estimate the polarisation of the 143Nd and 145Nd nuclear spins in the
hyperfine field of the Nd electronic moments, the effect can be qualitatively
observed in the thermal evolution of the neutron diffraction pattern. This fact,
together with the good agreement between TN values from specific heat and
neutron diffraction data, ensures a good thermalisation of the samples in the
neutron diffraction experiments.

Neutron diffraction measurements showed that, for x �0.2, the number
of Nd ions affected by a nearly zero HFe�Nd internal field is just above the
percolation limit, while for x ¥0.3, the introduction of magnetic ions on the
Ga sublattice does not destroy Nd order completely. Indications of short-range
order in NdFe0.3Ga0.7O3 are found at very low temperatures, both in specific
heat and ac susceptibility measurements.

Ac susceptibility measurements, although corroborate the presence of a Nd-
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Nd order in x 0.2 and short-range order in x 0.3, they do not provide an
estimation of TN due to the overlapping of this contribution and a “glassy" state
inside the Nd sublattice. Due to its higher iron content, close to percolation,
evidences of a cluster-glass state into the Fe sublattice, similar to the ones
discussed in Chapter 5 but of smaller size, are found in x 0.3. No traces of
iron clusters are found in x 0.1 and 0.2 in the temperature range of study
80 mK T 2 K, since one would expect them to be smaller and located far
away from each other. The polarisation of Nd ions inside this Fe clusters is
likely to prevent their cooperative ordering, what might generate clusters of
magnetically order Nd. The size of these clusters would be bigger for small Fe
concentration, just as the intensity of the interaction among them. A cluster-
glass system as this one, where a clustered Fe sublattice is interspersed on the
Nd one, could explain both the specific heat and ac susceptibility features that
pointed to a “spin-glass-like" behaviour.

The results obtained in this chapter allow as to complete the phase diagram
of the NdFexGa 1 x O3 series. The main results from Chapters 3, 6 and 5
can be summarised in FIg. 6.9, where the ordering phases of both Nd and
Fe sublattices in the whole temperature range are displayed using different
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colours and on different y axes. The Nd clusterisation induced at very low
temperatures by the Fe sublattice for x   0.5 is not shown as a separate
region of the phase diagram because of its rather speculative nature and the
impossibility to determine Tf from our data for x ¡ 0.1. However, due to its
origin, it can be consider to be more or less superimposed to the Nd short-range
order phase.





Chapter 7

Negative magnetisation on the
NdFexGap1�xqO3 series

7.1 Introduction

As already mentioned, complex oxides of transition metals with perovskite
structure have been extensively studied due to the combination of the wide
range of physical properties displayed – from high temperature superconductiv-
ity to ferroelectricity– and their relatively simple structure. Among this unique
properties, several groups have reported negative magnetisation when cooling
these samples in a external magnetic field (FC). This anomalous magnetisa-
tion has been observed in vanadites [87, 88], cromites [89–91] or manganites
[57, 92, 93].

This type of reversed magnetisation (opposed to the applied magnetic field)
after a field-cooling process was first described in some spinel ferrites [94], and
then found in other complex ferrimagnetic systems as molecular magnets [95],
“fanned" amorphous alloys [96] or irradiated garnets [97].

All the systems above enumerated have in common a complex ferri- or
antiferromagnetic order with at least two magnetic sublattice and some degree
of chemical or structural disorder. In most of the cases, the behaviour of the FC
curves is the following. For high enough magnetic fields, no difference between
FC and zero field cool (ZFC) measurement can be found. However, below a
critical value, a negative magnetisation appears at some point below TN in the
FC curve, instead of the expected compensation point. From the above, at least
two ingredients are needed for negative magnetisation to appear: competition
between two antiferromagnetically coupled systems and an energy barrier high
enough to avoid the magnetisation components to change direction and follow
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the external field. Thus, several reasons can cause negative magnetisation to
arise, such as a structural phase transition [98], a negative coupling between
sublattices of 3d and 4f ions [89, 90] or a phase separation process [22]

Although no reversed magnetisation can be observed in the pure com-
pounds NdFeO3 and NdGaO3, the random dilution performed in the transition
metal sublattice in NdFexGap1�xqO3 introduce a chemical disorder. This, com-
bined with the antiferromagnetically coupling of the Nd and Fe sublattice that
generates a compensation point at low temperatures might give rise to such a
phenomenology.

The main objective of this chapter is to determine whether a negative mag-
netisation contribution can be found for some x and, if so, to establish its origin
in this case. In Section 7.2, ZFC-FC measurements of the NdFexGap1�xqO3

for 0.4 ¤ x ¤ 1 will de displayed and analysed. In Section 7.3 the possible
freezing of magnetic moments an glassy phenomena needed for negative mag-
netisation will be studied by means of ac susceptibility. Detailed measurements
on NdFexGa1�xO3 will be examined by different thermal relaxation models to
gain insight on the nature of the observe thermal relaxation process. In Sec-
tion 7.4 the results obtained so far will be summarised and discussed in order
to confront them to the XMCD experimental results exposed in Section 7.5.
Finally, the main conclusions of the study will be presented in Section 7.6.

7.2 Magnetisation measurements

Magnetisation after a field cooling process (FC) in NdFexGap1�xqO3 com-
pounds with iron concentration above percolation (x ¥ 0.4) was measured.
These data are shown in Fig. 7.1 together with the zero field cool (ZFC) mea-
surements discussed in Chapter 5. As can be observed, no significant difference
between the ZFC and the FC data is found above the Fe spin reorientation
temperature. However, after this process, both signals start to diverge.

In ZFC data, below TSR, magnetisation rapidly reduces to a nearly zero
value, because of the change in Fe magnetic order from a GxFz to a GzFx
configuration and the increment of the paramagnetic moment of the Nd3�

spin system. As already discussed on previous chapters, Nd ions are polarised
by the Fe sublattice antiparallel to the Fe3� weak magnetic moment. At low
temperatures a compensation point occurs when both contributions to the
total moment are equal [11].

That is not the case for the FC measurement, where below TSR magnetisa-
tion shows no compensation point, but a continuous decrease, becoming even
negative for 0.5 ¤ x ¤ 0.9 at temperatures lower than 20K.
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Figure 7.1: Magnetisation measurements of NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds with 0.4 ¤

x ¤ 1 as a function of temperature. (�) correspond to Zero Field Cool Magnetisation
measurements, while () are data from Field Cool Magentisation measurements.

Fig. 7.2 shows the magnetisation value at low temperature (T=5K) and the
temperature at which magnetisation value becomes zero in the NdFexGap1�xqO3

family as a function of x, to allow a more detailed discussion on how the neg-
ative magnetisation depends on the Fe concentration. As already pointed out,
no negative magnetisation can be observed for x � 0.4 in the whole tem-
perature range of study. For x ¡ 0.4 the magnetisation value at T � 5 K
increases with x, reaching a final value of M=0.012 µB{f.u. for x � 1. Due
to this increment, for x ¥ 0.95 magnetisation is no longer negative in any
point of the measurement range. Therefore, negative magnetisation seems to
be related with disorder in the Fe sublattice: the higher the Ga concentration,
the lower the magnetisation value at low temperatures. Although x � 0.4
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suddenly breaks the trend. The same conclusion can be extracted from the
plot of the crossing temperature as a function of x- also in Fig. 7.2-since, for
small Fe concentration values the temperature region where magnetisation is
negative is wider: as x increases not only the absolute value of the magneti-
sation decreases, but also the temperature at which M=0 and, therefore the
temperature range where negative magnetisation appears.
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Figure 7.2: (a) Magnetisation at very low temperature (T=5 K) as a function of
iron concentration (x). (b) Crossing Temperature at M=0 as a function of iron
concentration.

The origin of the observed magnetisation reversal can not be elucidated
by means of magnetisation measurements only. The same holds for the reason
why, if this behaviour is related to the introduction of magnetic vacancies on the
Fe sublattice, no trace of this negative magnetisation is displayed in x � 0.4,
where the magnetic disorder is expected to be maximum. However, further
analysis on magnetisation measurements can be performed by comparing FC–
ZFC curves acquired with different applied magnetic fields.

In Fig. 7.3 NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 FC–ZFC curves with H �30, 100 and 3000
Oe are shown. Since, as shown in Chapter 5, this compound displays a Fe
sublattice ordering transition at TN � 500 K, to ensure a truly Zero Field Cool
process, NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 powder sample was separated in different batches that
were heated in a muffle furnace at temperatures above the ordering one. Each
of this batches was used for magnetisation measurements under a different
value of the applied magnetic field.

For H � 30 and 100 Oe the shape of the magnetisation curves is similar
to the one observed with H � 1000 Oe and displayed in Fig. 7.1. The in-
crement of the applied magnetic field does not reduce, as one might expect,
the magnitude of the negative magnetisation component. On the contrary, all
the magnetisation components increases with the external field, including the
negative one.
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Figure 7.3: Magnetisation measurements of NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 as a function of tempera-
ture for different applied magnetic fields. (�) correspond to Zero Field Cool Magnetisa-
tion measurements, while () are data from Field Cool Magnetisation measurements.
Inset display the power fit to the magnetisation signal from the Nd paramagnetic low
temperature phase.

As can be observed on the inset of 7.3 at low temperatures the ZFC mag-
netisation signal displays a dependence T�1, as corresponds to a paramagnet
under such a low value of the applied field. In this range of temperature the
weak ferromagnetic component of the Fe sublattice is negligible when com-
pared to the polarised Nd magnetic moment, responsible of the paramagnetic
signal. For very low applied magnetic fields- like the case of H=30 Oe- the
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magnetisation of a paramagnet follows Curie’s law [3]. Being only valid well
below saturation, as in our case, when increasing the applied magnetic field
translates into an increment of the total magnetisation:

M � C � H
T

(7.1)

where

C � NA

3kB
µ2
eff (7.2)

and µeff is the effective magnetic moment per paramagnetic ion. Assuming
that Nd electronic magnetic moment are polarised by the weakly ferromagnetic
component of the Fe sublattice and that this component is approximately
constant in the NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds as long as x ¡ 0.5– see Table
5.1–, Nd polarised magnetic moment in NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 can be considered as
equal to that of NdFeO3, µNd � 0.9 µB [16]. Considering this value and the
results of fitting ZFC magnetisation measurements at H=30 Oe to Eq. 7.1 one
obtains that the actual applied magnetic field is H � 1800 Oe, considerably
higher than the applied field. Thus, although no Nd polarisation peak was
observed in the neutron diffraction measurements performed in this compound–
see Chapter 5–, Nd ions are polarised by an internal fieldHFe�Nd, in agreement
with calorimetric measurements.

Finally, when a higher magnetic field is applied – H � 3 kOe – the nega-
tive component of the FC magnetisation is destroyed, and both FC and ZFC
magnetisation measurements are equivalent. This last measurement give us an
idea of the magnitude of the interaction inside the sample that give rise to this
phenomenon.

7.3 Susceptibility measurements

7.3.1 Description of NdFexGap1�xqO3 χAC measurements

To try to elucidate the origin of the anomalous magnetisation found in the
NdFexGap1�xqO3 family of compounds ac susceptibility measurements at three
different frequencies were performed in all the compounds with x ¡ xperc.
Since, in all the cases similar results were obtained, data from only three of
these samples are depicted in Fig. 7.4 – x � 0.6, 0.8 and 0.9–. As can be ob-
served, besides the reorientation peak – which, as expected, is not affected by
frequency–, only a small frequency dependent bump is present. This feature,
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although more clearly noticeable for x=0.8, is evident in all the samples at the
same temperature range – 100K ¤ T ¤ 160K –. Indeed, for x=0.9 it appears
nearly superimposed to the Fe spin reorientation peak. From magnetisation
measurements the negative values obtained seem to be related to the spin reori-
entation process, onset of the divergence between the ZFC and the FC curves,
and the Fe concentration. However, the temperature of the feature observed in
ac susceptibility is constant for all the samples independently of both the TSR
and the Fe concentration. The small signal of the frequency dependent bump,
compared to the spin reorientation transition, might indicate that not all the
magnetic moments in the sample are involved in the corresponding process.
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Figure 7.4: Real part of NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds susceptibility measurements
with x �0.6. 0.8, 0.9 as a function of temperature for different frequencies.

This bump and its frequency dependence is more clearly revealed by looking
at the imaginary part of the χAC measurements displayed in Fig. 7.5, specially
for x � 0.8 and 0.9. In these plots a peak in the temperature range between
100 K and 160 K come into sight. As the frequency increases, it shifts toward
higher temperatures and its intensity is reduced, as expected from a freezing
process [45]. A similar dependence was found in the peak observed in samples
with x   xperc, as described in Chapter 5, although in the present case the
imaginary signal is considerably higher.

The formation of a cluster-glass segregated phase – as our susceptibility
measurement seems to suggest in our case also for x ¡ xperc samples – is
known to originate negative magnetisation in manganites [19]. Thus, if the
reversed magnetisation observed in our samples is related with the freezing
process revealed by χAC measurements, the fact that the blocking process takes
place above the ordering temperature of the Fe sublattice in x � 0.4 would
explain why no negative magnetisation is observed in this sample. As already
discussed, experimental results on this sample suggest the presence of different
minority phases with a slightly different iron content than the nominal value
which undergo a continuous appearance of magnetic order. Therefore only the
minority phases with a TN higher than 160 K would be expected to display
negative magnetisation, since a paramagnetic phase can not be affected by
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a freezing process. The contribution of these minority phases would not be
enough to generate a net negative signal for the whole sample.
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Figure 7.5: Imaginary part of NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds susceptibility measure-
ments with x �0.6. 0.8, 0.9 as a function of temperature for different frequencies.

In the low Fe concentration samples analysis we showed that information
about the intensity and relaxation time of the blocking process and, therefore,
its origin can be extracted from the relation between the exciting frequency
and the freezing temperature. However, in the NdFe0.9Ga0.1O3 sample the
maximum of the χ” is masked by the superposition of this feature to the Fe spin
reorientation transition. Therefore NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 sample appears as the best
choice to perform additional susceptibility measurements designed to provide
extra information on the blocking process observed in the NdFexGap1�xqO3

series for x ¡ xperc.

7.3.2 Detailed study of NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 ac susceptibility mea-
surements: Experimental results
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Figure 7.6: NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 susceptibility measurements as a function of temperature
at ω 90 Hz for different applied magnetic fields.

As in the case of magnetisation measurements, ac susceptibility measure-
ments in NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 sample are repeated under different applied fields. In
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all the cases the sample was heated in a muffle furnace till T ¡ TN before every
measurement to eliminate any trace of the previously applied magnetic field.
Results are displayed in Fig. 7.6. It can be observed that for H   300 Oe no
significant change on the reorientation peak intensity can be observed, while
the intensity of the frequency dependent peak is reduced by nearly a factor of
2. For H � 300 Oe the reorientation contribution is reduced to half its original
value, while the freezing peak nearly disappears. For higher magnetic fields the
spin reorientation process is still noticeable while the other one is completely
destroyed. The extreme sensitivity of the “extra" peak even to small external
magnetic fields may indicate a “spin-glass-like" state [45].
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To study in an accurate way the dynamic response of the freezing process
observed in the NdFexGap1�xqO3 series, its dependence with the exciting fre-
quency is analysed. To do so, ac susceptibility measurements are performed at
H � 0, temperatures between 80 and 200 K and frequencies between 0.05 and
1000 Hz.

In the chosen temperature range – 80K<T  200 K–, the susceptibility
signal beside the freezing process contribution can be considered as approxi-
mately constant, since the Fe sublattice order is saturated– T ! TN– and the
spin reorientation starts at lower temperatures. Thus, when one fixes the tem-
perature and sweep into frequencies, only the blocking process that we want
to observe varies its contribution from one measured temperature to another.
This way the “glassy" behaviour can be identify easier than fixing the frequency
and changing the temperature.

In Fig. 7.8 the thermal evolution of the real (Fig. 7.7a) and imaginary
(Fig. 7.7b) parts of the susceptibility as a function of frequency is displayed.
χ1 measurements show a intensity decreasing with frequency and a shoulder
that swifts toward higher frequencies as the temperature increases. While in
χ” a non symmetric peak is observed and, as in the χ1 case, the frequency at
its maximum increases with temperature.

Magnetic susceptibility is defined as the rate of change of magnetisation
of a material in response to an applied magnetic field. Since magnetisation
follows the direction of the magnetic field, when magnetic field direction is
changed with a certain frequency, as in χAC measurements, the magnetisation
is forced to change its direction too. Typically in “glassy" states, above a
certain frequency the system is not able to overcome the associated energy
barrier Q and it can no longer follow the magnetic field, what produces a
delay between the magnetisation and the applied field. This effect is what
is observed in Fig. 7.8, where for lower temperatures, the impossibility to
follow the field appears at lower frequencies since the system has less available
thermal energy. The characteristic time for the magnetisation to change its
direction is the relaxation time, τ , and it depends on the energy barrier, Q, and,
therefore on the system. Thus, the determination of this characteristic time
provides information about the system and its dynamic properties. In the next
subsection different susceptibility models are described, while in Section 7.3.4
ac susceptibility data discussed above are analyse in the framework of these
models in order to extract information on the possible origin of the observed
freezing process.
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7.3.3 Magnetic relaxation models

Debye model

The frequency dependence of the complex dielectric constant was represented
by P. Debye [99] by means of an empirical model that considers that the ori-
entation of polar molecules in an alternating-current field was opposed by the
effects of thermal disorder and molecular interaction. This last effect was
represented as spherical molecules inside a viscous medium, what provides a
viscous damping. This model has been successfully applied to other types of
dispersion phenomena. Indeed, since the imaginary part of the permittivity is
related to the dissipation or adsorption of energy within the medium and the
real part is related to the stored energy, an analogy with the susceptibility is
straightforward. Therefore, the same expression can be applied to the param-
agnetic dispersion by changing only the significance of the involved parameters
[100, 101].

In this way, the complex magnetic susceptibility of a system of independent
spins under an applied magnetic field can be expressed as:

χ � χ0 � χeq � χ0

1� iωτ
(7.3)

were ω is the frequency of the applied magnetic field, τ is the relaxation time,
χ0 is the susceptibility value at infinite frequency (adiabatic susceptibility: no
heat exchange between the spins and the lattice phonons take place) and χeq
is the susceptibility value at zero frequency ( isothermal susceptibility: spins
and lattice are at the same temperature).

From Eq. 7.3, the imaginary and real parts of the susceptibility can be
expressed as:

χ1 � χ0 � χeq � χ0

1� pωτq2 χ” � ωτ
χeq � χ0

1� pωτq2 (7.4)

A usual representation of χ1 and χ” consist in plotting the imaginary part
against the real part. In this representation, known as Cole–Cole plot, the
Debye model correspond to a perfect semicircle centered on the χ1 axis at
pχeq � χ0q{2 and with a radius pχeq � χ0q{2. When a semicircle with radius
equal to the maximum value of χ” is plotted together with some isothermal ac
susceptibility measurements – see Fig. 7.8a– it is evident that our data can not
be fitted with the Debye approximation. Besides been depressed, susceptibility
curves shown in Fig. 7.8a are not symmetric, what suggest that our data do
not correspond to a single relaxation time process. A more complex model will
be required.
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Davidson-Cole model

Among the different generalisations of the Debye model, we will focus on the
Davidson-Cole model [102], that had been successfully applied to a large variety
of relaxing magnetic systems such as cluster-glass in spin ice systems [103],
Griffiths like-phases [104] or ferrofluids [105]. The complex ac susceptibility is
written in this model as:

χ � χ0 � χeq � χ0

p1� iωτqγ (7.5)

The case γ � 1 yields the standard Debye law with just one relaxation
frequency. For lower values of γ the predicted susceptibility curves become
more asymmetric and flattened, just as our measurements. Other models,
such as the Cole-Cole one [106], although widely applied to spin-glass systems
[107–109], were discarded since they are not able to reproduce the asymmetry
of our results that is more clearly showed in Fig. 7.9 for T=139 K.

In order to fit our data to this empirical model Eq. 7.5 is expanded to:

χ1 � χ0 �Re
� χA
p1� iωτqγ

� � χ0 � χAr
γcospγθq

r2γpcos2pγθq � sin2pγθqqq

χ” � Im
� χA
p1� iωτqγ

� � �χArγsinpγθq
r2γpcos2pγθq � sin2pγθqqq

(7.6)

where

χA � χeq � χ0

r �
a

1� pωτq2
θ � arctagp�ωτq

Due to the asymmetry of our measurements, poor results are obtained when
using only one relaxation time. Therefore two Davidson-Cole functions (Eq.
7.6) are needed to reproduce the mainly bimodal relaxation time distribution
observed in our measurements (Fig. 7.9).

7.3.4 Detailed study of NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 susceptibility measure-
ments: Analysis of χAC measurements

Data displayed in Fig. 7.8 are fitted using two Davidson-Cole functions as
shown in Fig. 7.9. Best results are obtained when fitting the imaginary part
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instead of the real part, since one parameter less is needed. Therefore, the
analysis procedure consist of fitting χ” data to the two Davidson-Cole equa-
tions and use the obtained parameter to fit χ1 data and get χ0. The same γ
value was used for both relaxation process, being its value 0.07 ¤ γ ¤ 0.3, far
away from the value expected for a Debye relaxation process γ � 1.
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ence as expected from a Debye model. (b) Dependence of τA- defined in Eq.7.6- as
a funtion of temperature. Dashed lines correspond to the fitting of τA values to Eq.
5.2 with different T0

.

In Fig. 7.9 the fitting results of one isothermal– T=139 K– susceptibility
measurement is shown, together with the original data. It can also be found in
this graph the two contributions of the Davidson-Cole functions, each one with
a different relaxation time – τA and τB. In all the studied temperatures at least
a bimodal distribution of relaxation times is found, being τA the dominant one
in all the studied cases.

As already discussed in Chapter 5, a thermal activation process over an
anisotropy barrier Ea, as the one we are assuming here, is usually described
by an Arrhenius law–Eq. 5.1. The temperature dependence of τ obtained
from a Debye model follow this law. As in the case of the cluster-glass state
found in the x region close to percolation, when fitting the thermal evolution
of the dominant τA to this equation, the obtained parameters are unphysical–
τ0 � 1.110�10 and Ea � 2500 K. This result is not unexpected since the data
shown in Fig. 7.8 do not follow a Debye single relaxation process.

Usually, in systems with a broad distribution of relaxation times, like a spin-
glass system, τ follows a Vogel–Fulcher law [45]– also discussed in Chapter 5,
Eq. 5.2. When fitting the three available parameters– τ0, Ea and T0– similar
results to the ones obtained with the Arrhenius equation are found for τ0 and
Ea. Moreover, a unphysical negative value of T0 is found. To avoid this result
the experimental data were analysed by means of the Vogel–Fulcher law with
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different values of T0, always fulfilling the condition T ¡ T0 in the whole
temperature range. The best agreement between the quality of the fit and
the physical meaning of the results is obtained for T0 � 25K. The parameter
obtained in this case are shown in Fig. 7.8b, while the ratio pT � T0q{T is
similar to 0.8 in the whole temperature range.

Unlike the results observed near percolation, no unambiguous conclusion
on the nature of the NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 frequency dependent susceptibility peaks
is achieved by means of its relaxation time analysis. Although its frequency
and temperature dependence points to a “glassy" behaviour and its pT �T0q{T
ratio suggest a cluster-glass origin [80], the characteristic relaxation process is
too slow to be ascribed to a cluster-glass, being closer to a superparamagnetic
system. The unphysical high value of the energy barrier also contradicts the
assumption of a interacting particle system.
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Figure 7.9: Example of susceptibility data fitting to Eq.7.6 in NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 at
T=139 K.  are the original data, the solid line shows the fitting results, while the
dashed and the dashes-dotted line represent each one of the Davidson-Cole functions.

7.4 Possible origins of negative magnetisation in
NdFexGap1�xqO3 series

From the available data presented on the previous sections some comments on
the observed negative magnetisation and its origin arise.

From magnetisation measurements it is clear that the magnetisation rever-
sal is induced by the applied magnetic field, since no sign of negative values can
be found in the ZFC measurement. Susceptibility measurements have shown
a relaxation process at a temperature range between 100K and 160 K. More-
over, in all the cases, the onset of the divergence between the ZFC and the
FC measurement is the Fe spin reorientation, while the observed relaxation
appears at a different temperature. This freezing temperature is constant for
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all the samples, being independent of TSR or x, what suggest that the negative
magnetisation in all the observed samples has a common origin.

As already discussed, in NdFeO3 [11] and in the other compounds of the
NdFexGap1�xqO3 series, Nd ions are polarised by the Fe sublattice antiparallel
to the Fe3� weak magnetic moment. The Nd magnetic moment increases and
when both contributions are equal a compensation point occurs, changing both
contribution its sign. This type of process is shown in Fig. 7.10a.

When the components are blocked by an energy barrier greater than kBT ,
the compensation can not occur and, therefore a net negative magnetisation
might appear, as in Fig. 7.10b. This is the usual origin of a negative magneti-
sation, although an other option is possible.

In manganites, such as NdMnO3�δ, the random distribution of excess oxy-
gen ions generates clusters of ferromagnetically ordered Mn in the regions
with higher oxygen concentration. Since Mn ions in NdMnO3 order in the
same configuration than Fe in NdFeO3, although ferromagnetically coupled to
Nd ions, ferromagnetic clusters emerge inside a canted antiferromagnetic ma-
trix. Even though these clusters were shown by low angle neutron diffraction
measurements [57], the origin of the negative magnetisation in this compound
was solved by using X-ray Circular Magnetic Dichroism (XMCD), a element-
specific magnetometry that allowed to identify the relative sign of the Nd and
the Mn net moments [19]. This experiment showed that when the system is
cooled under an external field the matrix net magnetic moment orders in the
direction of the field, while the clusters, due to an antiferromagnetic interaction
with the matrix, are oriented in the opposite direction. As the temperature is
reduced the magnetic moment of the clusters increases overcoming the matrix
contribution and, thus, generating a negative magnetic moment. This process
is summarised in Fig. 7.10c.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.10: (a) Squematic representation of a normal compensation point. (b)
Squematic representation of a standard negative magnetisation. (c) Squematic rep-
resentation of a negative magnetisation originated by a cluster-glass phase.

The existence of a compensation point in ZFC magnetisation measurements
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of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds together with the extra anisotropy induced
in the system by the introduction of magnetic vacancies in the Fe sublattice,
would suggest an explanation like the one displayed in Fig. 7.10b for the
observed negative magnetisation in NdFexGap1�xqO3 FC curves. However,
susceptibility measurements above discussed do not allow to rule out a cluster-
glass state, similar to the one found in NdMnO3�δ as the possible origin of the
reversed magnetisation in this samples.

In order to unequivocally determine which of the mechanism depicted in
Fig. 7.10 is behind the anomalous magnetisation observed in the NdFexGap1�xqO3

samples, XMCD measurements will be used, as in the case of NdMnO3�δ, to
determine the relative sign of the Nd and Fe net magnetic moments in different
points of the ZFC-FC magnetisation curves. The results are discussed in the
next section.

7.5 Selective magnetometry by X-ray Magnetic Cir-
cular Dichroism (XMCD) in NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3

NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 sample was studied by means of XMCD experiments where
the circularly polarised light absorption on both Nd L2 and Fe K edges was
measured. The experiment was performed by recording the total fluorescence
yield in backscattering geometry. Since we are mainly interested in the ori-
entation with respect to the applied magnetic field of the magnetic moment
of each sublattice and not in their respective magnitude, the analysis of the
acquired data is relatively simple. In all the studied edges (Fe K- edge and
Nd L2-edge), the absorption of NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 is measured with circularly
positive (µ�) and negative (µ�) polarised light. After separately normalising
the absorption of each polarisation, XMCD signal is obtained as the difference
µ� � µ�.

In Fig. 7.11 a schematic representation of NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 magnetisation
curves at an applied magnetic field of H � 300 Oe and 3000 Oe is shown
together with the three points–labelled from A to C– at which XMCD spectra
were acquired. In the A state, the sample was cooled down under an applied
field of 3 kOe till 2K, where the XMCD measurement were taken. B and C
points are measured over the 300 Oe FC magnetisation curve, being B acquired
at 2 K and C at 60 K, well below the Fe spin reorientation transition and the
relaxation process observed in susceptibility measurements. Between every
measurement, the sample was heated to reset it magnetically.

The XMCD signals measured in state A at the Fe K and Nd L2 edges are
shown in the upper panes of Fig. 7.12. Both curves show the typical shapes
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Figure 7.11: Squematic representation of Magnetisation points at which XMCD mea-
surements are taken.

of the XMCD at the Fe K and Nd L2 edges, with positive sign for Nd and
negative sign for Fe. The sign of each sublattice can be easily identified with
the help of references, such as the perovskite compound NdMnO3�δ [19] and
Nd2Fe14B [110]. This result is coherent with the magnetisation measurements
discussed earlier in this chapter, where no difference between FC and ZFC
curves was observed for H � 3000 Oe. As it has been already mentioned,
the magnetisation of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds display a compensation
point at low temperatures when Nd polarised magnetic moment, that is antifer-
romagnetically coupled to the weak ferromagnetic moment of the Fe sublattice,
overcomes the Fe contribution. Since the H � 3000 Oe FC measurement is
indistinguishable from the ZFC one, at temperatures below the compensation
point, it is expected that Nd ions displayed a positive sign with respect to the
applied magnetic field, while Fe ions are expected to display a negative one.
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Figure 7.12: XMCD measurements at the Fe K-edge (Left) and at the Nd L2-edge in
NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3 (Right). A, B, D, and D points measurement conditions correspond
to the points in Fig. 7.11

In the central panels of Fig. 7.12 B and C states are depicted. B data
clearly show that both Nd and Fe magnetic moments are reversed when the
sample is cooled under an external field, being Nd sign negative in this case
and Fe sign positive. C measurement was acquired at T � 60 K, a temperature
at which Nd sublattice is paramagnetic. The Nd L2-edge was not acquired in
this case since its contribution is negligible in this temperature range. As in
the B case, Fe sign reveals that Fe magnetic moments are oriented parallel to
the applied magnetic field.

XMCD results turns out to be incompatible with the cluster-glass state
suggested by the ac susceptibility measurements that, as it was plotted in
Fig. 7.10c, would require parallel Nd and Fe moments. The obtained results
correspond to the scenario represented in Fig. 7.10b, where a “normal" com-
pensation point is inhibited by the presence of an external magnetic field. In
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our case, we assume that in a NdFexGap1�xqO3 compound cooled down under
an external field, when Fe spins are reoriented, the Fx direction parallel to the
applied magnetic field will be favoured, generating anisotropy on the sample.
As the temperature decreases, the Nd polarised magnetic moment increases
antiferromagnetically ordered with respect to the Fe magnetic moment. A
blockage of the spin directions induced by the magnetic field will, therefore
explain the observed XMCD signal.

XMCD results and Mossbauer measurements discard the presence of Fe
clusters inside the sample. Moreover, no significant minority phases or impu-
rities were found in the NdFexGap1�xqO3 samples both by X-ray and neutron
diffraction. However, the low intensity of the thermal relaxation process found
in ac susceptibility measurements indicates that the whole sample is not in-
volved in the freezing process. These, together with the common temperature
range and frequency dependence for all Fe concentrations, lead us to conclude
that this feature might be ascribed to the freezing of the weak ferromagnetic
domain walls.
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Figure 7.13: χ1 as a function of temperatures for NdFe0.95Ga0.05O3 for different
frequencies. Inset display a zoom around the reorientation peak.

Once the domain walls are blocked, a reversal of the magnetic moment is
prevented, unless a sufficiently high magnetic field is applied. This fact would
explain why the usual compensation point does not appear when samples are
cooled down under an applied magnetic field.
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For high applied magnetic fields, as shown by XMCD results in A, the
external fields provides enough energy to the ions to move the domain walls
and overcome the anisotropy. This translates in a recovery of the normal
compensation point observed in ZFC magnetisation measurements.

The reason why the negative magnetisation appears at higher temperatures
for lower x values and why its intensity is higher also for low x values can be
explained by the temperature difference between the freezing of the domain
walls and the reorientation process. As it is shown in Fig. 7.13, for x ¥ 0.95,
Tf is slightly below TSR, thus not all the domain walls will be blocked when
the Fe spin reorientation takes place. This will allow some of the domain walls
to move, reducing the number of Nd magnetic moments oriented antiparallel
to the external field. This effect will be larger for NdFeO3, since the spin
reorientation transition takes place even at higher temperatures and there is no
Ga ions that could act as pinning centres for the domain walls. As the number
of magnetic vacancies increases, the anisotropy on the Fe sublattice increases
and TSR is reduced, and so is the available thermal energy to overcome the
anisotropy barrier associated with the blocked domain walls once the Fe ions
reorient. As already mentioned, for x � 0.4 Fe ions are not ordered at the
blocking temperature, thus domain walls can not be frozen, since they have
not yet be formed. The consequence, as observed in Fig. 7.1 is that no reversed
magnetisation appears in this sample.

Thus, the introduction of magnetic vacancies on the Fe sublattice of NdFeO3

induces a negative magnetisation on the FC measurements for H   3 kOe,
through the reduction of the temperature of the Fe spin reorientation transi-
tion, and the introduction of magnetic defects which act as pinning centers.

7.6 Conclusions

FC-ZFC magnetisation measurements performed on the NdFexGap1�xqO3 se-
ries showed that the dilution of Ga ions in the Fe sublattice generates a non-
intrinsic negative magnetisation on the FC curves between 0.4   x   0.95.
The absolute value of the magnetisation at low temperatures decreases as the
Fe concentration increases till positive values of M are recovered for x � 0.95.
The temperature range at which M display negative values is also reduced as
x increases. In all the cases FC and ZFC curves diverge just below the spin
reorientation.

Ac susceptibility measurements on the same samples showed a relaxation
process at a common temperature independent of x or TSR. This process
seems to be related with a mainly bimodal distribution of relaxation times of
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the order of 5�10�9 s. This feature, associated with the negative magnetisation,
seems to behave as some kind of “glassy"-state, although its detailed analysis
by different models do not draw a clear conclusion on its possible origin.

With the help of XMCD measurements, the presence of Fe clusters, similar
to the ones found near percolation, has been ruled out. This measurements
allow to associate the thermal relaxation process observed in χAC experiments
to the freezing of the sample domain walls. This freezing will not only explain
the obtained XMCD data, but also the variation of the negative magnetisation
throughout the series while Tf remains unchanged. The reduction of the Fe
spin reorientation transition by the introduction of magnetic vacancies, also
reduces the thermal energy available to unblock the domain walls right bellow
TSR. The associated impossibility of Fe and Nd magnetic moments to rotate
translates into a negative magnetisation, whit an absolute value that increases
with Tf � TSR.





Chapter 8

Part I Final Conclusions

On the previous chapters we have studied in detail the magnetic behaviour
of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 family of compounds, analysing how the interplay be-
tween the different magnetic interactions in the sample – Nd–Nd, Fe–Fe and
Fe–Nd– are modified by the Fe concentration. In this chapter, the main con-
clusions exposed in the first part of this thesis are presented.

• The magnetic ordering of the Fe sublattice in NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds
has been determined in the whole Fe concentration range by means of mag-
netisation, susceptibility and neutron diffraction measurements as a function
of temperature.

– X-ray and neutron diffraction data proof that the introduction of
magnetic vacancies in the Fe sublattice of NdFeO3 do not change
the structure of the sample that it is shown to be Pbnm in all the
cases. Moreover, for iron concentrations above percolation, Fe ions in
NdFexGap1�xqO3 samples order magnetically in the same configuration
observed in NdFeO3, but at a lower temperature. The dilution of Ga
ions in the Fe sublattice enhances the Fe ion anisotropy, thus depress-
ing the spin reorientation temperature of the metal sublattice. This
reorientation is not inhibited even for Fe concentrations as low as 40%.
Both canted angles and Fe magnetic moments obtained for x ¡ 0.5 are
in good agreement with previous results on NdFeO3.

– For iron concentrations close to percolation the presence of cluster-
glass-like phases was detected. For x=0.4 neutron diffraction data and
magnetisation measurements evidence the existence of sample regions
with iron concentration slightly above and below the nominal value.
Susceptibility measurements on x �0.2 and 0.3 reveal frequency depen-
dent features with a behaviour corresponding to a cluster-glass. Our
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results suggest the formation of Fe clusters of different sizes and net
magnetic moments. The random distribution of magnetic vacancies
in NdFexGap1�xqO3 enhanced by a chemical concentration distribution
intrinsically related to the ceramic fabrication route will generate mag-
netically uncompensated regions and finite clusters for x values close
to percolation.

– The detailed analysis of the Fe sublattice order leaded us to deter-
mine the phase diagram of the series for temperatures T ¡ 2 K.
Since Nd–Nd is the weakest interaction among the ones taking place in
NdFexGap1�xqO3 the study of the Fe sublattice ordering is the key point
that enable us to face the study of how the introduction of magnetic
vacancies affects the Nd sublattice through the change of HNd�Fe.

• Calorimetric measurements on NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds, together with
neutron diffraction and ac susceptibility data on samples with iron concen-
tration below percolation were performed to fully characterise the studied
series of compound from the magnetic point of view. With these techniques,
the Nd cooperative order and its inhibition due to the generation of magnetic
disorder in the Fe sublattice was examined.

– Neutron diffraction, χAC and calorimetric measurements on the
NdFexGap1�xqO3 series clearly show that the substitution of non-
magnetic ions by Fe ones in NdGaO3 inhibits Nd long-range cooperative
order for x ¡ 0.2. Equivalently, the substitution of Fe ions in NdFeO3

by Ga ones destroy Nd–Nd order for x ¤ 0.96. Results show that the
inclusion of unpaired Fe magnetic moments in the neighbourhood of
Nd sites generate an effective field that polarise Nd atoms. This po-
larisation reduces the entropy available for cooperative order, and thus
TN , till the Nd-Nd long range order becomes impossible. However, the
dilution of Fe3� ions does not modify the Nd ordering configuration
displayed in NdGaO3.

– The Nd polarisation by the Fe sublattice is observed by specific-heat
measurements through a Schottky contribution. Its temperature de-
pendence correspond to the variation of HNd�Fe with Fe concentra-
tion, as expected from the increment of unpaired antiferromagnetic Fe
moments near Nd sites.

– Specific heat measurements identify what appears to be remnants of
the Nd order transition for x � 0.2 and 0.3. These features, also visible
in ac susceptibility measurements in these samples, are identified as
Nd short-range order by neutron diffraction measurements in x � 0.3

sample, while for x=0.2 the number of Nd ions affected by a nearly zero
HFe�Nd internal field is just above the percolation limit.
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– As it was found at higher temperatures, spin-glass-like behaviour is de-
tected both in calorimetry and susceptibility measurements for x values
below, but close to percolation. A possible origin for this “glassy" state
is proposed: that the polarisation of Nd ions inside this Fe clusters,
preventing their cooperative ordering, might generate clusters of mag-
netically order Nd, isolated among them by regions of polarised Nd.
A cluster-glass system as this one , where a clustered Fe sublattice is
interspersed on the Nd one, could explain both the specific heat and ac
susceptibility features that pointed to a “spin-glass-like" behaviour.

– Specific-heat, neutron diffraction and susceptibility measurements per-
formed on NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds with Fe concentration be-
low percolation are used to complete the phase diagram of the
NdFexGap1�xqO3 series that summarised the ordering phases of both
Nd and Fe sublattices in the whole temperature range. The results pre-
sented in this thesis provide a complete study of the effect of magnetic
vacancies on the magnetic ordering of the Fe sublattice and in the polar-
isation and magnetic ordering of the Nd sublattice in NdFexGap1�xqO3

.

• Finally, ac susceptibility measurements and XMCD data are combined to
examine the origin and nature of the negative magnetisation found in the
FC-ZFC curves of the NdFexGap1�xqO3 series above percolation.

– Magnetisation measurements on NdFexGap1�xqO3 compounds proved
that the introduction of magnetic vacancies generates a non-intrinsic
negative magnetisation on the FC curves between 0.4   x   0.95,
whose intensity decreases with Ga concentration.

– Ac susceptibility measurements on the same samples showed a relax-
ation process at the same temperature for all the samples, even for
x ¥ 0.95.

– By means of XMCDmeasurements it was found that the extra anisotropy
introduced in the Fe sublattice by the randomly distributed Ga ions,
prevent Nd and Fe net moment to rotate when both become equal at
the compensation point. This anisotropy originate a negative magnetic
moment with an origin clearly different from the one found in other
perovskites such as the NdMnO3�δ.

Final comment: The rich phenomenology displayed by the family of com-
pounds NdFexGap1�xqO3 combined with its simple structure, has allowed us to
explore a large variety of techniques in order to achieve a full understanding of
the magnetic properties of the series. Although the study of these type of com-
pounds might not be a burning issue at present, its study from a basic science
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point of view has provided the thesis defendant with an excellent knowledge of
the available set of tools for magnetic analysis, their use, strengths and limi-
tations, turning out an unbeatable training topic. Moreover, besides its solely
apparent academic interest, extremely fascinating and uncommon behaviours
appear in the NdFexGap1�xqO3 family: from cluster-glass formation inside a
non-frustrated system, its connection with the percolation problem or the ef-
fect of cluster formation in one sublattice in the other one, to the existence of
negative magnetisation for some compound! s of the series.
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Calorimetry as a detection tool.
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Chapter 9

Calorimeters and bolometers
based in superconducting
materials

9.1 Superconducting cryogenic detectors for astro-
nomical applications

The enormous success of astronomy during the last quarter of the century
has improved our understanding of the Universe in a way that lead us to face
questions that a few years ago seemed impossible to achieve. Some of those
questions are gathered together in the objectives of the ESA Cosmic Vision
2010-20251, the long-term planning for space science missions of the European
Space Agency.

To address them, detectors of extremely high spectral and spatial resolu-
tion are needed in the different frequency ranges. Among the various radiation
detectors, cryogenic ones are the most suitable candidates, since they provide
high sensitivity in a wide range of frequencies due to their low thermal noise.
Cryogenic detectors include Superconducting Tunnel Junctions (STJ), Kinetic
Inductance Detectors (KID), Magnetic Microcalorimeters (MMC), Quantum
Capacitance Detectors (QCD), Si-thermistors and Transition Edge Sensors
(TES). While KID’s, QCD’s and MMC’s have already shown excellent per-
formance, they are still under development, what rules them out for most of
the space missions applications. Calorimeters based on Si-thermistors do not
match the spectral resolution requirements of the missions under study in-
side Cosmic Vision, neither do STJ sensors. On the contrary, TES sensors

1http://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/area/index.cfm?fareaid=100
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are among the most sensitive radiation detectors working in any frequency
range, from sub-mm and FIR astronomy [111–113] to γ-rays [114–116], being
their sensing capability already established beyond any doubt. Their unbeat-
able characteristics explain why they have been selected to be the base for
the next generation of ultra-sensitive detectors required for future space based
telescope missions, such as the SAFARI instrument on SPICA 2 and the X-
ray Microcalorimeter Spectrometer (XMS) on IXO 3, two of the ESA missions
competing for launch opportunities in the future.

Regarding the X-ray Microcalorimeter Spectrometer, the extremely high
energy resolution required– 3 eV in 6 keV– can only be achieved by TES
microcalorimeter sensors, for which values as high as �2 eV have been al-
ready proven in this energy range [117], while the best results on STJ’s and
Si-thermistors are limited to � 10 eV resolution at 6 keV [118, 119]. The sen-
sitivity requirement for SAFARI is given by a Noise Equivalent Power (NEP)
¤ 3�10�19, still away from the results obtained so far– NEP� 1�10�17 W {?Hz
[120]. However, researchers claim that TES bolometers might approach the
sensitivity required for these missions [121].

Besides astrophysics, TES radiation detectors have been applied to other
fields such as spectroscopy or metrology [122]. Moreover, TES based sensors
have been applied for particle detection such as dark matter [123], weakly
interacting particles [124], biomolecules [125, 126] and heavy ions and α parti-
cles [127]. This vast collection of uses is leading to the development of a large
variety of TES applications such as non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and
defence applications that can unambiguously discriminate between radioactive
isotopes, X-ray microanalysis systems for microchips characterisation or the
improvement of the security of quantum communications [128].

Among the different applications, in this thesis we will restrict our selves
to the use of TES sensors as radiation detectors in the sub-mm, FIR and X-ray
regimes. More specifically, we deal with the development and characterisation
of Transition Edge sensors for the already mentioned SPICA and IXO missions.
In Chapters 10, 11 and 12 we focus on the development of TES sensors for X-ray
applications, while in Chapters 13 and 14 the complete characterisation of TES
sensors for the mentioned SAFARI and XMS instruments will be described.
But before reaching that point, in this chapter a description of what is a TES
detector and how it is operated will be provided.

2http://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/object/index.cfm?fobjectid=42281
3http://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/area/index.cfm?fareaid=103
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9.2 Transition edge sensors

Superconductivity was discovered in 1911 by Heike Kamerlingh Onnes when,
measuring the electrical resistance of mercury at low temperatures, its value
abruptly dropped to zero, below 4.2 K [129]. After this discovery, super-
conductivity was found in several other materials, showing in all the cases a
logarithmic sensitivity with temperature in the superconducting transition–
α � dlogR{dlogT– that can be two orders of magnitude higher than that of
semiconductor thermistors [130]. This is the reason behind the development of
the so called Transition Edge Sensors, where a superconducting film operated
at the transition temperature is used as a radiation detector. In 1941 and 1949
D.H. Andrews implemented the first demonstration of a TES bolometer and
a TES calorimeter respectively, by detecting IR radiation with a fine tanta-
lum wire [131] and alpha particles with a niobium nitride stripe [132]. Besides
these promising early developments, it wasn’t until the end of the century that
TES detectors were used in practical applications due to the impossibility to
match their noise to FET amplifiers and to the instability associated with the
narrow transition. The solutions taken to solve these problems, together with
a brief summary of the physics of the superconducting transition are given in
the following sections.

9.2.1 Superconductivity

Below a certain temperature, known as the critical temperature TC , in some
materials an attractive electron-electron interaction appears, leading to the
formation of Cooper pairs. These Cooper pairs act as a bosonic particle and
condense into the ground state forming a superfluid. Cooper pairs have a much
larger length scale than conduction electrons, since the energy binding the two
electrons prevents them from scattering. This originates the zero electrical
resistivity displayed by superconductors. John Bardeen, John Schrieffer and
Leon Cooper developed the first microscopic theory for the superconductivity,
the BCS theory [133], associating its origin to the formation of Cooper pairs
[134].

Although Cooper pairs are quantum particles, its origin can be explained
from a classical point of view. An electron moving inside a material will in-
teract with positive ions in the lattice, moving this ions forward as it travels
through the sample. This will generate a cloud of positive charge around the
electron that could attract another electron, binding the two of them together
into a Cooper pair. This effective attraction results into the establishment
of an energy gap, known as the “superconducting energy gap", a temperature
dependent value that at T � 0 is written as Egap � 3.5kBTC . The size of
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the Cooper pair, given by its coherence length, ξpT q, also depends on the
critical temperature and has a zero temperature value that is expressed as
ξ0 � ξp0q � 0.18vf{pkBTCqq. As the temperature increases the superconduct-
ing gap is reduced and, above TC the thermal fluctuations can provide enough
energy to break Cooper pairs, destroying superconductivity.

Another characteristic length of superconductors in the BCS theory is the
penetration depth, λeff pT q, that is associated with the Meissner effect, i.e. the
expulsion of magnetic field from a superconductor during the superconducting
transition. λeff pT q is the distance from the superconductor surface were the
magnetic field is not fully cancelled, being its value at T � 0 known as the
London penetration depth λLp0q.

(a) (b)

Figure 9.1: (a) Magnetisation in a Type I superconductor as a function of magnetic
field. (b) Magnetisation in a Type II superconductor as a function of magnetic field.

While the microscopic BCS theory provides an explanation of the origin
of superconductivity, the Ginzburg-Landau theory succeeded at properly de-
scribe the physics of a superconductor from a macroscopic point of view [135].
The behaviour of a superconductor with respect to external applied field allow
to divide these materials in two types on the basis of Ginzburg-Landau theory.
If the dimensionless Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ � λeff pT q{ξpT q is smaller
than 1{?2 the superconductor is of Type I, i.e. when the external magnetic
field reaches the critical value HC superconductivity is fully destroyed. While
for κ ¡ 1{?2 the superconductor is of Type II, when H rises above a certain
value HC1 magnetic flux can penetrate the material being separated into indi-
vidual flux quanta that repel each other. This mixed superconductor-normal
state is destroyed for H ¡ HC2. The physical properties of a TES will depend
on the type of superconductor, since it will influence not only the physics of
the transition, but also the noise behaviour, the current-carrying capability
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and the sensitivity to magnetic field. Thus, the determination of the supercon-
ducting lengths will be a key point to understand and improve the final TES
performance, as it will be shown in Chapter 10.

9.2.2 Proximity effect

TC of the final TES is a critical parameter that determines its final energy res-
olution and time response through the dependence of heat capacity, thermal
conductance, thermal noise, etc. with the temperature of operation. A trade-
off between sensitivity, cryogenic effort and count rate (τ � C{G) is usually
made, what leads to operational temperatures of TC � 100 mK or 400 mK,
above the base temperature of the different types of refrigerators: dilution or
adiabatic demagnetisation refrigerators in the first case and 3He refrigerators in
the second case. As it will be discussed later on, TES sensors with the appropri-
ate critical temperature can be achieved using different approaches: selecting
a superconducting material with a TC in the proper temperature range, using
magnetic dopants to suppress the TC of the superconductor or, the most com-
monly used solution, apply the proximity effect in a normal/superconductor
bilayer to decrease TC .

The proximity effect is the effective reduction of a superconductor TC by
placing it into contact with a normal metal through a sufficiently clean inter-
face. In this way, some Cooper pair may penetrate into the metal inducing
superconductivity in it. Thus the total bilayer exhibits a reduced TC when
compared to the individual superconductor. For a bulk superconductor, the
contact with a normal metal layer slightly reduces TC , but, for thinner films –
dS   ξ0– TC is depressed as the normal metal layer thickness – dN– increases,
till a critical value – ξN– is reached. For dN ¡ ξN no further suppression of TC
is found, where the normal metal coherence length, ξN , is the distance inside
the normal metal were the superconductivity propagates.

The proximity effect was first observed by Meissner [136] and was inten-
sively studied in the 1960’s [137–140], however, it was not applied to TES
sensors till the 1990’s by Nagel et al. [141]. Different approximations allow
to analytically determine the critical temperature of a normal/superconductor
bilayer as a function of the individual layers thickness as long as these val-
ues are less than the respective coherence lengths (Anderson limit) [142–145].
However, different combinations of thickness values can be used to obtain the
same TC , as it is shown in Fig. 9.2, where a schematic illustration of the in-
fluence of the proximity effect on the bilayer final TC is depicted. Moreover,
since the quality of the interface will also influence TC , from a experimental
point of view, the easiest approach to obtain a TES bilayer with the desired
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Figure 9.2: Schematic representation of the proximity effect on a superconduc-
tor/normal bilayer. Left curves correspond to fixed values of dS and different normal
metal thickness while the curves on the right correspond to fixed values of dN and
different values of dS . Adapted from [122]

TC consists of choosing the normal metal thickness to adjust the resistance
of the system to the required value, and then vary the superconducting layer
thickness to tune the TC . If dN ¡ ξN no variation in TC will be found when
changing dN , what allow to fabricate sensors with the desired TC and different
resistivity values without determining again the TCpdN q characteristic curve
showed in 9.2.

9.2.3 Voltage bias and negative electro-thermal feedback

As it has been already mentioned, one of the problems limiting the application
of TES sensors to radiation detection was that, due to the sharpness of the
superconducting transition, even small signals could saturate the TES sensor.
In 1995, Irwin proposed to use a feedback circuit to avoid this limited dy-
namic range, as it was common practice in electrical circuits to face analogous
limitations [146].

In a TES the electrical and the thermal response are related. As it is
shown in Fig. 9.3b when a heat pulse reaches the system the temperature
of the TES increases, what translates into a change of the resistance of the
detector. Equivalently, an electrical signal will modify the temperature of the
sensor through Joule heating. This interrelationship can be used to hold the
TES temperature constant.
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TES sensors, as any other electrical device can be either voltage or cur-
rent biased. Assuming a sensor with a positive α value, the resistance of the
system will increase with its temperature. Thus, if the detector is current
biased, an enhancement of T and R will produce an increment of the Joule
dissipated power PJ � I2R, leading to a positive electro-thermal feedback. On
the contrary, when TES is voltage biased the expression for the Joule power
dissipated in it will be PJ � V 2{R, thus an increment of T will reduce PJ
and, consequently T , forcing the sensor to recover its operational temperature.
This negative electro-thermal feedback (ETF), as in the case of transistors or
amplifiers, avoids the instabilities that a positive feedback can cause, linearis-
ing the output signal and increasing the dynamic range. Moreover it reduces
the time response of the TES to a heat pulse [146–149], increasing the count
rate and the bandwidth.

(a) (b)

Figure 9.3: (a) Squematic of a TES readout system with electro-thermal feedback .
(b) Squematic representation of TES response to heat pulses.

With these considerations, the TES readout circuit is established as de-
picted in Fig. 9.3a. A shunt resistance–RS ! RTES– is used so that nearly all
the current will be carried by this resistance, and the TES can be considered as
voltage biased with VTES � IbiasRS . All the parasitic resistance in the circuit
are are included in Rseries, and L is the inductance used to couple the TES
output to the input of the amplification chain. Under this configuration, when
a heat pulse reaches the detector its resistance increases and then, due to the
ETF circuit it slowly returns to its equilibrium value. Since VTES is assumed
to be constant, initially the current going through the TES will be drastically
reduced and its initial value recovers with the same characteristic time con-
stant experienced by the temperature of the sensor. This current variation, is
thus, proportional to the energy of the detected event.

This signal is too low to be directly detected, usually of the order of µA,
thus requiring amplification to be acquired, however, the low resistance of TES
sensors, typically � 10�100 mΩ prevent the use to FET amplifiers due to noise
mismatching. In most cases, TES signals are amplified by means of SQUID
sensors operated at low temperatures, as the sensor itself.

In this configuration, the current to voltage TES sensor response is char-
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(a) (b)

Figure 9.4: (a) SQUID output signal as a function of the bias current of a TES. (b)
Typical current to voltage response of a TES. () represent the operation point of the
TES.

acterised by sweeping the bias current Ibias and measuring the output of the
SQUID, Vout. The typical result is displayed in Fig. 9.4a. When the sensor is in
the normal state, it behaves as a resistance of constant value RN– the residual
resistance of the TES at low temperatures–, thus Vout displays a linear depen-
dency with the bias current. As the current through the sensor is reduced, the
temperature of the sensor decreases and, when TC is reached, RTES starts to
decrease as well. Since the TES is voltage biased, this reduction of the TES
resistance translate into an increment of the current running through it and of
the output signal. At RTES � RS , the current through the TES is no longer
capable of keeping the TES warm, and the superconducting state is reached.
Once in the superconducting state, the TES sensor can only come back to the
normal state when IC is achieved, what leads to the hysteresis of Vout with
respect to Ibias shown in Fig. 9.4a

When the transfer function between the SQUID and the L of the TES bias
circuit is known, the output of the SQUID can be easily translated into the
current running through the TES. In order to determine the voltage across
the sensor an estimation of the parasitic resistance is required. This value can
be obtained from a linear fit of the superconducting and the normal branches
of the Ibias � ITES , since pIbias � ITESqRS � ITESpRTES � Rseriesq. The
resulting I-V curve, shown in Fig. 9.4b is the basis for the complete TES
characterisation, that will be described in Chapters 13 and 14.

9.2.4 Different parts and requirements of TES sensors

Radiation detectors based on TES sensors can be developed both as bolometers
and microcalorimeters. In the calorimeter case, the average time between
arrival of the individual quanta should be bigger than the characteristic time
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constant of the system, what allow to detect individual photons or heat pulses.
This is the case above discussed. In the case of TES bolometers, the sensor is
not used to detect individual pulses of heat but variations in the energy levels,
thus the TES time constant should be bigger than the time between photon
arrival. Therefore, changes in the incident power are translated into changes
in ITES by the sensor, providing information of the energy of the particle flux
reaching the detector. Besides the characteristic time ratio and the type of
radiation detected, no difference between bolometers and calorimeters can be
found–indeed a device designed as a bolometer can be used as a calorimeter
and vice versa– therefore, in both cases the same readout and bias circuit
described in Fig. 9.3a is used.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9.5: (a) Squematic of an ideal calorimeter. (b) Example of a Ti/Au TES
bolometer.Credit: SRON-Utrecht. (c) Example of Ti/Au TES microcalorimeter.
Credit: SRON-Utrecht.

Bolometers and calorimeters are thermal radiation detectors, thus they are
basically formed by three parts: an absorber or thermal mass that absorb the
incident radiation and transform it into heat, a thermometer that measures
the temperature increment in the absorber and a weak thermal link to a heat
bath that allows the absorber to relax into the initial state. Therefore, the
system can be characterised by the absorber heat capacity– C–, the thermal
link conductivity –G– and the bath temperature T0, as shown in Fig. 9.5a.

In a TES bolometer or calorimeter the superconducting layer of critical
temperature TC acts as the system thermometer, perfectly coupled to an ab-
sorber whose nature, shape and dimensions depend on the type of sensor we
are dealing with – bolometer or calorimeter. Since the thermal link will also
vary between bolometers and calorimeters, the superconducting thermometer
remains as the common point in TES based thermal detectors.

Examples of how TES bolometer and microcalorimeter are implemented are
displayed in Figs. 9.5b and 9.5c respectively. In both cases thermometers are
formed by a Ti/Au bilayer of thickness � 20/50 nm deposited over a 1 µm thick
SiN suspended membrane that acts as the thermal link to the bath. In order
to reduce G to achieve the required value for a bolometric application, some
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parts of the membrane are removed by lithographic techniques, till supporting
legs of a few µm wide are obtained, reducing G from 0.36 nW/K [150] to 370
fW/K [151]. As already mentioned, the design of the absorber depends on the
application. In the case of the bolometer show in Fig. 9.5b, aimed to FIR
detection, a 8 nm thick Ta film is deposited over the same membrane than the
TES and close to it [152]. In the case of the calorimeter shown in Fig. 9.5c,
aimed to X-ray radiation detection, a 1 µm thick Cu absorber is deposit over
the TES thermometer [150]. These are just some examples of TES radiation
detectors but, as it has been already mentioned, depending on the design and
chosen materials, this type of sensors can be applied as radiation detector to a
wide range of frequencies from millimetre waves, through gamma-rays, or even
as particle detection such as dark matter [123], weakly interacting particles
[124] or heavy ions and α particles [127].



Chapter 10

Materials for TES: structural
and functional characterisation

10.1 Introduction

The expected performance of a TES sensor is strongly dependent on the qual-
ity and properties of involved materials such as stress or functional properties,
like its critical superconducting temperature, TC , the logarithmic sensitivity
of superconducting transition, α and the residual resistance, RN . Those will
limit detector performance through energy resolution or noise. Relevant noise
sources are noise associated with electrical resistivity (Johnson noise) or ther-
mal impedance (phonon noise or thermal fluctuation noise). Thus, care should
be taken in selecting the most adequate materials for each application.

In our case, TES sensors are aimed to fabricate high resolution X-ray
detectors. Since the energy resolution in this type of microcalorimeters is
∆E9

b
4kBT 2

CC, a good energy resolution requires low TC and heat capacity,
C. On the other hand, another important feature of TES X-ray sensors is that
they will be used as "photon counters", i.e. they will be used to detect indi-
vidual photons, therefore a fast response is required. Time response in these
sensors is mainly due to the thermal time constant, τ � C{G, time that an
excited TES needs to thermalise to the heat bath. This thermalisation pro-
cess takes place through a thermal conductance typically due to the Kapitza
boundary resistance between the bath and the sensor, G9T 3. This means
that, although reducing TC will improve TES energy resolution, it will also
reduce the number of counts per second achievable by our sensor. Moreover,
even-though low C materials can be used in order to improve energy resolu-
tion, sensor volume can not be arbitrary reduce to reduce C, since reducing
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absorber volume could compromise TES quantum efficiency [153].

X-ray TES fabrication requires a compromise between energy resolution,
cryogenic effort and count rate. Usually TC is selected to be around 100 mK
to enable its operation with adiabatic-demagnetization and dilution refriger-
ators. To reach this values superconducting elements with TC less than 2
K are used, mainly Ir [154], Al [155, 156], Ti [157], and Mo [156, 158, 159].
Iridium bilayers are not widely used despite its good performance, because of
the difficulty of fabrication process, that requires electron-beam evaporation
onto high-temperature substrates (700 C) and ultra-high vacuum chambers
(<1 � 10�10 Torr) [154]. Moreover, its critical temperature is too low for many
TES applications (TC � 0.112). Although Al/Metal bilayers are easy to fab-
ricate through electron beam evaporation and display good performance as
X-ray detectors [155], the combination of Al and any noble metal is not chemi-
cally stable and present many intermetallic phases at high temperatures [160],
what destroy proximity effect. Ti/Au detectors have shown excellent perfor-
mance [157], however they suffer ageing effects [161] and, as in the Al case,
form intermetallic phases with noble metals at high temperatures [160].

For all these reasons we decided to focus our work in Mo-based TES sensors.
Due to its high melting point (2623 �C), similar to the Ir one, evaporated
Mo films show the same fabrication difficulties [156]. To avoid these problem
Mo films deposited in this work are fabricated through sputtering processes.
To reduce as much as possible detector residual resistance, while tuning TC
through proximity effect, Mo is combined with noble metals. Among them we
choose Au and Cu, since excellent results have already being achieved [156, 158,
159], obtaining energy resolutions as high as 1.8 eV for Mo/Au sensors [117]
and 2.4 eV for Mo/Cu ones [162] at 6 keV. Moreover Mo/Au and Mo/Cu
configuration are less diffusive even at high temperatures [156, 160]than Al/Ag,
for instance. No intermetallic compound formation at the interface is expected
for temperatures below 800 �C and for temperatures below 300 �C calculations
predict no diffusion at all [160]. Specially appealing is the combination Mo/Au
since Au is highly resistant to corrosion and more easily lithographed, as shown
in Section ??.

The quality and reproducibility of the superconducting transition are es-
sential for the performances of the TES. Although these strongly depend on
the properties of each layer, very little is known about the correlation of stress
and morphology with Mo functional properties such as TC and RN , key pa-
rameters that will heavily affect TES performance. Since only a few papers on
the subjects are available [156, 158, 159, 163–165], a systematic study on how
Mo superconducting behaviour relates to deposition is need to ensure the best
possible performance of our superconducting Mo-based devices.
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In this chapter, the dependence of the functional properties of both layers
with deposition parameters will be analysed to ensure a good fabrication con-
trol and determining optimum deposition conditions to achieve high resolution
X-ray detectors. In Section 10.2 deposition systems together with character-
isation tools used to study the material behaviour are described. In Section
10.3 the effect of deposition parameters on morphology, stress, resistivity and
critical temperature of Mo thin films are analysed. Mo standard deposition
conditions are determined, ensuring the best Mo film performance: low stress,
low RN and TC as close as possible to the bulk value. Moreover the mini-
mal thickness for negligible size-effects is also found. Finally, in Section 10.4,
the quality of both Cu and Au normal metal layers is studied for different
deposition methods.

10.2 Experimental techniques

All samples studied in chapters 10, 11 and 12 have been fabricated at the
Instituto de Microelectrónica de Madrid (IMM) in the group of Dr. Fernando
Briones. Mo, Cu and Au thin films were deposited on the top of Si single
crystal substrates covered by a 300 nm LPCVD Si3N4 layer. The deposition
is carried out by Radio Frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering in the case of
Mo and by DC triode sputtering for Au and Cu layers. In all cases deposition
took place at room temperature in an Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) system with
a base pressure of 10�7 Pa, depicted in Fig. 10.1. The Ar working pressure
is kept constant at 0.5 Pa during sputtering. Typical growth conditions for
the Au and Cu layers are a target potential of 1.0 kV and a plasma-confining
magnetic field of a few Oe; while, for Mo layers, the RF power is varied between
25 and 213 W. Typical deposition rates are of the order of 0.1-0.2 nm/s, 0.05
nm/s (Cu) and 0.22 nm/s (Au). The distance between substrate and target is
8 cm in all cases. The purity of Mo target is 99,95 %. Additionally Au layers
are also evaporated by electron beam in a different chamber, with a growth
rate of 0.2 nm/s.

So as to optimise the different material properties to make them suitable
for TES sensors fabrication, the layers performance was characterised mainly
by analysing the dependence of their resistivity and critical temperature with
the deposition parameters.

The temperature dependence of the resistance and the critical temperature
of the different layers was measured using the four-point resistance method, in
a commercial Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) from Quantum
Design, at the Physical Measurement Service of the University of Zaragoza.
This system, shown in Fig.10.2, allows to perform resistivity measurements
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Figure 10.1: Picture of magnetron sputter deposition system at the IMM (Instituto
de Microelectrónica de Madrid). Credit: Raquel González-Arrabal.

down to 350 mK.

(a) (b)

Figure 10.2: (a) Picture of the Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) of
the Physical Measurements Service. (b) PPMS holder for resistivity measurements.

Structural properties, such as morphology or stress were studied in the
group of Dr. Lourdes Fàbrega at the Institut de Ciencia de Materials de
Barcelona (ICMAB). To do so, X-Ray diffraction, Transmission Electron (TEM),
Scanning Electron (SEM) and Atomic Force (AFM) microscopies were used,
as described in [166].
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10.3 Superconducting material: Molibdenum

Due to its chemical and mechanical inertness, high conductivity and high melt-
ing point, molybdenum has been extensively used in various technological ar-
eas. Molybdenum thin films are applied as diffusion barriers in microelectronics
[167], high-temperature coating [168, 169], X-ray mirrors [170] and as the bot-
tom electrode in solar cells [171]. The Mo deposition technique will depend
on its function; in our case, to develop Mo-based transition edge sensors, the
most commonly used are DC and RF sputtering [158, 172, 173] and electron-
beam evaporation [159, 174–176]. In most cases the substrate is heated above
500 �C to improve the superconducting properties of the film [164] and reduc-
ing the stress [156, 176], so as to ensure sharp and reproducible transitions
when fabricating TES sensors. Mo is a highly refractory metal which oxidises
easily. Thus, waiting time between Mo deposition and the next steps in the
fabrication process, due to the required sample cooling down, may lead to irre-
producibility problems in the bilayer properties, since quality of the interface
can be degraded [174]. In addition to this, high temperatures add difficul-
ties to the prefabrication of heat sinking and electrical interconnection layers.
Therefore, achieving good quality Mo layers growth at room temperature is
specially appealing. This quality, represented by the layer functional prop-
erties (TC and resistivity) and the substrate adherence are strongly related
with the film stress, thus, when molybdenum is grown at room temperature, a
full understanding of the effects of deposition conditions on stress is required
in order to reduce it. In Section 10.3.1 the dependence of the superconduct-
ing critical temperature, resistivity and stress with deposition parameters will
be studied, together with the correlation between these properties. In Sec-
tion 10.3.1 the selection of the optimum deposition conditions for TES bilayer
fabrication will be discussed.

10.3.1 Properties dependence of deposition conditions

When thin films are deposited by RF magnetron sputtering, their properties
are governed by the RF power, W . Changes in W are always associated to
changes in the DC bias, VC , and therefore on the deposition rate, Gr. This
variation of both the energy of the atoms reaching the substrate and its rate will
affect the stress, defect structure and morphology of the films. However, as can
be seen in Fig. 10.3, the three parameter determining the growth conditions-
W , VC and Gr- can be considered nearly proportional for the range studied
in this work, thus, in this section only the dependence of TC , ρ and stress
with one of these parameters, VC , will be considered. We choose VC because,
once the pressure and target substrate distance are fixed, the initial energy
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of the atoms ejected from the target is mainly determined by this parameter,
and we have obtained more reproducible films when fixing its value during the
deposition process.
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Figure 10.3: Bias voltage and deposition rate as a function of the RF power to the
target, for the films studied.

Variations in stress and morphology

(a) (b)

Figure 10.4: (a) Planar AFM image of a 50 nm Mo film deposited at VC=248V. (b)
Planar TEM image of the film deposited at VC=248V. Credit: Lourdes Fàbrega and
Oscar Gil.

Typically, metal films grown at temperatures much lower that their melting
temperature present a columnar structure. This is also the case of Mo films,
as reported for sputtered layers and also for the ones deposited by e-beam
[177, 178]. Planar TEM and SEM images reveal that the films studied in
this work are very flat (with an average roughness smaller than a nanometer)
but, indeed, quite granular (Fig. 10.4). Moreover, transversal TEM images
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in similar films, as the one presented in Fig. 10.5a, have shown that they are
made of tightly packed columns with height equal to the thickness of the films
[179].

The surface morphology of the films does not seem to display a clear de-
pendence on VC , in the studied range. On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 10.5b,
stress is enhanced when increasing the DC bias. The stress values shown in
Fig. 10.5b agree with those reported in other studies [158, 163, 178, 180–182].
Residual stress of the layers was determined with the so-called sin2 Ψ technique
[183] from X-ray diffraction data (XRD). These data also allow to study the
crystal structure and preferential orientations of the films, revealing a pref-
erential orientation along the (110) direction for all the samples [166, 179].
Thus, we are able to control the stress status of Mo layer without affecting the
morphology just by changing a deposition parameter, in this case VC . This
control will allow us to ensure a good TES sensor performance without heat-
ing the substrate to reduce the residual stress, as needed in films grown by
e-beam [159, 184].
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Figure 10.5: (a)Transversal TEM image of a 50 nm Mo film deposited at VC=248V
with a 15 nm Au layer that prevents Mo degradation. Credit: Oscar Gil. (b)Residual
stress of the films as a function of bias voltage VC . The vertical axis is reversed to
emphasise that the compressive stress increases with VC .

Variations in the normal state resistivity

The variation of both the resistivity and the critical temperature when VC is
changed from 250 to 960 V is shown in Fig. 10.6. This figure shows sample ρ
values for temperatures below 1.3 K in a set of Mo films with a thickness of 50
nm. This is a typical value for Mo-based TES developed for X-ray detection
[156, 158, 174]. As can be observed in Fig. 10.6, the residual resistivity, RN
and TC increase as the DC bias voltage increases.
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Figure 10.6: Variation of the resistivity with temperature for various films grown at
different VC .

The analysis of the resistivity in a wider temperature range shows that
the Residual Resistance Ratio (RRR) decreases as VC increases, as displayed
in Fig.10.7a. As it is well known, the resistivity of a metal has two compo-
nents: the electron scattering with phonons and that with lattice imperfections.
The first one, typically proportional to temperature, mainly depends on the
phonon concentration; the second one, known as residual resistivity ρN , is the
one which dominates the low temperature behaviour. Therefore RRR, cal-
culated as the quotient between the resistance at room temperature and the
low temperature value, RN , is an indicator of the material quality: the higher
RRR, the lower RN .

As above stated, Mo films present a columnar structure. Thus, in the films
studied here RN it is not only originated by electron collision with impurities
or physical defects in the lattice, but also with grain boundaries.

In this case, the reduction in RRR values observed as VC is increased, is
exclusively caused by the degradation of the residual resistance depicted in
Fig.10.6. This can be easily checked by comparing the temperature dependent
part of the various samples. As it is shown in Fig. 10.7b, after normalising this
part to the room temperature value in order to eliminate geometrical factors,
no variation of the resistance temperature dependent part with bias voltage is
observed.

Since the residual resistivity is originated by electron scattering with lattice
imperfections, the defects whose density is susceptible of increase with VC will
be examined, looking for the origin of changes in RN .
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Figure 10.7: (a) Residual resistance ratio RRR as a function of bias voltage Vc. Inset
Residual resistance ratio RRR as a function of stress (b) Temperature dependent part
of the normal state resistance for different bias voltage VC values

In sputtered films, incorporation of impurities during deposition is possi-
ble either 1) from the residual gas or 2) from the sputtering gas (Ar). In the
first case, a low deposition rate will favour the addition of impurities, therefore
increasing VC will reduce RN , just the opposite behaviour than observed in
Fig. 10.7b. In the second case, Ar concentration should increase when raising
the energy of the atoms ejected from the target (i.e., increasing VC), thus dis-
playing a similar tendency of the dependency measured for RN (VC). However,
since no impurity traces, other than an atomic percentage of argon (<2%),
have been detected by RBS in this type of samples [185](see Section 11.7), and
the density of incorporated Ar atoms is too small, the impurities originated by
the sputtering gas can not be considered the main responsible of the observed
changes in RN (This change reaches 55% when comparing the lowest and high-
est VC values: 248 and 965 V). Moreover, an atomic percentage of impurities
in metals has been reported to produce a resistivity enhancement of the order
of 1�10�8Ωm [186], several times smaller than the changes in resistivity shown
in Fig. 10.6.

Another possible cause of the observed dependence of RN pVCq, once the
impurities incorporated during the sputtering process have been excluded, is
a change in grain boundaries. This is a well known phenomena in granular
metal thin films. When the average grain size is approximately equal to the
thickness of the film, one can estimate the resistivity of a granular disordered
film, ρfilm, using the Mayadas-Shatzkes expression [187] presented in Eq. 11.5.
This equation relates ρfilms to the bulk resistivity ρbulk.

ρbulk � ρfilm3r1{3� α{2� α2 � α3lnp1� 1{αqs (10.1)

The parameter α is defined as R
p1�Rq

`0
D , where D is the average grain size
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in the film, R is a factor corresponding to the fraction of electrons reflected
specularly at the boundary, and χ0 is the electron mean free path of the metal.
That means that when D approaches χ0, the resistivity of the film is very
sensitive to D and can suffer a significant enhancement. For granular Mo
films, χ0 is 40 nm [186]. The lateral grain size of the columns in our films
has been determine with TEM images at ICMAB. As displayed in Fig. 10.4b,
a considerable distribution in the lateral size and shape of the columns is
observed within each film. Most of the grains are of about 20 nm, but there
are larger ones, of the order of 35-40 nm, as well as a few even larger ( 70
nm). The boundaries of the grains are sometimes diffuse or difficult to discern;
it might very well be that these larger grains are in fact an agglomeration
of smaller ones. Thus, on average, lateral grains size is of the order of χ0
or smaller, what makes grain boundary scattering a plausible explanation for
the observed increase φN . Moreover, an increase in the growth rate should
reduce grain size and therefore, make grain boundary scattering more relevant.
However, since no clear variation of grain size distribution as a function of VC
has been observed, likely due to the large dispersion in grain sizes, it was not
possible to directly corroborate this hypothesis from experimental data.

Figure 10.8: Planar TEM image of the film deposited at VC=248V. Credit: Oscar Gil

Nevertheless, some estimates can be done, in order to deduce if variations
in D within the observed dispersion could account for the changes measured
in the resistivity. Using D=25 nm and φ corresponding to the film grown at
the lowest VC , Eq. 11.5 allows to estimate R 0.4, a value consistent with
literature [177, 188]. Assuming R constant, a grain size of D=20 nm would
explain the resistivity of the film grown at the highest VC , thus proving that
φ is very sensitive to small changes – within our experimental dispersion– in
the grain size D. It must be noted that, as it will be explained in Section
10.3.1, in our films χ0 is limited by the lateral grain size, being the estimated
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mean free path � 20 nm, smaller than the one used here. However, when
considering `0=D the estimated R is also � 0.4, thus the above conclusion
on the possible origin of ρ enhancement remains valid. Finally, even though
the resistivity of metals is quite insensitive to stress, because it produces tiny
changes of the lattice parameter, it may have indirect effects. An example of
these effect is the possible increment in the density of structural defects and
morphology changes, including a reduction of grain size. Therefore, although
grain boundary scattering can be assumed to be a good candidate to account
for the behaviour observed in Fig. 10.7a, the observed increase of stress with VC
can also contribute to explain the enhancement of residual resistivity discussed
above.

Variations in the superconducting critical temperature

As shown in Fig. 10.6 in all the cases TC values are higher than the one
corresponding to bulk Mo (T bulkC � 915 mK). Moreover a gradual enhancement
of TC is observed when raising VC . To understand the mechanism responsible
of the observed TC changes, one need to focus on the different factors that vary
with VC , that is, the stress and RRR, as depicted in Fig. 10.7a and 10.5b. From
Fig. 10.9, one can conclude that, the enhancement of TC may be originated by
an increase of the residual stress or a reduction of RRR. However, since within
the BCS theory, changes of TC –either enhancement or suppression–are the
result of changes in the density of states or in the electron-phonon coupling,
it is necessary to establish what are the consequences of the changes in RRR
and stress.

Regarding the stress, it is well known that it can produce large changes in
TC , since it may change both the electronic structure and the phonon spectrum
of a material [189–192]. Previous studies have emphasised its influence in Mo
films TC . For films deposited by e-beam, TC and RRR rise as tensile stress
is suppressed [156, 159, 163–165]. For DC magnetron sputtered films, reports
stated that the best TC (�1-1.4 K) and reproducibility are obtained for slightly
compressed films (σ � -100 MPa) [158, 163].

However, as depicted in Fig.10.9 the existing dependence of TC with stress
is less neat than the dependence on RRR. Moreover, Fig. 10.9 shows that
this dependence is highly reproducible, being the same for different series of
samples grown changing VC while keeping the other parameters constant. How-
ever, such dependence is found to be quite anomalous among classical metal
superconductors. Indeed, the TC of most of them (Nb,Ta, V, Al...) gets lower
when increasing residual resistance (mainly because of impurity incorporation),
which has been explained by a reduction of the mean free path [189, 193]. It
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Figure 10.9: Variation of the critical temperature with RRR for various films grown at
different VC . Each type of symbol stands for a series of samples grown changing VC .
Inset: Variation of the critical temperature with stress for sample series represented
by .

should be stated, however, that a rise of TC with increasing ρN is possible,
depending on the origin or type of defects dominating the residual resistance
and their influence in the density of states or the electron-phonon coupling.
McMillan [142] showed that metals with weak electron-phonon coupling and
low TC , like Mo, could display large increases in TC upon decreasing the av-
erage phonon frequency. In fact, Kar’kin et al. [194] have reported that
binary superconducting compounds with Mo or Nb behave in different way
under pressure. While for Nb compounds TC clearly increases with RRR, Mo
compounds display a less clear trend, with a tendency of TC to increase for
decreasing RRR; the authors have argued that this different behaviour must
be related to distinct changes of the electron and phonon spectra of Nb and Mo
associated to microstresses, which could also explain the anomalous TCpRRRq
in our Mo films.

As it is the case of ρN pVCq, the percentage of Ar impurities incorporated
during deposition is too small to explain the significant rise of TC with VC .
But there is still another possible origin of this dependence that need to be
examined: the granular character of the films, which we have considered as a
very likely cause for the changes of ρN . It has been argued [195] that in granular
films the average ionic vibration amplitude increases because the ionic restoring
forces are weaker at the grain surfaces, due to reduced symmetry. This effect
implies an increase of the phonon amplitude and a reduction of their average
frequency, causing an increase of the electron-phonon coupling and therefore
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an increase of TC . As above explained lattice disorder also leads to changes
in the electronic band structure, modifying TC . However, this effect, specially
relevant in amorphous films and alloys of simple metals, is negligible compare
with the enhancement of the electron phonon coupling for granular films [195].

In summary, both the enhancement of TC in comparison to Mo bulk and the
TCpRRRq dependence could be explained by changes in the electronic density
of states caused by compressive stress, or by an increase of electron-phonon
coupling associated to stress or to progressively reduced grain size.

Standard deposition conditions

The results discussed in Section 10.3.1 allow us to establish the optimum depo-
sition conditions for Mo thin films of 50 nm thickness intended for TES sensor
fabrication. As above explained this includes minimising stress and ρN , and
ensuring a TC value as close as possible to the bulk one. These conditions
are fulfilled by a VC value of 248 V, thus a RF power of 25 W, and an argon
pressure of 0.5 Pa. Results from samples prepared in different moments along
2 years and, therefore with different Mo targets, are shown in Fig. 10.10. In
all the cases TC reproducibility is high, a maximum deviation of 50 mK has
been found, although some transitions are quite broad, due to the wide extent
of the samples studied in this section, � 2.5mm. To avoid a possible masking
by chemical processes of the effect that different deposition parameter have on
Mo properties, these films where not lithographed to reduce the sensed area.
Thus, inhomogeneity effects due to the relatively big studied areas are found.
Changing Mo targets and some improvements performed in the sputtering
system have, however, an effect on the resistivity of the samples, originating a
distribution of ρN values, ranging from 4 µΩcm to 8 µΩcm. This distribution
is translated to ρ300 from 10µΩcm to 15 µΩcm, values that agree quite well
with those typically reported for Mo thin films [156, 158, 159, 163–165, 179]
and are up to a factor of 3 higher than those for bulk Mo, ρbulk300 =5.3 µΩ.

10.3.2 Size effects in Molybdenum layers.

Since Mo thickness will be changed when fabricating Mo/Au TES sensors to
tune the TC of future devices, we need to ensure that no effects on Mo func-
tional properties (ρN and TC) due to thickness reduction are found in the
working values (� 50 nm). This reduction has been previously observed in
metallic samples having some physical dimension comparable to the electron
mean free path [196, 197]. Since precedent works on Mo granular films sug-
gested a `0 of 40 nm [186], similar to the depth of samples studied in Section
10.3.1, these size-effects can not be obviated.
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Figure 10.10: ρ{ρN pT q curve of 50 nm Mo films deposited at VC=248V and Ar pres-
sure of 0.5 Pa.

Even when superconductivity in Mo was discovered nearly 50 years ago
[198], the superconducting properties of this metal have been poorly investi-
gated. According to existing studies Mo has been shown to be a classical type
I superconductor extremely sensitive to impurities [199, 200], weakly coupled,
with critical temperature TC= 915 mK and critical field HC= 98 Oe [201–204].
Nevertheless, as far as we know, no experimental data on fundamental param-
eters such as penetration depth (λ) and coherence length (ξ) are available in
literature for Mo thin films. These parameters have only been estimated for
Mo bulk to be λ �96 nm and ξ �271 nm by French [205], from indirect cal-
culations using other reported data [186, 202, 203]. The uncertainty in these
estimates is high, and the reported values can be considered an upper and a
lower limit of λ and ξ, respectively, since, as the author states, surface rough-
ness or a high resistivity surface layer will lead to an alteration of both λ and
ξ.

In granular films a transition 3D-2D character has been reported to occur
when the film thickness becomes equal to the coherence length [206]. Since
the disorder both enhances λ and reduces ξ [207, 208],the granular character
may affect the dimensional crossover and the onset of finite thickness effects.
Moreover, for type I superconductors, as Mo is reported to be, a transition
from type I to type II may occur for thin enough films. The changes in dimen-
sionality and superconductivity type can result in significant modifications of
the behaviour of the superconducting thin films under magnetic field, since the
critical fields can considerably change. Moreover, a 2D superconductor displays
the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition [209, 210], which demarks the spontaneous
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generation of vortex-antivortex pairs in zero field, due to fluctuations. In fact,
it has been shown very recently that vortex motion is one of the fundamen-
tal processes responsible for excess noise in TES [211] devices. Therefore, a
clear determination of superconductivity character in Mo thin films is crucial
to understand the different noise sources of our future Mo-based TES sensors.

Mo thin films with thickness (d) ranging from 13 to 83 nm were analysed
by measuring ρpT q and TC both with or without applied magnetic field. X-
ray reflectometry measurements performed by Lourdes Fàbrega were used to
determine film thickness. While structural characterisation, as explained in
the previous section was performed by X-ray diffraction. Both grain size and
texture degree do not depend on width: all films are textured along the (110)
crystallographic direction and display columnar growth, with a column width
of about 20 nm.

Influence of thickness in Mo functional properties

As shown in Fig. 10.11 residual resistance is enhanced for d ¤ 30 nm when
reducing d and the opposite behaviour is observed for TC . For d ¡ 30 nm
the thickness dependence saturates to the values reported on the previous
section as the optimum ones. The room temperature resistivity (not shown
here) displays nearly the same dependence as ρN , indicating that ρN is the
responsible of the observed variation in resistivity. As explained in Section
10.3.1 this can be checked by comparing the resistance temperature dependent
part of the various samples, after eliminating geometrical factors. As expected,
no variation of this resistance part with d is observed.
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Figure 10.11: Variation of critical temperature and residual resistivity with film
thickness d.
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The measured changes in ρN and TC might have several origins beside
thickness effects, such as stress and impurities. To exclude the last two, their
possible contribution needs to be analysed. The evolution of the lattice strain
and that of the residual resistance ratio, RRR, with thickness for some of the
samples are depicted in Fig.10.12a. Regarding stress, for films thinner than
�25-30 nm, a rather high in-plane tensile strain is found, which relaxes when
increasing d till thickness values �50 nm are reached, where samples are nearly
relaxed. It must be noted that deposition conditions, as described in Section
10.3.1, were selected to optimise functional properties of 50 nm Mo films, this
includes minimising the strain state. For films thicker than �50 nm stress
changes sign and a compressive in-plane strain is found.
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Figure 10.12: (a) Variation of stress and residual resistance ratio with film thickness,
d. (b)Variation of the critical temperature with RRR for various d. Inset: Variation
of the critical temperature with stress.

The RRR curve shows the opposite behaviour: its value monotonously
increases with d till thickness close to 50 nm, where RRR shows a maximum,
for d ¡ 50 nm RRR decreases as thickness increases. This last dependence has
been already explained in Section 10.3.1, where RRR and stress are related
through the enhancement of electron scattering. Nevertheless, when plotting
the dependence of TC with RRR and stress (Fig. 10.12b) the behaviour is
completely different from the one observed in Fig. 10.9. In the present case, TC
increases with RRR reaching a saturation value for RRR¥2, while it decreases
as stress increases without a net dependence. In the case discussed in Section
10.3.1, TCpRRRq is a nearly linear decreasing function without a tendency to
saturate; dependency that could be explained by an increase of electron-phonon
coupling associated to stress, as displayed by the exponential increase of TC
with stress. The remarkably different behaviour of Mo functional properties in
both cases - changing VC or d- lead to the conclusion that the observed changes
in TC and ρN for films thinner than � 50 nm have an origin completely different
that those due to stress.
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Regarding impurities, as above discussed, no other components beside ar-
gon were found when analysing this type of layers by RBS, being this quantity
too small to produce any remarkable change in TC or ρN .

All these arguments evidence that the clear changes of both TC or ρN
observed for films thinner than �30 nm should be associated to size-effects,
as expected for samples having some physical dimension comparable to the
electron mean free path [196, 197]. No thickness effect are observed for d ¡30
nm, thus our 50 nm optimise Mo films are suitable for TES fabrication, anyhow
a more detailed analysis on the possible causes of ρN and TC changes with
thickness is described in following subsections, for the shake of completeness.

Influence of thickness in Mo functional properties: ρN pdq As it is
known, the resistivity depends on sample dimensions when the contribution
to the resistivity arising from surface scattering of conduction electrons can
no longer be ignored. For films in which the thickness dependence has been
attributed to surface scattering, experimental data have been commonly anal-
ysed on the basis of Fuchs theory, that determines the total resistivity of a
film by imposing a boundary condition on the electron-distribution function,
which enhances the thickness-independent bulk resistivity [196]. This theory
does not consider grain boundaries effect on resistivity, since usually the grain
size is usually much larger than the mean free path, limited by other scattering
processes, and thus, grain boundary contribution can be neglected. However,
for polycrystalline films, Mayadas et al. [187] showed that a strong thickness
dependent resistivity, comparable in magnitude to the Fuchs effect, exist if
D � d. Since, in the present case, the average grain size and the thickness of
the film are considered as equal, α parameter in Mayadas-Shatskes resistivity
(Eq. 11.5) can be also written as R

p1�Rq
`0
d . Moreover, in our case the expected

mean free path - Mo `0 of 40 nm [186]- is of the same order of magnitude
than d, even smaller in some samples, thus, assuming R � 0.4, as estimated in
Section 10.3.1, and α À 1 [212], Eq. 11.5 can be approximated as:

ρ � ρ8p1� 3α

2
q � ρ8p1�A

`0
d
q (10.2)

Where A is a factor equal to 3R
2p1�Rq and of the order of the unit, R is the

reflection coefficient, ρ8 is the resistivity of thick enough films (notice that this
value may differ from that corresponding to the bulk metal, ρbulk, if the films
are granular, because of the resistivity enhancement due to grain boundary
scattering [197]. The dependence of ρN on the reciprocal thickness is shown
in Fig. 10.13, where data clearly follow the behaviour expected from Eq.10.2.
Moreover, assuming A � 1– as expected from theory and from our estimated
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R value, R � 0.4– from the linear fit `0 is estimated to be �19 nm, thus the
mean free path value is very close to the column width of the films. This
result points out that the resistivity in room temperature sputtered Mo films
is dominated by grain boundary scattering, as argued in Section 10.3.1, and
consequently finite thickness effects in resistivity become relevant when d is
comparable to the grain size.
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Figure 10.13: Linear dependence of ρN with 1{d.

Influence of thickness in Mo functional properties: TCpdq. In Fig.10.11,
it was shown that not only ρN changes with thickness, also TC is strongly re-
duced for films thinner than � 30 nm. The TC suppression due to finite thick-
ness effects can be due to two mechanisms: the weak localisation effects due to
surface scattering [213], or the contribution to the superconducting free energy
of the surface term, which becomes relevant for thin films when surface-to-
volume ratio is dominant [214]. To determine which of these two mechanism is
the main responsible for the observed TC suppression, experimental data were
interpreted in terms of both models. According to the Maekawa and Fukuyama
theory the localisation reduces TC because the Coulomb repulsive interaction
between electrons is enhanced and the electronic density of states depressed.
This theory, only valid for 2D superconductors like the films discussed here
(see 10.3.2), allows to estimate the critical temperature as a function of the
sheet resistance R

�
and the effective coupling constant g1Np0q, the only fitting

factor in the model:
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Figure 10.14: (a) Solid points represent variation of critical temperature with sheet
resistance for different film thickness, d, dash line is the fit of TCpR�

q to Eq. 10.3. (b)
Solid points represent variation of critical temperature with film thickness, d, dash
line is the fit of TCpdq to Eq. 10.5

with TC0 the bulk critical temperature and ξ the BCS coherence length,
estimated by French et al. to be ξ � 271 nm [205] for Molybdenum, being
this value, as above explained, a lower limit due to uncertainty in the estima-
tion. In this expression the first term is due to the reduction of the density
of states because of localisation and second term is the vertex correction to
the electronic interaction. The effect of localisation is specially important in
the dirty superconductor limit, as in our case, since ξ0 ¡¡ `0 makes the first
term in the bracket negligible, and a nearly linear dependence of TC is expected
[215, 216]. As shown in Fig.10.14a, the measured TCpRq curve can be fitted
to this dependence but the slope obtained from the fit, when using ξ0= 271
nm and `0 = 20 nm, provides an unphysical g1Np0q value- g1Np0q=4, while
it should be similar to one. Therefore, the weak localisation effect cannot be
considered to be the main responsible for the observed suppression of TC at
small d.

Initially, the suppression of TC observed in different materials as aluminium
or niobium when thickness decreases was explained by the presence of a prox-
imity effect caused by a normal-metal layer on top of the superconductor sam-
ple [217, 218]. To do so the model developed by Cooper [219] for films thinner
than the superconducting coherence length was used.

TC � TC0e
�2a

Np0qV d (10.4)
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However Simonin [214] showed that a similar expression for TCpdq could be
obtained by introducing an extra term for surface contribution to the Ginzburg-
Landau free energy. This allows to obtain the same decrease of the density of
states near the surfaces than in Cooper’s law without introducing an extra
"nonsuperconductive" layer. Moreover, Cooper’s law can not explain the de-
pendence of TC with 1{d for small d values and can the sample response to
applied magnetic fields.

In Simonin model expressed as Eq. 10.5, a is the Thomas-Fermi screening
length and Np0qV is the bulk interaction potential.

TC � TC0

�
1� 2a

Np0qV d
�

(10.5)

The TC as a function of the reciprocal thickness for all characterised films is
depicted in Fig. 10.14b. A nearly linear dependence of TC on 1{d is observed.
To fit these data to Eq.10.5 an estimated value of Np0qV is needed. TC{θD
in Mo is equal to 0.002, according to Mallon et al. [201], where θD is the
Debye temperature, defined as θD � ~ωD{kB. Thus, since in the BCS theory
the critical temperature can be expressed as a function of the electron-phonon
coupling as presented in Eq.10.6

TC � 1.14
~ωD
kB

e
� 1

Np0qV (10.6)

one can assume that Np0qV =0.157 for Mo. Using this value, the Thomas-
Fermi screening length is calculated to be 0.3 nm; a value in excellent agreement
with that reported by Boucher et al. [220], λF=0.365 nm. Thus, data analysis
evidence that the reduction of the order parameter near the superconductor
surfaces seems to be the main responsible for the finite thickness effects in the
TC suppression mechanism for the studied films.

Magnetic field effects in Mo thin films.

Previously, on this section, we have been focusing on how Mo functional prop-
erties (TC , ρN or transition sharpness) are affected by size effects, since they
will limit the detector performances. All of them are directly related to the
electric and superconducting properties of layers, thus, a deep understanding
of the fundamental physics that governs the superconducting-to-normal tran-
sition of these devices is essential for optimising their design.

In order to investigate the critical field and to find out if Mo thin films
are type I or type II superconductors, their electrical and superconducting
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properties were investigated as a function of an external magnetic field, H.
Magnetic fields have been applied both perpendicular an parallel to the film
plane, to the sample series described at the beginning of Section 10.3.2.

In Fig.10.15a resistive superconducting transition for a film with d � 80

nm, under several magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the film plane are
displayed. As expected, the transition shifts towards lower temperatures when
increasing the magnitude of the external magnetic field. According to literature
the thermodynamic critical field of bulk Mo, which is known to be a type I
superconductor, is �98 Oe [201–204, 221]. However, Fig.10.15a shows that
superconductivity is still present in the film up to 370 mK for an applied field
of 220 Oe.
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Figure 10.15: (a) R(T) curves under magnetic field applied perpendicular to the
film with thickness d � 80.6 nm. Curves were measured between 0 and 220 Oe with
increments of 20 Oe. (b). Critical fields measured parallel () and perpendicular ()
to the film surface as a function of the thickness. Inset: Corrected parallel () and
perpendicular ()critical fields as a function of the reciprocal thickness.

As it is well known the superconductor type depends on the ratio between
the penetration depth and the coherence length, κ � λ{ξ. Moreover, the su-
perconducting purity may affect these characteristic lengths. Since for the
analysed films `0 has been estimated to be �20 nm, and the lower limit of
the Mo coherence length has been reported to be ξ0 �271 nm[205], one can
conclude that these Mo films are in the dirty limit ( `0    ξ0). For dirty su-
perconductors, the fundamental superconducting lengths must be renormalised
according to the following expressions [222]:

ξp0q � 0.85
a
ξ0`eff λGL � λLp0q

� ξ0

1.33`eff

	1{2
(10.7)

where ξp0q, λGLp0q and λLp0q are the zero temperature Ginzburg-Landau
coherence length, the penetration depth and the London penetration depth
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respectively, and `eff is the effective mean free path. These equations evidence
that, for a dirty superconductor, the coherence length and the penetration
depth are correspondingly directly and inversely proportional to `1{2eff . Thus,
an enhancement in the κ parameter value is expected when reducing the mean
free path according to:

κ � 0.74λLp0q{`eff (10.8)

By inserting in Eq. 10.8 the λL value reported for Mo (λLp0q � 96 nm)
[205], which was argued to correspond to an upper limit, we obtain that, when
`eff is lower than � 140 nm Mo should behave as a type II superconductor.
Therefore, Mo films studied in this work are expected to behave as type II
superconductors, and consequently the critical field obtained from RpT,Hq
measurements should correspond to the upper critical field Hc2.

In Fig. 10.15b, the critical field values obtained for H applied perpendicular
(HK) and parallel (H‖) to the film plane, are plotted as a function of 1/d. The
critical fields HK

C and H‖
C were determined from the middle point of the RpHq

transition recorded at 400 mK. The graph evidences that the critical field
is highly anisotropic and thickness dependent, and that for both directions
superconductivity persists up to fields much higher than the earlier reported
thermodynamic critical field.

Since the critical fields were measured at different reduced temperatures
(t � T {TC) because of the different TC ’s of the films, the experimental values
presented in Fig. 10.15b need to be corrected. For a film in the perpendicular
orientation, the upper critical field Hc2 can be written as [222]:

HK
c2pT q �

?
2HCpT qκ � HCpT qλLp0q{`eff (10.9)

where HCpT q is the thermodynamic critical field of the superconductor.
Thus HK

C pdq data can be corrected by using the conventional Ginzburg-Landau
approximation, HCpT q9p1�t2q.In the case of a film in the parallel orientation,
Hc2 expression depends on the superconductivity character. Considering the
earlier reported lower limit for the coherence length value of Mo, ξ0 �271nm
[205], Eqs. 10.7 indicate that for the studied thickness range, ξpT q ¡ d, which
points out that the analysed films might be 2D superconductors. In that case
Hc2 can be defined as [206] :

H
‖
c2pT q �

?
12φ0

2πµ0ξpT qd (10.10)

In this case data are corrected considering the approximation for the Ginzburg-
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Landau temperature dependence of ξpT q9 � p1� t2q�1{2. The corrected data
are depicted in the inset of Fig.10.15b. Both HK

C and H
‖
C display a linear

dependence on 1{d, but with quite different slopes.

As shown by Eq.10.2 and [196], the effective mean free path `eff is thickness
dependent and can be approximated to:

1

`eff
pdq � 1

`0
� A

d
(10.11)

where `0 is the mean free path of an infinitely thick film. By linearly fitting
data presented in Fig. 10.15b an estimation of A`0 � 21 nm is obtained,
in excellent agreement with that previously found from the ρpdq dependence.
Also, by assuming HC= 98 Oe [201–204], the fit provides an estimate of 44
nm for AλLp0q, somehow smaller than the value derived by French [205] which
was in fact considered an upper limit for the penetration depth, as argued at
the beginning of Section 10.3.2.

Focussing on the data for magnetic field applied parallel to the film, the
linear fit to Eq. 10.10 provides ξp0q � 85 nm. Inserting this value in Eq.
10.7 and using `eff � `0 � 20 nm, an estimate for ξ0 � 500 nm is obtained.
This value is larger than the reported ξ0 �271 nm [205], which was argued to
correspond to a lower limit, and corroborates the assumed 2D character of the
Mo films.

10.4 Normal metal materials: Copper and Gold

Besides superconducting material properties, the normal metal layer deposited
on top of it will also govern the TES final performance, not only through its
functional properties, mainly residual resistance, but also through the proxim-
ity effect, limited by the quality of the superconducting-metal interface. As
above described both gold and copper are good candidates for Mo-based TES
sensors, since no intermetallic phases or interdiffusion when combined with
molybdenum is expected at working temperatures. Moreover, Au is highly
resistant to corrosion [156].

A key point for TES fabrication is to achieve a low RN value. Reducing
this value will not only reduce noise in our device by reducing thermodynamic
fluctuations associated with electrical resistance (Johnson noise, which is pro-
portional to RN ) and, therefore increase the energy resolution of the final
sensor.

Moreover a low RN will also provide a better stability to phase separation.
Every resistance has an associated Joule heating, that could create a set of
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different temperatures across the film, generating larger transition widths and,
thus reducing the TES sensitivity and affecting the response time. Moreover,
if regions with different temperature are placed perpendicularly to the current
flow, regions with higher temperature will have higher Joule power dissipa-
tion, which could lead to geometrical phase separation into superconducting
and normal regions [130]. This self-heating effect depends on the residual re-
sistance of the sensor through the thermal conductance, on sensor geometry
and the dominant thermal conductance. When the heat flows uniformly from
the TES to the heat bath, the condition for stability against phase separation
in a rectangular film, like the one we are developing, can be approximated as
Eq.10.12 [223]

RN   LnTCn

Gα
(10.12)

where n is the exponent of power flow to the heat bath and depends on
the dominant thermal flow process between the heat bath and the electrons
in the sensor, G is the thermal conductance to the heat bath and α is the
sensitivity of the superconducting transition, defined as α � dlogR{dlogT . As
reported by Irwin et al. [223], in a typical x-ray microcalorimeter, where the
dominant thermal conductance is the electron-phonon coupling, n � 4, self
heating effect should be negligible if RN   0.1Ω[223]. In this calculation, an α
value of 100 was considered, however, typical α values are considerably higher.
Taking the average α value obtained in our lithographed bilayers, 550, the
stability condition will be even lower: RN   0.02Ω.

This low RN value reduces the possible metals for the normal layer to one
of the noble metals: Au, Ag or Cu. Among these metals Au and Cu were
chosen because of the extensive work already existing on both Mo/Au and
Mo/Cu sensors with proved excellent results [156, 158, 159].

Given that both metals are better electrical conductors than Mo, the final
device residual resistance will be mainly due to the metal layer ρN . For all
the reasons above described, reducing normal metal layer residual resistance,
and thus TES residual resistance, is crucial to ensure an optimal sensor perfor-
mance. This key functional property, together with film stress and morphology
will be analyse and discussed in Sections 10.4.1 and 10.4.2 for two different de-
position methods: DC triode sputtering and electron beam, to secure that the
required normal metal layer quality for TES fabrication is achieved.
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10.4.1 Metal layer morphology

Metal layer morphology and stress were studied for normal layers deposited
on top of 50 nm Mo layers grown at standard conditions, to ensure that the
effect of deposition over a columnar metallic layer is taken into account and,
therefore, observed results correspond to the ones of metal layer in final sensors.
As in the Mo case, XRD data, obtained by Dr. Lourdes Fàbrega, allow to
determine crystal structure and preferential orientations of films. For Au films,
both sputtered and deposited by e-beam are partially textured with the (111)
planes along the growth direction. A loss of texture is appreciated for thicker
films as it is shown in Fig.10.16a. In this plot samples with a 15 nm sputtered
Au layer are cover by an extra gold layer deposited by electron beam, no change
in crystal orientation is observed. Cu films were only deposited by sputtering,
being fully polycrystalline with no preferential orientation along the growth
direction (Fig.10.16b).

(a) (b)

Figure 10.16: (a) XRD (� 2� scan) for a Mo/Au series 50 nm of Mo and two
different Au layers: a constant 15 nm sputtered layer and a thickness variable e-beam
deposited Au layer. (b) XRD (� 2� scan) for a Mo/Cu series 50 nm of Mo and
different thickness copper layers. Credit: Lourdes Fàbrega.

As it is shown in Section ?? and in [179] both Cu and Au sputtered layers
follow the columnar growth of underlying Mo films, whereas Au grown by
e-beam usually displays twin boundaries parallel to the interface. Although
Au layers display a weakly tensile residual stress ( 70 MPa) and Cu one is
significantly higher ( 400MPa) [179], no significant change in Mo stress state
is observed when normal metal layers are deposited on top of superconducting
layer. This ensures that good performance of Mo 50 nm grown under standard
conditions is not compromise by normal layer deposition.
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10.4.2 Metal layer normal resistance by sputtering and elec-
tron beam deposition

Resistivity of metal layers was studied for films deposited over Si single crys-
tal substrates covered by a 300 nm Si3N4 layer and plotted in Fig. 10.17.
Sputtered 150 nm gold samples display a resistivity various orders of magni-
tude higher than bulk one that, at 90 K is expected to be � 5.44 nΩm [224],
whereas in our samples ρ90K ranges from 70 to 111 nΩm, being these results
in good agreement with the ones reported by Toombs et al. [225]. Resistivity
measurement in samples deposited at VC values between 1 kV and 2kV show
that sputtered gold resistivity improves as voltage bias decreases. To reduce
this voltage as much as possible a specially design magnetron, developed at
IMM, was coupled to Au target reaching VC=387 V and ρ90K= 29 nΩm.

Considering that all the sensor design analysed in this work are square
shaped, (see Section 11), the usual Au thickness for Mo/Au TES reported in
literature, �200 nm [159, 226] and that sensor RN is mainly due to normal
metal resistivity, the lowest residual resistance achievable with sputtered gold
can be estimated as RN= 0.11 Ω. Previous studies show that resistivity in
gold sputtered films does not display any thickness dependence for d ¡ 40

nm [227], thus one can assume the same resistivity value for 200 nm films than
the one determine for our 150 nm films. As explained at the beginning of this
section, this residual resistance is not low enough to neglect self heating effect
and thus, phase separation could occur if sputtered gold was used to develop
our sensors.

It has been found that Au films resistivity changes substantially with heat
treatment [225], however the improvement is not enough to ensure the absence
of self heating effect. In addition, although Mo/Au systems do not have inter-
metallic phases, annealing processes degrade bilayer functional properties TC
and RN , as it will be discussed in Section11.7, thus discarding the use of heat
to achieve the required RN . Gold layers with a good enough quality to be used
as TES normal metal layer can be prepared with electron beam deposition, as
shown in Fig. 10.17a. Resistivity in this case, ρ90K � 9 nΩm, is equivalent to
other evaporated films [228] and RN is expected to be similar to 0.01 Ω. As in
the sputtered case previous studies on evaporated gold films determined that
no thickness dependence of resistivity is expected for d ¡ 60 nm [227], allowing
to estimate RN for a 200 nm Au film from our data.

Regarding Cu layers, resistivity of sputtered films is significantly lower
than Au layers, with a RN value that, as in the case of Au, decreases with
voltage bias. The difference between resistivity of our sputtered samples and
bulk resistivity (17 nΩm at room temperature) is not as big as in the Au
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Figure 10.17: (a) Resistivity of 150 nm Au layers sputtered at different VC and grown
by e-beam. (b) Resistivity of 150 nm Cu layers sputtered at different VC

case. Resistivity of Cu sputtered layer is of the same order of magnitude
than ρbulk and similar to those reported in literature [158]. In this case, no
extra magnetron coupled to Cu target was needed since for VC=1 kV, residual
resistivity was already �3 nΩm, and thus, since also in Cu case the usual
normal metal thickness is �200 nm [158], TES residual resistance is expected
to be RN �0.01, very close to the Au e-beam one. As in Au case, no thickness
dependence is reported for d ¡ 39 nm, the bulk mean free path of copper [229].

10.5 Conclusions.

In this chapter a full characterisation of Mo, Au and Cu layers has been carried
out to determine the optimum deposition parameters that will ensure quality
and reproducibility of TES functional parameters. In all three cases morphol-
ogy, stress state, functional parameters and layer electric conductivity quality
RRR dependency with deposition parameters have been analysed.

In Mo films, although relation between stress, morphology and electrical
resistivity are well known at room temperature, not enough information on
their relation with superconducting properties was available in literature. Data
presented on this chapter show that both residual resistance and critical tem-
perature increase with deposition voltage bias, and relate to each other in a re-
producible way. Changes in RN are associated to enhanced electron scattering
due to grain boundaries generated by increasing compressive stress. Changes
in TC can also be explained by stress and morphology changes through the
specific electron and phonon spectra of Mo.

Lateral grain size, D � 20 nm, limits the electronic mean free path giving
rise to finite size effects for d � D, both in RN and TC , since surface effects
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can no longer be neglected. The reproducibility of the functional parameter is
ensured for our optimised films since d � 50 nm, well above the lateral grain
size. Mo films are found to behave as 2D type II superconductors in the dirty
limit. Moreover, our results point out that fundamental lengths of Mo are
strongly affected by the grain size of the films Ðand thus by the fabrication
conditions. For highly disordered films, this would imply that transitions from
type I to type II superconductor and from 2D to 3D behaviour might occur for
Mo films with thickness close to those usually employed in proximity bilayers
for TES (d�50 nm), what would affect possible noise sources, magnetic field
sensitivity or current carrying capabilities.

Metal layers are deposited using different processes to compare electrical
conductivity quality finding that, although Au films deposited by sputtering
or electron beam display the same morphology, the high RN value of sputtered
films rules out this deposition technique for TES sensor fabrication. On the
other hand, Cu sputtered films show equivalent RN and RRR values than
Au films deposited by e-beam, therefore allowing both metals fabrication of
devices with acceptable TES RN values.



Chapter 11

Bilayers: design and
characterisation

11.1 Introduction

Elemental superconductors of low enough critical temperature, TC , such as W
and Ti can be used to fabricate TES sensors [111, 230]–as described in Section
9.2.2–, but in general proximity bilayers are preferred. This sensors are based
in the proximity effect: the reduction of TC that a superconducting layer (S)
thinner than its superconducting coherence length experiments when a normal
metal layer (M) is deposited on top of it. The resulting bilayer, as a whole,
behaves as a superconductor, with TC determined by the ratio S/M.

As discussed in Chapter 10, TES performance is influenced or governed
by the properties of the individual layers, like resistivity or stress, since they
condition TES reproducibility or residual electrical resistance, RN . However,
other TES requirements depend on the proper combination of superconduct-
ing and metal layers and an optimum processing of the resulting bilayer to
produce the final TES sensor. A neat S/M interface determines the intensity
of the bilayer coupling, thus fixing the ratio of S/M thickness required to reach
the operation temperature of the sensor. Meanwhile the lithographic process
establishes the sharpness of the TES transition – and thus the sensor temper-
ature sensitivity – as well as the reproducibility of the functional properties.
The different behaviour of Mo/Au and Mo/Cu bilayers and the influence of
each fabrication step on final TES performance are discussed in this chapter.

As mention in Chapter 10, among the different S/M combinations studied,
Mo-based bilayers are specially appealing, since its combination with noble
metals display no intermetallic compound formation at the interface for tem-
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peratures below 800 �C and for temperatures below 300 �C calculation predict
no diffusion at all [160]. For Mo/Au bilayers, although no chemical interdi-
fussion between Au and Mo layers is expected at temperatures below 300 �C,
Au is extremely mobile at temperatures as low as 200 �C, what leads to re-
sistivity changes associated with grain size modification [228, 231]. However,
to our knowledge, no systematic studies on the influence of temperature an-
nealing on Mo/Au bilayers functional properties have been performed, except
for some room temperature studies on microstructure and resistivity changes
[232]. The same holds for the intensity of the coupling between Mo and Au.
Besides the excellent energy resolution results on both Mo/Au (1.8 eV at 6keV
[117]) and Mo/Cu ( 2.4 at 6 keV [162]) no study on the sensitivity of TC to
layer thickness can be found, being this factor critical to TC reproducibility.

In this chapter the different steps performed to develop and characterise
Mo/Metal bilayers for its use as TES sensors are described and its properties
analysed. In Section 11.2 the different experimental techniques used in this
work are described. Mo/Au and Mo/Cu sputtered bilayer characteristics are
discussed in Section 11.2, in Section 11.4 our optimum solution for Mo/Au
bilayers fabrication procedure is expound. Bilayer functional properties tuning
and S/M coupling are presented in Section 11.5; while in Section 11.7 Mo/Au
superconducting parameter stability as a function of annealing temperature is
studied. Finally, in section 11.8 we summarise the main results obtained.

11.2 Experimental details

All samples studied in chapters 10, 11 and 12 have been fabricated at the Ins-
tituto de Microelectrónica de Madrid (IMM)1 by the group of Dr. Fernando
Briones. Mo/Cu bilayers, with Mo films thickness, dMo=50 nm and Cu thick-
ness ranging between 15 and 90 nm were deposited on top of Si single crystal
substrates covered by a 300 nm LPCVD Si3N4 layer. While Mo/Au bilayers,
with dMo ranging between 50 and 200 nm and Au thickness (dAu) between 30
and 215 nm, were deposited on the top of Si single crystal substrates covered
by a 300 nm LPCVD Si3N4 layer. The deposition is carried out as described
in Chapter 10.

The temperature dependence of the resistance down to 350 mK and the
critical temperature of the different samples was measured using the four-point
resistance method, in a commercial Physical Property Measurement System
(PPMS) from Quantum Design, at the Physical Measurement Service of the
University of Zaragoza. For temperatures in the range of 40 mK to 350 mK a

1http://www.imm-cnm.csic.es/
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commercial dilution refrigerator (Kelvinox MX40) with a refrigeration power of
80 mW at 100 mK from Oxford Instruments and an AVS-47 resistance bridge
were used. This system is shown in Fig. 11.1a, while in Fig. 11.1b a picture of
the holder for resistivity measurements is presented. This holder, designed to
be compatible with Current-to-Voltage TES characterisation, allow to measure
6 samples at the same time. Sample measured in the PPMS system where glued
to the resistivity measurement holder with Ge-Varnish, since no fixing points
are available in this commercial system. However, at temperatures as low as 40
mK this configuration can not ensure good thermal contact between Mo/Au
bilayers and sample holder. As depicted in Fig. 11.1b samples are hold tight
to a oxygen free copper piece by two copper–beryllium flexible clamps. To
avoid possible damages in free standing Si3N4 membranes caused by pumping
the measurement area, samples are place over a thin 1x1.5 mm slit.

(a) (b)

Figure 11.1: (a) Picture of the commercial dilution refrigerator Kelvinox MX40
Resistivity at the ICMA Low Temperature Laboratory. (b) Holder for resistivity
measurements.

Composition, areal density (atoms{cm2), impurity concentration and me-
chanical interdiffusion on heated Mo/Au films interface was determined by
Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS). These measurements were done
using a He beam at the energy of 2.0 MeV in a high vacuum chamber which
is connected to a 5 MV Tandetron accelerator at the Centre of Microanalysis
of Materials (CMAM/UAM). Backscattered ions were detected by a standard
Si-barrier detector located at an angle of 170 �.

Morphology and structural characterisation of bilayers have been per-
formed at ICMAB (CSIC) by the group of Lourdes Fàbrega. Structural and
microstructural studies (texture, residual strain, grain size) were performed
by X-ray diffraction and Scanning Electron Microscopy, using respectively a
Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer with a GADDS bidimensional detector and
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a QUANTA FEI 200 FEG-ESEM microscope. High Resolution Transmission
Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) bright field images were obtained in a 200KV
F20-sactem Tecnai microscope. Thin foils were prepared in cross section ge-
ometry (XTEM) by mechanical flat polishing down to 25 mm and final Ar�

bombardment at 4 kV with an incidence angle of 7� using a PIPS-Gatan equip-
ment. Interface compositional profiles were carried out in the same microscope
using a beam of 1nm and an Energy Filter GIF-Tridiem spectrometer.

11.3 Sputtering samples: Mo/Au and Mo/Cu

As described in Section 10.4 a crucial feature of TES is a low RN value. Due
to the great difference between noble metal layer and Mo layer resistivity, the
sensor RN value can be entirely ascribe to the former. We considered both gold
and copper Mo-based bilayers since, no intermetallic phases or interdiffusion
when combined is expected at working temperatures.

Besides its electrical properties, discussed in Section 10.4, the choice of
the normal metal layer will determine the final TES performance through
superconducting functional properties. The metal and the deposition pro-
cess will govern the transparency of the interface, that is, the intensity of the
Metal/Superconductor coupling. Therefore, the thickness ratio between lay-
ers needed to achieved the working temperature, 100 mK, will depend on the
metallic film. Thus, although, as presented in Section 10.4, sputtered Cu and
evaporated Au display similar residual resistivity values, the final RN value
could be different.

Other factor that could be affected by the chosen metal is the stability of
TES behaviour when subject to temperature changes, corrosion effects, etc.
While Au is highly resistant to corrosion, Cu can easily oxidised, specially in
the presence of moisture, as could be the case due to water vapour condensation
between different measurement cycles.

Some of these factors together with the different lithographic requirements
of Au and Cu when combined with Mo are studied in this section.

As described in Section 10.4 sputtered Cu has a better quality than sput-
tered gold, being its residual resistivity significantly lower. Moreover, this value
has proven to provide a low enough RN value for TES applications. Mo/Cu
bilayers have been grown in-situ by sputtering at room temperature. As ex-
pected, Cu deposition over Mo layers reduce its critical temperature (TC=915
mK) through proximity effect, as can be observed in Fig. 11.2a, where, as an
example, a 50/15 nm Mo/Cu bilayer is shown. Mo/Cu bilayers display sharp
transitions (∆T=25 mK) and a Residual Resistance Ratio (RRR) of 2. TEM
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images on Mo/Cu bilayers (not shown here) evidence sharp and flat interfaces
between Mo and Cu, suggesting Mo flatness and absence of interdiffusion.

However, since copper is known to develop an oxide coating in contact
to atmosphere it is necessary to ensure that no degradation on bilayer due to
ageing effects take place. In Fig. 11.2a two resistance measurements performed
on the same bilayer with 48 hours of difference are shown. No difference in
residual resistance is observed, although TC increase slightly. Similar results
where found in other MoCu samples.
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Figure 11.2: (a) R(T) curve of a 50/15 nm Mo/Cu bilayer () and R(T) curve of
the same sample after 48 hours (�). (b) Resistance as a function of temperature of
non lithographed Mo/Au bilayers, with 25 nm Mo layer. () represent a sample with
75 nm Au sputtered layer, (�) represent a sample with 80 nm Au sputtered layer
deposited and () represent a sample with 90 nm Au sputtered layer.

Moreover, Mo/Cu lithography process requires some extra steps, compare
to Mo/Au, that will be described later on. As explained by Hilton et al. [158],
Mo/Cu patterning leads to imperfections along the edges of the bilayers, what
produce wider superconducting transitions with “strange" shape. To avoid
this problems an extra Cu layer deposition is needed to cover the future sensor
boundaries. Finally, although as described in Section 10.4 no significant change
in Mo stress is observed after metallic layer deposition, polycrystalline Cu layer
display a tensile stress up to 6 times higher than Au layers. These problems,
together with Au excellent performance, as resistance to corrosion, lead us to
focus on Mo/Au bilayers.

The simplest deposition route consists in sputtering the Mo layer in the first
place and then the Au layer in rapid succession. As shown in Fig. 11.2b Mo/Au
bilayers deposited by sputtering display also sharp transitions (∆T=10 mK),
however RRR is lower, 1.3. As discussed in Section 10.4 this poor quality
of sputtered Au, makes unfeasible to fabricate TES sensors based in these
bilayers. To achieve Mo/Au bilayers with the required low RN it is necessary
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to substitute sputtered Au layer by an evaporated one.

11.4 The trilayer solution

As above explained Mo/Au bilayers require Au layer to be deposited by e-beam,
to meet the RN requirements for low noise and thermal stability. Since our
e-beam deposition UHV chamber is not connected to the sputtering deposition
one, Mo film will be exposed to air before metal layer deposition. This expo-
sure could lead to contamination or oxidation of the superconducting layer,
thus degrading Mo/Au interface and possibly leading to the destruction of the
proximity effect.

         
  

  

Figure 11.3: Cross-section TEM image of a 50 nm de Mo covered by a 15 nm
Sputtered Au and 200 nm evaporated Au.

To study this effect e-beam Au layers of 50 and 125 nm thickness are
deposited over bare 50 nm Mo layers and Mo layers covered by a protective
thin 15 nm sputtered Au layer to prevent Mo degradation, prior to e-beam
Au layer. In-situ measurements of stress during Au growth by sputtering on
Mo reveal that coalescence of Au takes place for very low thickness, around 2
nm [179]. Therefore, a 15 nm-thick layer must be continuous across the film,
isolating Mo layer completely from its surroundings.

In Fig. 11.3, a bright field cross-section TEM image of a Mo/Au bilayer,
formed by 50 nm Mo, 15 nm Au deposited by sputtering and 200 nm Au
deposited by e-beam can be seen. The thin Au layer grown by sputtering
on top of Mo films reproduces the columnar grains of Mo; both Mo and Au
columns are 20 nm wide. Moreover, it acts as a seed for the growth on its top
of the thicker Au layer by e-beam. Due to this fact, it is difficult to distinguish
the interface between both Au layers. The thick Au layers deposited by e-beam
are quite disordered, with large grains (average size nearly 70 nm, when the
Mo thickness is 50 nm, and often display other defects such as twin boundaries
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parallel to the interface, which are not seen in sputtered Au layers.

The interface between Mo and Au is quite visible and neat. Its roughness
has been estimated of the order of 1 nm, by averaging distances between peaks
and valleys in different HRXTEM images; this value coincides with the average
peak to valley distance obtained from AFM images of 50 nm Mo thin films, 1.1
nm, indicating that the interface roughness is due to the Mo layer roughness.
Compositional profiles obtained by EELS provide also an average interface
width of 1.1 nm�0.5 nm (see Fig. 11.11a) ; the error bar is given by the beam
diameter used, which is a compromise between required sensibility and spatial
resolution. It is therefore likely that the chemical interface detected by EELS
is in fact due to the interface roughness.

RBS spectra for Mo/Au bilayers, similar to the ones reported here [185],
illustrate that samples are constituted only by Mo and Au. Mo can easily
combined with N or Si to form compounds of higher critical temperature than
the one of Mo bulk, however no traces of these compounds or other impurities
are appreciated with the exception of Ar (about 2%), which is incorporated
during sputtering deposition. No intermetallic compound formation at the in-
terface is expected for temperatures below 800 �C and for temperatures below
300 �C calculation predict no diffusion at all [160]. RBS measurements pre-
sented in Ref. [185] and Section 11.7 corroborate this prediction showing no
interdiffusion both in the Mo/Au and Mo/Si3N4 interfaces.

As can be seen in Fig. 11.4b the two samples without an sputtered Au
protective layer display a superconducting transition at a temperature close to
the Mo critical one (TC � 750mK). This clearly shows that proximity effect
of the e-beam Au layer is inhibited when Mo layers are exposed to air before
depositing metal layers. This fact is likely due to surface contamination of the
superconductor, most likely surface oxidation. However, depth profile XPS
measurements performed to study the chemical state of molybdenum did not
evidence the presence of oxygen, within 1% resolution.

These measurements are carried out in non lithographed samples where e-
beam layers don’t cover completely the bottom layers, due to the shadow effect
of the sample holder. Thus, as displayed in Fig. 11.4a four points resistivity
measurements can be performed on “trilayers" connecting the measurement
terminals to the sputtered Au protective layer. This way we will be able to
observe not only the superconducting transition of the Mo/Au “trilayers", but
also the transition associated to the sample part where Mo is covered only by
sputtered Au layer. These double transition structure is shown in Fig. 11.4b,
where both “trilayers" samples have the same TC=690 mK, corresponding
to the Mo/Ausputtering bilayer transition, plus another transition at a lower
temperature ascribed to the whole Mo/Ausputtering/Aue�beam sample. For the
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Figure 11.4: (a) Schematic layout of sample connection for R(T) measurements
displayed in Fig. 11.4b (b) Resistance as a function of temperature of non lithographed
Mo/Au bilayers, with 50 nm Mo layer. Full circles represent a sample with 50 nm Au
e-beam layer deposited over a protective 15 nm sputtered Au layer. Empty circles
represent a sample with 50 nm Au e-beam layer deposited directly over Mo layer.
Full diamonds represent a sample with 120 nm Au e-beam layer deposited over a 15
nm sputtered Au layer. Empty diamonds represent a sample with 120 nm Au e-beam
layer deposited directly over Mo layer.

50/15/120 sample, only the first transition is observed since, as it will be
discussed later on (see Section 11.5), its critical temperature is expected to be
TC � 100 mK.

These results prove that the addition of a 15 nm sputtered gold layer pro-
tects Mo layer from degradation ensuring clear and flat Mo/Au interfaces, and
thus, sharp superconducting transitions. Moreover, TEM images show that no
clear Ausputtering/Aue�beam interface can be found. Since sputtered Au acts as
a seed for e-beam Au layer no extra interface needs to be taken into account,
studied Mo/Au samples can be considered bilayers with Au thickness equal to
the sum of both Au layers.

11.5 Critical temperature as a function of Mo thick-
ness

In order to tune the critical temperature of the bilayer, the normal metal layer
thickness is kept constant (dAu=215 and 115 nm) while Mo layer thickness,
dMo is reduced. Since dMo studied in this work are smaller than Mo coherence
length ξMo � 500 nm [233], decreasing dMo will decrease TC due to proximity
effect. To avoid finite size effects that could affect Mo functional properties,
mainly TC , dMo reduction is limited to thickness values above 30 nm [233].
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Critical temperature is estimated by linearly fitting the high temperature part
of the superconduncting transition, being TC defined as the temperature at
which the linear fit and RpT q data diverge. TC of various samples is displayed
as a function of dMo in Fig.11.5. Full symbols correspond to Mo/Au bilayers
with a normal layer of 215 nm thickness; empty symbols are associated with
bilayers of dAu=115 nm; while different symbols represent sample series de-
posited within a few days. Despite having been deposited over a year, these
samples display excellent TC reproducibility for different values of dMo. TC
dispersion observed in this samples is similar to the one described in the pre-
vious section for sputtered Mo layers covered by a thin sputtered Au layer.
With this results a theoretical TC � 100 mK, will correspond with a 53 nm
Mo layer, in good agreement with previous results in this material [158, 159]

The shape of the dependency of TC with dMo seems to correspond to the
one expected for a bilayer with the normal metal layer thicker than the metal
coherence length, ξn [122, 137]. When dAu ¡ ξn, TC no longer depends on
normal metal thickness. This is the case observed in Fig.11.5, since TC vari-
ation with dMo shows the same dependence for both dAu= 115 nm and 215
nm. Thus, not only bilayer critical temperature will be insensitive to inaccu-
racies in deposited dAu, but also RN value of final TES sensor could be tuned
to fit application requirements. This result is coherent with the expected ξn,
between 10 and 100 nm [137, 220, 234].

As it was mentioned in Chapter 9, when the thickness of the normal and
the superconductor layers are less than the respective coherence lengths, dif-
ferent approximations allow to analytically determine the critical temperature
of a bilayer as a function of the individual layer thickness. One of this ap-
proximations was developed by Martinis et al. [145], from Usadel equations
[235]. According to it, one can find an expression that allows to predict TC
from simple physical parameters such as supenconducting layer thickness, ds,
normal metal layer thickness dn or the quality of the interface, represented by
a transmission parameter, t, of the order of one. In the simple case were both
layers can be considered thin- the function representing the superconducting
state is assumed to be constant across the film- TC can be expressed as,

TC � TC0

�ds
d0

1

1.13p1� 1{αq
1

t

�α
1{d0 � pπ{2qkBTC0λ

2
fns

α � dnnn{dsns

(11.1)

where TC0 is the transition temperature of the bare superconductor, λf is
the Fermi wavelength, nn and ns are the density of states in the normal and
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superconducting layer respectively. Considering nMo=0.29�1023states/eVcm3,
[145] nAu=0.107�1023states/eVcm3[220] and λfAu=0.524 nm [220].

When only the superconducting layer can be assumed to be “thin", dn ¡ χn,
an analytical solution of Usadel equation is still found by substituting 1{t by:

1

t
� 1dn

3σn

2GK
pλf{2q2 (11.2)

where GK � e2{h is the conductance quantum and σn is the conductivity
of the normal metal layer. In the general case– layers of arbitrary thickness–
Usadel equations have to be solved numerically in order to get an expression
similar to Eq. 11.1. In Ref. [145], authors show a numerical solution for the
case of a thick superconducting Mo/Cu bilayer. This solution is similar to 11.2
but adding an extra term due to the resistance of the Mo film, as shown in Eq.
11.3

1

t
Ñ 1

t
� 1

3

� ds
0.0130µm

ρs
ρs0

� dn
0.0405µm

ρn
ρn0

�
(11.3)

where ρs0 and ρn0 are the room temperature resistivity values of both
layers, and ρs and ρn the residual resistivity values. As above explained, the
second term in Eq. 11.3 corresponds to the analytical solution for “thick"
normal metal layer, and, therefore is valid for all normal metals. Since λAuf �
0.524 nm, 0.0405 µm has to be replaced by 0.153 µm. Moreover, the first term
has been developed as a solution for sputtered Mo layers, thus, Eq.11.1 can be
applied to our samples by using the proper substitution contained in Eq. 11.3.

For our bilayers ρs0 � 130�10�9Ωm and ρn0 � 10.5�10�9Ωm are metal room
temperature resistivity values, and ρs � 60 � 10�9Ωm and ρn � 5.8 � 10�9Ωm
are residual resistivity values. With these values, data presented in Fig. 11.5
can be adjusted to Eq. 11.1 to estimate the interface quality. However, this
simple model leads to different t values for the two different normal metal layer
thickness, even in the more general case of Eq. 11.3. Since this value represents
the transparency between layers, a parameter not related to the thickness of
the layers, no difference between both sets of data should be found.

From data displayed in Fig. 11.5, it is found that, at some point around
dAu �115 nm, a saturation point is reached and the normal metal layer thick-
ness can be increased arbitrarily without affecting TC . Thus, when using the
total dAu in Eq. 11.1 and 11.3, t is being underestimated. Since the Au thick-
ness above ξN is not influencing TC , only the portion coupled to Mo layer
has to be considered in order to estimate t. Extremely low values of t (less
than 0.1), together with high values of dn (greater than 200 nm) [159] may be
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Figure 11.5: Influence of the proximity effect on the critical temperature of Mo/Au
bilayer. TC of Mo/Au bilayer as a function of the superconductor thickness for a
normal metal thickness of 115 nm (empty symbols) and 215 nm (full symbols). Each
symbol correspond to a set of bilayers.

related to overestimation of the “active" metal thickness.

When dN ¡ ξN , TCpdsq dependence can be reproduced by an infinite num-
ber of t and ξN [236], thus no estimation of the normal metal coherence length
can be obtained directly by fitting the data represented in Fig. 11.5 with Eq.
11.3. When, as in the gold case, microscopic parameters such as the Fermi
velocity are known, ξN can be estimated as [237]:

ξN �
d

~vfN`N
6πkBTS

(11.4)

where TS � 980 mK is the critical temperature of the superconducting
layer and vfN � 1.39 �106 m/s is the Fermi velocity of gold [3] and ` is the mean
free path. TEM measurements show that, for most of the samples the columns
in the gold layer follows the ones of the Mo layer deposited underneath, with
an average grain size � 30 nm. As the thickness of the gold layer increases
from 115 to 215 nm the dispersion in grain sizes increases reaching values as
high as 70 nm. Assuming that, as in the case of Mo layer, ` is equivalent to the
grain size, ξN will have a different value for every point plotted in Fig. 11.5.
Thus, to apply Eqs. 11.1 and 11.3 an approximations has to be made: in our
case, we have considered that the “active" gold layer is equal an estimated ξN
value of 130 nm. To obtain this value it has been considered not only that the
grain size in the Au layer is governed by the Mo layer, what suggest a similar
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value for the electron mean free path in both materials; but also that data
shown in Fig. 11.5 indicate that ξN in our samples must be a value lower or
close to 115 nm, since no significant difference in TC is found for samples with
dAu= 115 nm or 215 nm.

This theoretical result is in good agreement with the experimental data
displayed in Fig. 11.6, where the dependence of TC with Au thickness is
plotted for samples with a fixed Mo thickness. The estimated ξN � 130nm

corresponds approximately with the dAu value at which TC can be considered
nearly constant with Au thickness.
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Figure 11.6: Influence of the proximity effect on the critical temperature of Mo/Au
bilayer. TC of Mo/Au bilayer as a function of the normal metal thickness for a
superconductor thickness of 120 nm () and 70 nm (�) Dash line are guides for the
eyes.

Adjusting data presented in Fig. 11.5 using Eqs. 11.1 and 11.3 allows to
estimate t and TC0 in our bilayers as t � 0.33 � 0.08 and TC0 � 907 � 34

K considering data with dAu �115 nm. While when dAu �215 nm, if only
the “active" part of the gold layer is considered – deffAu =ξN � 130 nm–, t �
0.28 � 0.04 and TC0 � 914 � 24 K are obtained. Both TC and t parameters
obtained from the two different gold thickness can be considered as equal,
within the estimated errors. It must be noted that our estimated TC is in good
agreement with previous results of critical temperature on bare sputtered Mo
films[179] and with TC of Mo bulk.

From Fig. 11.6, it can be seen that, as expected, ξN depends on the super-
conducting layer thickness, being TC strongly depressed for dMo ! ξS , where
the superconductivity eventually disappears [137]. This thickness dependency
would explain why the fitting of the experimental data to Eq. 11.1 display a
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small divergence for dMo   60nm, for these points, ξN might be significantly
smaller.

Regarding interface transparency,the value determined in our case– t � 0.3–
has to be considered a rough estimation, since ξN could not be accurately de-
termined. In some cases, values similar to ours were found [158, 238], although
usually proximity effect bilayers display a value, t � 0.2[120, 145, 220]. Thus
the deposition of a protective thin Au layer by sputtering seems not only to
ensure reproducibility and avoid Mo degradation, but also to provide a clear
interface that increases coupling between the two layers, as pointed out by a
high interface transparency.

11.6 DC sputtered Mo in Mo/Au bilayers

RF sputtering deposition is specially suited for insulating materials, in DC
systems, positive charge is build up in the cathode when a insulating target is
used. Although Mo for TES bilayers was initially deposited by RF sputtering,
there is no reason why DC sputtering deposition, the simplest one, can not be
used in this case.

In order to explore this possibility two Mo layers of 50 nm were deposited
by RF and DC sputtering. In the first case the optimum conditions described
in Chapter 10 were used, while in the second case a bias voltage of 330 V and
a DC power of 35 W, what translated in a deposition rate � 1 8A was used.
Results are displayed in Fig. 11.7a, where it can be seen that no significant
difference in TC or transition width can be observed between both deposition
techniques.
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Figure 11.7: (a) Resistance temperature dependency for 50 nm Mo layers deposited
by RF sputtering ( ) and DC sputtering (). b) R(T) measurement of 50 nm Mo
layers deposited at different PDC by DC sputtering.
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The next step so as to obtain Mo-based sensors by DC sputtering consist in
finding the optimum deposition conditions as it was done for the RF case– see
Chapter 10. In this case the relevant parameter will not be the bias voltage,
since its change– from 275 V to 340 V– is insignificant when compare to the
RF case – from 250 V to 1000 V. In Fig. 11.7b a set of 50 nm Mo layers
grown at different DC powers are shown. Contrary to the results found for
RF sputtered samples, no direct relation between this parameter and TC can
be found. However, taking into account the Mo bulk critical temperature and
the sharpness of the obtained transitions, the optimum deposition condition
in the RF sputtering case is estimated to be PDC � 20W . This selection is
corroborated by the stress measurements performed in these samples, showing
a tensile stress for low values of deposition powers, that change to compressive
as the deposition rate increases, being the stress absolute value minimum for
PDC � 20W . XRD and SEM measurements show no difference in the mor-
phology of Mo layers deposited by DC and RF sputtering, except for the fact
that grain sizes appear to be slightly smaller (� 17 nm) in the DC case.
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Figure 11.8: (a) R(T) of some samples with Mo deposited by DC sputtering. (b)
Influence of the proximity effect on the critical temperature of Mo/Au bilayer with
DC sputtered Mo.

When the Au layer, deposited as described above in this chapter, is added to
the DC sputtered Mo, transitions of similar characteristics to the ones obtained
with RF sputtering are found. An example of some of these transitions is
depicted in Fig. 11.8a, where some lithographed samples with a 200 nm Au
layer and different dMo values are shown. RN values of 30 mΩ, quite similar
to the ones that will be displayed in Fig. 12.4a for the DC case, are obtained.
This is the expected result since, as already explained, the normal resistance
of the bilayer is governed by the Au layer. Transition thickness is found to be
� 8 K, again equivalent to the values that will be shown in Chapter 12 for
lithographed RF sputtered Mo/Au samples.

However, that is not the case for the relationship TCpdMoq, as it can be
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clearly observed when comparing Fig. 11.5 with the results obtained for DC
Mo layers displayed in Fig. 11.8b. Assuming a ξN value of 130 nm, some-
how equivalent to the ones used in Section 11.5, since the Au layer remain
unchanged, the fitting parameters found in this case are TC0 � 1024� 71 and
t � 0.15�0.04. Although TC0 can be consider as equal to the one found in the
RF case, within the error limits, the obtained t value is slightly lower. This
correspond to the fact that, in the DC case, a bilayer of 50 nm of Mo instead
of the 57 nm found in the RF case, is necessary to achieve TC � 130 K. The
decrease in the transparency of the interface between DC and RF samples can
not be explained by any morphological difference, being its origin still under
study.

11.7 Temperature effects on bilayer functional prop-
erties.

The absence of intermetallic Mo/Au compounds, plus the absence of interdifus-
sion predicted for temperatures below 300 �C[160] and the excellent resistance
to corrosion of Au, allow to foreseen a better response to ageing effects of
temperature degradation than other combinations, such as Ti/Au or Al/Ag
bilayers.

Since Mo is a highly refractory material, annealing processes at temper-
atures below 600 K are not expected to affect the superconducting bilayer.
However, due to the malleability and ductility of gold, it can not be ruled out
that heating processes at temperatures well below both Au and Mo melting
point, could affect functional properties of Mo/Au bilayer through changes in
the normal metal layer.

Previous studies on Mo/Au bilayers showed that no degradation is super-
conducting properties was observed for devices heated to 700 K[176, 239]. This
results are in good agreement with RBS measurements in our annealed sam-
ples, depicted in Fig. 11.9. In these data the sharp edges of Mo and Au
features indicate absence of interdiffusion for temperatures T¤ 300 �C, within
the resolution limits.

It is well known that resistivity of evaporated Au films is modified by an-
nealing processes at temperatures as low as 150 �C[240], thus, further analysis
are required to determine how the expected changes in Au layer functional
properties affect Mo/Au TES performance. To do so, changes in bilayer su-
perconducting properties, TC and RN are studied for 50/30 nmMo/Au bilayers
heated at different temperatures for different time periods, results are presented
in Fig. 11.10a. No change is observed for temperatures T ¤ 100 �C even for
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Figure 11.9: RBS measurements in annealed Mo/Au bilayers. Credit: Raquel
González-Arrabal.

samples heated for 120 minutes. At T=150 C still no variations in resistivity
are observed, however, TC of the bilayer is slightly depressed by 4 1mK. For
annealing temperatures T 200 C both resistivity and TC decrease, being
this change nearly independent of temperature. The change of the TC and RN
with annealing processes also saturates with time, being both values nearly
constant for samples heated longer than 8 hours. In all cases the shape of the
R T curve remains nearly unaffected since no changes in the transition width
are observed.
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Figure 11.10: (a) Observed changes in RRR and TC as a function of the annealing
temperature. All samples were heated for 30 minutes. correspond to changes RRR
values, while correspond to changes in TC . (b) Temperature dependent part of the
normal state resistance for control sample and bilayer heated at 200 C for 30 minutes.

To discard that possible changes could be due to irreproducibility in the
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measurement process or ageing effects each sample was measured together with
a control sample both before and after being annealed. In all the studied cases
no change in control samples was observed between measurements.

As it is well known, the resistivity of a metal has two components: the
electron scattering with phonons and that with lattice imperfections, such as
impurities, physical defects in the lattice or grain boundaries. The first one,
temperature dependent, is exemplified in Fig. 11.10b by the bilayer heated at
200 �C for 30 minutes and its correspondent control sample, after eliminating
geometrical factors. Since no change is observed in this resistivity part, ob-
served changes in RRR values are necessarily related to variations in the second
component of the metal resistivity: the residual resistance of the Au layer. It
has already been observed in evaporated Au films that annealing processes lead
to increments in grain size, and, therefore, residual resistivity diminishes as a
result of the reduction of the grain boundary scattering contribution [228, 231].
Indeed, HRXTEM images of a 50/30 nm Mo/Au sample heated at 300�C for
30 minutes show that, when comparing this to its control bilayer (identical,
same batch, without annealing) the average Au grain size has increased, from
19 nm in the as-grown bilayer to 25 nm in the annealed one. As expected, no
change in Mo average column width is observed at this temperature.

The influence of grain size on the residual resistivity of granular films, like
our Au layers, can be expressed, according to Mayadas-Shatzkes[187], as:

ρbulkn � ρfilmn 3
�1

3
� α

2
� α2 � α3 ln

�
1� 1

α

	�
(11.5)

Where α is defined as R
1�R

`0
D
, being D the average grain size, R a factor

corresponding to the fraction of electrons reflected specularly at the boundary,
ρbulkn is the residual resistivity of a bulk sample, ρfilmn is the residual resistivity
of the film and `0 the electron mean free path of the metal. As above ex-
plained, only the Au layer is considered to contribute to the sample resistivity.
Assuming that ρbulkn � 0.022 � 10�8 Ωm [241] and `0 � 50 nm[227], the ob-
served resistance changes are associated to the measured grain size change by
a R value �0.4. Since this value is similar to other data found for (111) evap-
orated Au layers[228] one can concluded that, as expected, changes in RRR

after annealing can be attributed to changes in grain size.

Regarding the observed change in TC we will first focus on the possible
relation between this change and the obtained residual resistivity reduction.
Taking up the interface transparency value obtained for our bilayers in Section
11.5 an the expressions 11.5 and 11.3 one can relate changes in resistivity to
changes in critical temperature. With this elements, changes in resistivity can
be ruled out as a cause for TC variations, since changes twice as high as the
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measured residual resistivity will be required to account for measured TC .

From Eqs. 11.5 and 11.3, the other factor that could affect TC besides
resistivity is the quality of the interface. Fig. 11.11 displays an Electron Energy
Loss Spectroscopy ( EELS) interface profiles of a 50/30 bilayer annealed at
300� C for 30 minutes ant its control bilayer. The average interface roughness
increases significantly, from 1.1 nm to 1.5 nm, and the chemical profile across
the interface extends from 1.1 nm�0.5 nm to 2.1 nm�0.5 nm when annealing.
EELS results clearly evidence that a diffusion has occurred at the interface
during annealing. These results are not contradictory with RBS measurements;
the absence of interdifussion between Mo and Au layer in RBS spectra is due
to the macroscopic resolution of this type of measurements, that can not be
compared with the atomic resolution of EELS.

Due to the refractory character of Mo and the high mobility of Au, we
consider that the most likely scenario corresponds to a diffusion of Au atoms
along the Mo grain boundaries in the interface. However, the small extension
of the diffusion, together with the interface roughness and grain size, makes it
impossible to verify this hypothesis.
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Figure 11.11: (a) EELS profile of a 50/30 nm Mo/Au bilayer. (b) EELS profile of a
50/30 nm Mo/Au bilayer after heating the sample to 300 �C for 30 minutes.

11.8 Conclusions

We have grown Mo/Au and Mo/Cu bilayers for TES sensors at room temper-
ature by UHV sputtering and e-beam deposition. Mo/Cu bilayers are rejected
for TES fabrication besides their good performance – sharp transitions and low
residual resistance, due to the observed ageing effects, high residual stress and
lithographic difficulties. Mo/Au bilayers are actually made of three layers: a
sputtered Mo layer, a 15 nm protective sputtered Au layer and an evaporated
200 nm Au layer. This extra Au layer, deposited by e-beam in a different
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chamber is needed to obtain low values of RN , as required for TES applica-
tions. The thin sputtered gold layer (15 nm) prevents Mo degradation, improve
TC reproducibility and provides good coupling between layers. Structural and
compositional analysis showed the absence of an interface between Au layers,
where sputtered Au layer act as a seed for the evaporated Au. On the contrary
neat interfaces of thickness similar to 1 nm are observed in Mo/Au boundary
both by RBS and EELS techniques.

Excellent reproducibility allow to accurately relate Mo layer thickness and
bilayer TC for samples with dAu ¥ 115 nm. Under this condition, dAu ¡ ξn,
thus, normal metal thickness can be choose to obtain the desired RN value,
without affecting TC . TCpdMoq results are analysed with equations developed
by Martinins et al. [145] from Usadel theory; showing that the "trilayer" fab-
rication process provides good coupling between normal and superconducting
layers, as reflected by the high transparency factor obtained, t � 0.3.

Finally, we presented a complete study on how Mo/Au superconducting
properties are modified by annealing processes even at temperatures below
the limit for interdifussion, 300 �C. Although previous studies suggested that
Mo/Au bilayer functional properties remain unchanged for heating processes
at temperatures below 700 �C our results show that RN and TC display small
changes when heated above 150 �C, while α remains unchanged. RN varia-
tions are associated with the reduction of the grain boundary contribution to
resistivity, due to the increment in grain size associated with annealing pro-
cesses. While changes in TC can be associated to an improvement of t, due to
Au atom migration through Mo grain boundaries. Although these changes are
not extremely significant, the effects can be eliminated from Mo/Au sensors
by annealing the bilayers at 200 �C for at least 8 hours.





Chapter 12

Towards a Mo/Au TES sensor

12.1 Introduction

Thermal radiation detectors based in TES sensors combine the TES with an
absorbing element to convert radiation into heat and a thermal conductance
to a heat sink. In this configuration TES is basically a thermometer [130, 141],
therefore the study of its superconducting functional properties– TC , RN and
temperature sensitivity– is crucial to ensure a good performance as radiation
detectors.

In this chapter, we will focus on the transformation of Mo/Au bilayers
into sensor by means of lithographic processes to improve their behaviour as
detectors, and on the cryogenic characterisation of TES sensors conceived ex-
clusively as thermometers, a necessary first step for the development of TES
radiation detectors. This preliminary characterisation will provide enough in-
formation to determine whether our Mo/Au bilayers are suited or not for TES
applications.

The chapter is organised as follows: in Section 12.2 the characterisation
set-up is described together with other experimental details, while in Section
12.3 the lithographic process is explained. The lithographed Mo/Au supercon-
ducting properties are discussed in detail Section 12.4. Finally, in section 12.5
the main results obtained are summarised.

12.2 Measurement system

As described in Chapter 11 in the case of bare bilayers, the preliminary cryo-
genic characterisation of Mo/Au sensors was performed in a commercial dilu-
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tion refrigerator (Kelvinox MX40) from Oxford Instruments with a refrigera-
tion power of 80 mW at 100 mK and a base temperature of 30 mK.

RpT q curves were acquired using the four-point resistance method with
an AVS-47 resistance bridge. To reduce heat load into the system temper-
ature dependence of the resistance is acquired with the minimum available
excitation voltage, 3µV . Given the small RN values displayed by our sensors,
measurements were taken in the 0-2Ω resistance range, what translates in a
final resistance resolution of 1 mΩ. The same holder described in Chapter 11
is used in this case, thus samples are thermalise by tight contact to the cooper
holder provided by copper-beryllium clamps. A picture of some Mo/Au sensors
placed in the dilution fridge inset is displayed in Fig. 12.1a

(a) (b)

Figure 12.1: (a) Picture of the Kelvinox MX40 mixing chamber with the mounted
holder for resistivity measurements. (b) Picture of the Kelvinox MX40 mixing cham-
ber with the current to voltage characterisation system mounted on it.

A dedicated control program was developed in order to control the incre-
ment of power supplied to the mixing chamber at the dilution refrigerator.
This program enables us to achieve variations in the sample temperature as
small as 1.7 mK per hour; thus, very sharp superconducting transitions can
be characterised. Instead of using an extra heater placed close to the sample,
the standard heater provided by Oxford Instruments in the mixing chamber
is used to modify the temperature of the sample. In this way temperature
gradients inside the sample or the sample holder are avoided. For the same
reason small power increments combined with long measurements are used.

Samples are fabricated as described in Chapters 11 and 10 on the top of Si
single crystal substrates covered by a 300 nm LPCVD Si3N4 layer and over free
standing 300 nm LPCVD Si3N4 membranes formed in it by KOH anisotropic
etching of the Si underneath. These membranes are aimed to provide mechan-
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ical support and a weak thermal connection to the TES.

12.3 Lithographic processes

After depositing the samples, as described in Chapter 11, Mo/Au bilayers are
patterned using standard optical photolithographic techniques to get 200x200
µ m and 300x300 µ m detectors. First gold layer is etched using a KI/I solution
trough a photoresist mask. Later, the photoresist mask is removed by acetone
and the Mo layer is etched in a H3PO4/HNO3/H2O2/DI solution. This solution
is selective to Au, thus Au layer can be used as a mask for Mo. Moreover,
since Mo etching is about 20 times faster laterally than vertically, Au layer
overhangs Mo and, when samples are taken out of the vacuum chamber these
overhangs collapsed covering in a simple way Mo edges [165, 239]. This “normal
metal" boundary condition has been proved to be a requirement for sharp and
reproducible transitions [158, 173], since it eliminates edge effects and noise
from quasiparticle and vortex fluctuations [145, 176].

(a) (b)

Figure 12.2: (a) Schematic layout (not to scale) of a bilayer deposited over membrane
and connected to the heat bath through Mo paths showing top view of the device and
a cross section through the central point. (b) Profile of a 50 nm Mo film covered by
a 60 nm Au film after a lithographic process.

As already discuss Mo/Cu TES sensors can be deposited in a single sputter-
ing chamber, simplifying fabrication process and reducing waiting time between
layer deposition. However, as mention in Section 11.2, for Mo/Cu bilayers the
process to achieve normal metal edges is more complicated than the one de-
scribed above, since Mo etchants also attack Cu layer. An extra fabrication
step is required to deposit Cu “sidebanks", covering superconducting edges
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[158].

After pattering Mo/Au bilayers, a superconducting path from the sensor
to the bias circuit is deposited. Since thermal connection is controlled by
Si3N4 membrane, superconducting materials are used to ensure good electrical
conductivity and thermal isolation. Nb – being the element with higher critical
temperature, 9.3 K– is usually choose for TES wiring [158, 165, 175, 242]. To
simplify fabrication root, in some cases Mo layer deposited at first place is
also patterned into contact pads [159]. In our case, this simple idea is not
feasible, since the wet Au etch also attack Mo, thus, our approach consist in
deposit an extra Mo layer of 175 nm thick by DC sputtering with a 35 W power
over a photoresist mask, leading to Mo pads after lift-off. Mo/Au patterning
can produce some residue that could affect affect superconducting pads by
lowering its critical current or destroying its superconducting state. For this
reason an O2 plasma etching process at a bias voltage of 30 V is performed
after photoresist deposition and patterning to clean the region on Si3N4 were
wiring is going to be deposited. The rest of the substrate will also be clear up
with this plasma after Mo pads are lithographed. A schematic layout of the
final sensor is depicted in Fig. 12.2a.

In Section 10.3.1 we showed that, when optimum deposition conditions
are fulfilled, Mo TC reproducibility is high (∆T �50 mK). Covering the films
in-situ with a thin 15 nm Au layer deposited by sputtering, to prevent con-
tamination, decreases TC due to the proximity effect, but also results in an
improvement of TC reproducibility. As plot in Fig. 12.3a this extra layer re-
duce TC dispersion to �35 mK. By adding Au layer deposited by e-beam RRR
factor increases from � 1.9 in the case of the sputtered bilayer [179] to 4.2�0.6,
without loosing reproducibility in TC , as it will be shown later on.

12.4 Mo/Au TES thermometers: superconducting
functional properties

Samples represented in Fig. 12.3a are non-lithographed bilayers deposited over
2.5x4.5 mm Si3N4/Si substrates. This bulk samples, display sharp transitions,
∆T�20 mK. When size is reduce to micrometers (200x200 µm) by lithography,
inhomogeneities are eliminated and transition widths are reduced to a few
milikelvin. As an example, in Fig. 12.3b some bulk and lithographed Mo/Au
bilayers are displayed, showing a reduce ∆T of 8 mK. This chemical process
does not affect bilayer critical temperature, moreover, contrary to what was
observed by Olsen et al. [172] no difference, both in transition temperature
and width, was observed when samples were deposited over freestanding Si3N4
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membranes. As shown in Fig. 12.4a, transition width of the order of 1 mK
are typically found for lithographed samples with 215 nm Au thickness. Their
normal resistance is RN �25 mΩ, similar to other TES sensors with equivalent
normal metal thickness [159, 173].
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Figure 12.3: (a) RpT q of sputtered 50 nm Mo and 15 nm Au bilayer set of samples.
(b) RpT q of Mo/Au bulk samples (full symbols) and corresponding lithographed ones
(empty symbols).

The excellent sensitivity of TES sensors, associated with their sharp super-
conducting transitions is usually expressed by the parameter α:

α � dlogR

dlogT
� T

R

dR

dT
(12.1)

being this value usually of the order of 2000 [161, 176, 239] for transition
width � 1 mK. The use of Eq. 12.1 on data presented in Fig. 12.4a give as a
result similar values of α. In our case RN=0.025 Ω, while RN �1.5 Ω in Ref.
[239] and � 160Ω in Ref. [161]). The small current signal required to avoid
self heating in Mo/Au sensors deposited over membranes, combined with their
small resistance values will lead to a non negligible noise in the resistance de-
termination. This noise, together with the sharpness of the transitions, result
in a considerable uncertainty in α estimation using Eq. 12.4. To compare in
a more precise way how the bilayer sensitivity is increase by the lithographed
process, the following analysis is performed. Critical temperature is estimated
by linearly fitting the high temperature part of the superconduncting transi-
tion, being TC defined as the temperature at which the linear fit and RpT q
data diverge. For T   TC , RpT q curve can be expressed by Eq. 12.2.

RpT q � RN exp
T � TC

∆T
(12.2)

Since, at this low temperature part of the transition, RpT q curve is expected
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to have a higher slope, α can be estimated as TC/∆T , being this value tem-
perature independent. With this consideration lithographic process increase α
values from � 220 to 605�140, being this the average α value from samples
presented in Fig. 12.4a. An example of this estimation is depicted in Fig.
12.4b, where α � 596 � 84 is obtained for a 75/215 nm lithographed Mo/Au
bilayer.
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Figure 12.4: (a) RpT q of some lithographed bilayers (75/215, �65/215, 60/215,
�53/215 ). (b) Example of α calculation for a Mo/Au lithographed bilayer (75
nm/215 nm). Full symbols represent RpT q measurements, solid line correspond to
T pCq calculation and dash line to the fit of experimental data to Eq.12.2 for T   TC .

Combining this results with the dependence of the critical temperature
with dMo, discussed in Chapter 11 we obtain the characteristics of our TES
thermometers. Mo/Au TES with a working temperature � 100 mK, a tran-
sition width of � 8 mK, α � 600 and RN � 25 mΩ are achieved for bilayers
formed by 53 nm of Mo and 215 nm of Au. Among this parameters, RN
can be tuned depending on the application by changing the gold layer thick-
ness, always above ξN , without affecting the other functional properties of the
sensor.

12.5 Conclusions

A simple lithographic route is follow to achieve normal metal conditions on
bilayer boundaries. Besides its simplicity, sharp edges are observed, ensuring a
good coverage of Mo boundaries and no empty space between Mo and Au over-
hang. Deposition over freestanding membranes instead of bulk substrates, and
lithographic processes do not affect Mo/Au bilayers TC , although, as expected,
transition width is reduce.

Mo/Au TES basic functional properties– TC , RN and α– are determine
showing results comparable to the ones found in literature for similar sensors
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[158, 159]. The excellent reproducibility, the sharpness of the transitions and
the low residual resistance make this thermometers ideal for radiation detec-
tion applications. As it will be discussed later on, TES sensors can be used
as bolometers or as microcalorimeters. Therefore, the enormous potential of
TES sensors can be applied in cryogenic radiation detectors in a wide range of
frequencies, from millimeter waves [111–113] through gamma-rays [114–116].
Thus, TES sensors are not only the base for the next generation of ultra-
sensitive detectors required for future space based telescope missions. They
have also been applied to the detection of dark matter [123], weakly interacting
particles [124], or biomolecules [125, 126], what makes them ideal calorimeters
for the next generation particle astrophysics experiments. Thus, the develop-
ment of a Mo/Au TES sensor is a key point for the development of a new type
of technology for radiation detection in Spain. A development that could im-
prove the quality of the Spanish contributions to the next generation of space
missions and to reduce the huge gap between Spain and the leading countries
in Europe developing cryogenic technologies for space.

In order to continue with this development a more complete characteri-
sation, of TES sensors, including current-to-voltage measurements, would be
required. To do so a set up for Mo/Au I-V measurements is being developed
an implemented. This system, formed by a SQUID sensor and the necessary
polarisation circuit described in Chapter 14 is complemented by a small super-
conducting coil, placed right behind the sample holder, and a EM shield. This
shield, formed by a lead and a µ-metal cans, is hold to the mixing chamber
plate by an aluminium support, as shown in Fig. 12.1b. This system, currently
under testing, will allow to further extent the study of our Mo/Au sensors and
their applications to cryogenic radiation detectors.





Chapter 13

AC bias characterisation of a
TES microcalorimeter

13.1 Introduction

Because of the success obtained by Chandra (NASA) and XMMNewton (ESA)
missions, space agencies are currently studying and designing new missions
involving detectors prepared to performed high resolution spectroscopy and
X-ray imaging of extended source. TES high sensibility place them among the
best candidates to build the pixels of the cryospectrometric cameras required
for these missions. In order to achieve the technical requirements in terms of en-
ergy resolution and count rate of these instrumentation, no signal degradation
due to electronic readout will be allowed. Therefore, superconducting quan-
tum interface devices (SQUIDs) are needed to amplify TES signal to match
the noise and impedance level of TES to the room temperature electronics.

Given that the SQUID bandwidth is bigger than TES pulses bandwidth,
a huge amount of sensors might be read by using only one SQUID amplifier.
Thus, allowing to reduce the amount of cables and amplifiers needed for the
read-out of large arrays and, therefore, the power dissipation of the system and
the heat load onto the refrigerator. To do so multiplexed read-out electronics
is needed.

13.1.1 Frequency domain multiplexing versus time domain mul-
tiplexing

During the last years, two different multiplexing techniques have been de-
veloped for the readout of large imaging arrays: time-domain multiplexing
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(TDM) and frequency-domain multiplexing (FDM). In both cases TES signals
are multiplied by a set of modulating functions and summed by just one am-
plifier. One can recover each of these signals by multiplying the final signal
by the correspondent modulating function and applying a low pass filter to
remove the higher harmonics [243].

TDM was first developed at NIST, Boulder [244–247] in collaboration with
GSFC, Greenbelt. In this multiplexing method, M column of N TES sensors
are read-out using M SQUID amplifiers. Each of these N sensors are switched
on and off sequentially and measured during 1/N of the total measuring time.
This method is quite straightforward and is the most mature multiplexing
technique. However, it presents some problems and limitations. Switching
from one sensor to the next one reduces the total signal bandwidth. This
effect can not be compensate by increasing the SQUID bandwidth, because this
will also increase SQUID white noise, generating aliasing effects. Antialiasing
filters are not a solution, since they will slow down the electronic system, thus
decreasing the number of readable pixels. Therefore, TDM is a good option for
sensors with small bandwidth, such as bolometers, where the pulse fall time
is of the order of milliseconds. An other reason that makes TDM suitable for
bolometer arrays read-out is that this method keeps on measuring all over the
time. While in the case of microcalorimeters, whose signal is not continuous
over time, most of the measuring time contents no information.

An other choice is FDM, developed at Berkeley [248], ISAS [249], and
SRON-VTT [250, 251]. Since TES is a resistive component FDM is normally
applied by using amplitude modulation, however, frequency modulation is also
possible. In this case, each pixel is polarised with an AC voltage bias into a
LC circuit, usually a sinusoidal signal of frequency

fi � 1

2π
?
LiCi

(13.1)

and the changes in the TES resistance caused by a photon absorption mod-
ulate the amplitude of the carrier signal. Each of the pixels read-out by the
same SQUID are AC biased at a different frequency, therefore, they are sep-
arate in the frequency space and can be carried by the same cable without
loosing information. The absence of a switch makes this multiplexing method
faster than TDM and increases the available bandwidth. In order to avoid
a continuous measurement, like in TDM, bias current cancellation (BCC) is
used, in this way information gets in to the amplification chain only when
there is a signal in one or more of the pixels. The main technical limitations
for FDM development are the difficulties of obtaining compact LC filters with
high Q, the carrier slew rate that can originate cable crosstalk due to higher
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harmonics or the availability of Squids with a high enough dynamic range,
crucial to guarantee low noise and a high linear response.

13.1.2 Other multiplexing methods.

Besides these widely use multiplexing methods other techniques are currently
under development. TDM and FDM operate at low frequencies, where usual
experimental techniques as low-power twisted-pair wiring and low-noise am-
plifiers can be used. Microwave TES multiplexers can use compact microwave
filters and present larger total bandwidth than traditional FDM and TDM that
would allow to multiplex more signals in each wire [252, 253]. Disadvantages
are the difficulty of room-temperature electronics and the lack of maturity of
the technique. Hybrid designs combining a low-frequency TDM with a second-
stage FDM in a microwave resonant circuit [254] or two stages of FDM [255] are
also under development, as well as code division multiplexing, where a “code”
band is define by switching the polarity with which each detector is coupled
to the output channel in an orthogonal Walsh patter [256].

In order to use a frequency domain based system to multiplex and read
a TES array is essential to demonstrate that the observed good performance
of a single pixel under constant voltage bias are maintained even when the
TES works as a modulator. This chapter is devoted to resume the experi-
mental effort set on at SRON –Netherlands Institute for Space Research–, to
demonstrate these equivalent behaviour[257]. In this chapter, a full compari-
son of the performance of a high resolution X-ray TES microcalorimeter under
DC bias and AC bias at a frequency of 370 kHz is presented. In section ??
the measurement system and the characteristics of the detector are described.
In section 13.3 the characteristics of AC data acquisition and the differences
with DC measurements are explained. A full characterisation of the TES be-
haviour under AC bias is performed, and, since the studied sensor has already
been characterise under DC bias[150, 258], the obtained results are compared
with those in sections 13.4 and 13.5. Finally a summary of the main results
presented on this chapter is exposed in section 13.6

13.2 Measurement system

The detector has been mounted in a Janis two-stage ADR cooler, precooled at
3.5 K by a mechanical Cryomech Pulse Tube(PT). This system make use of
two built in pills: a gadolinium-gallium garnet (GGG) crystal operating at a
temperature of �1 K, and a ferric ammonium alum (FAA) salt pill operating
at �50mK. This base temperature can be hold for a three day period and can
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be restored after a recycling period of three hours. Both pills are magnetise
simultaneously using a 4 Tesla conductively cooled multi-filamentary Niobium-
Titanium superconducting magnet, whose temperature is monitored by two
thermometers. Ruthenium oxide thermometers control the temperature of the
different stages.

(a) (b)

Figure 13.1: (a) Picture of characterisation set-up mounted in ADR cold stage. (b)
Cross section of two-stage Adiabatic Demagnetisation Refrigerator precooled by a
Pulse Tube.

Each pill has its own ultra low thermal conducting support structure isolat-
ing it from the 4 K flange and the intermediate stage, and a high permeability
magnetic shield surrounding the magnet and the two pills, to reduce the stray
magnetic field in the vicinity of the cold stages The detector cold-head, the
harness ant the room temperature electronics are placed in a Faraday cage
in order to reduce the electromagnetic interferences from the external envi-
ronment. This Faraday cage is completed in the cold stage with a double
shield attached to the 3.5 K stage. This double shield consist of a cryoperm
shield an a copper load-tin plated superconducting shield. A picture of the
experimental set-up, together with a cross section of the two-stage Adiabatic
Demagnetisation Refrigerator are shown in Fig.13.1. The current through the
TES was measured by a PTB SQUID and operated in flux locked loop (FLL).
The inductance of the SQUID input coil is Ls�70 nH. The SQUID array is
direct read out by a low noise commercial PTB-Magnicon electronics in the
DC bias case and by a FrontEndElectronics(FEE) developed at SRON in the
AC bias case. The L and C elements required for AC bias experimental case
are discrete components: L is a 700nH coil made of a Nb wire wounded around
a Teflon cylinder and C is an NP0 capacitor with nominal value C=220nF.

The sensor is a single-pixel of a 5x5 array and consists of a Ti/Au bilayer
with a Cu absorber at the centre of the TES. The sensor is deposited on a SixNy
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(a) (b)

12.4. Complex impedance and noise measurements 31

Figure 12.2

Table 12.1: TES microcalorimeter main parameters.

TES area 146µmx150µm
Ti thickness 25 nm
Au thickness 50nm
Cu absorber area 100µmx100µm
Cu thickness 1000nm
TC 100mK
RN 143m!
G at TC 0.36nW/K
C 0.3pJ/K
P at Tbath 6.5pW

Figure 13.2: (a)Picture of the sensor. Credit: SRON/Utrecht. (b) TES mi-
crocalorimeter main parameters.

membrane, which provides a weak thermal link to the ADR bath temperature
[242]. The transition temperature of the TES is TC�100mK, and the normal
state resistance is RN = 143mΩ. A top-view picture of the sensor and its main
parameters are displayed in Fig.13.2.

13.3 AC bias measurement analysis

A schematic description of the TES characterisation system under AC polari-
sation can be seen in Fig.13.3. The only difference between this measurement
system and the one used for DC bias is the presence of an LC filter that de-
fines the bias circuit resonance frequency. In this system the TES is not voltage
biased with a constant DC level through a shunt resistance; instead, an alter-
nating bias current at the resonance frequency of the circuit is used. When a
photon reaches the detector it heats up the TES sensor, thus inducing a change
in the resistance of the device. This change modulates the AC current flowing
through the TES, therefore, the signal at the input of the amplification chain
can be described as: Aptq�Bptqsin(ω0t), where Aptq is the TES response and
Bptqsinpω0q is the carrier wave.

13.3.1 Recovery of sensor response information.

There are two different ways to regain the sensor behaviour information. First,
one can try to fit the output signal, taking advantage of the fact that the signal
frequency is a known value, however, this method is extremely complicated
since the system response is not linear. In this chapter, the method we use is
the following. The output signal is multiplied by itself, then, if one considers
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Figure 13.3: Diagram of TES measurement circuit under AC bias.

the carrier wave amplitude to be equal to one, the final product is:

Aptq2
2

� p1� cosp2ω0tqq (13.2)

Then, this signal is filtered at a frequency lower than 2ω0 and the square
root value is taken. This value, Aptq{?2, is the RMS value of ITES , that is,
the DC equivalent value. This means that, if one assumes that ω0 is high
enough to consider the TES thermally decoupled from the carrier wave, the
sensor behaves as if it was DC biased with a constant amplitude level equal
to Aptq{?2. Therefore, one can use the same analysis equations developed for
TES operated under DC bias in the AC bias case, that is, after demodulating
the output signal, data analysis under AC bias is equivalent to DC bias data
analysis.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13.4: Different steps of AC signal analysis: (a) Carrier wave. (b) Aptq2

2 � p1 �

cosp2ω0tqq. (c) IRMS
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13.3.2 Feedback loop gain estimation.

In order to linearise the output of the SQUID a feedback loop is used to
cancel out the signal at the input of this amplifier, as exemplified by Fig.13.5a.
Therefore, the output of the system can be expressed as:

V A Vext (13.3)

in open loop, whereas in close loop the proper expression would be:

V A Vin A Vext τ V (13.4)

Thus, the signal at the input of the SQUID would be:

Vext Vin 1 τ A (13.5)

where τ A is the SQUID feedback loop gain, L . In a DC bias circuit this
loop gain is infinite and, as a result, the total gain of the amplification chain
is equal to one(L 1 L =1). This can be easily seen when one considers a
more complex sketch of the amplification chain( see Fig. 13.5b).

(a) (b)

Figure 13.5: Schematic drawing of the amplification circuit

In this case V� is the SQUID gain, G in an amplifier of constant gain, is
an integrator with just one pole, τ Mfb Rfb and �e �s �fb 0. Taking
into account all this information, the feedback loop gain can be expressed as:

L
Mfb

Rfb
V�G

f1

if
(13.6)

That means that for frequencies different than zero it is no longer possible
to consider L as infinite, moreover, the gain of the amplification chain depends
on the feedback resistance of the SQUID. Thus, when measuring the response of
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the sensor to the variations of the carrier wave- I-V measurements- a correction
factor associated with each Rfb must be taken into account. The influence of
this correction factor is shown in Fig. 13.6, where I-V curves measured with
different Rfb with and without correction factor are displayed.
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Figure 13.6: (a) I-V measurement at Tbath=73 mK for different Rfb values. Full circles
represent an I-V measurement with Rfb � 1.9kΩ, full diamonds with Rfb � 4.2kΩ

and full squares with Rfb � 8.2kΩ. (b) I-V measurement at Tbath=73 mK for different
Rfb values corrected to take into account the change of L . Full circles represent an
I-V measurement with Rfb � 1.9kΩ, full diamonds with Rfb � 4.2kΩ and full squares
with Rfb � 8.2kΩ

This correction factor can be estimated by using Eq. 13.7:

Vopenloop
Vcloseloop

� 1�L (13.7)

The main difficulty one has to face in order to determine the loop gain at the
circuit resonance frequency is that this frequency is not the same when working
in open loop or in close loop. The coupling through the mutual inductanceMfb

between the feedback loop and the TES bias circuit originates this difference,
modifying the system when working in close loop and changing slightly the
resonance frequency.

To avoid this problem the circuit response of the system was measured in
open loop and in close loop in a wide range of frequencies. An example of
this measurements for Rfb=1.9 kΩ is shown in Fig.13.7a. In order to obtain
the L value the quotient of both measurements is taken. Since this quotient
diverges at the resonance frequency, so as to estimate the loop gain value at
resonance the quotient is fitted to Eq. 13.8 for frequencies above and below
the resonance one.
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y � a

1� x
f0

2 (13.8)

This fitting and the quotient result are plot in Fig.13.7b. Using the esti-
mated loop gain values at the circuit resonance frequency, obtained from this
analysis, the I-V measurement data are corrected as displayed in Fig.13.6b.
For feedback resistance values of Rfb=4.2 kΩ and 8.2 kΩ, I-V curves presented
in Fig. 13.6 saturate at high values of ITES . When L is not high enough,
the signal at the SQUID input is not fully cancel out, thus the signal that the
SQUID has to amplify is bigger and, at some point, when ITES is too large
the SQUID response becomes saturated.
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Figure 13.7: (a)Full circles represent the SQUID output voltage when operated in
open loop, full diamonds represent the SQUID output voltage when operated in close
loop. (b) Full circles represent the quotient between SQUID output voltage when
operated in open loop and in close loop. Dash line represents the fitting of this data
to Eq.13.8.

13.3.3 Extra negative resistance in the TES bias circuit

In the TES characterisation circuit there are couplings between the different
parts of the system - the bias circuit, the amplification chain and the feedback
loop- through various mutual inductance, as can be seen in Fig.13.8.

This couplings can be expressed as:

• Coupling between the bias circuit and the feedback loop: Mif=αif pLinLfbq1{2

• Coupling between the SQUID and the feedback loop: Mfb=αfbpLfbLSQUIDq1{2

• Coupling between the bias circuit and the SQUID:Min=αinpLinLSQUIDq1{2
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Figure 13.8: Mutual inductances in TES AC bias circuit.

Thus, the voltage at Lin inductance terminals is described by Eq.13.9.

Vin �
�
iωpLin � LSQUIDq �RT � 1

iωC

�
Iin � iωMinJ � iωMifIfb (13.9)

In Eq.13.9 J is the current running through the SQUID and RT is the total
resistance of the circuit. Since in the PTB chip [259] the feedback inductance,
Lfb, is deposited over the SQUID, the coupling between this Lfb and the bias
inductance, Lin, is similar to the coupling between the SQUID and Lin and it
can not be neglected. The response of the feedback loop can be expressed as:

MfbIfb �
�
� L

1�L

	MinIin
V r
φ

(13.10)

where V r
φ is the reduced flux to voltage transfer function of the SQUID,

i.e. the measure output of the SQUID. When neglecting the current running
through the SQUID, one gets:

Zin � Vin
Iin

� iω

�
Lin

�
1� L

1�L

1

V r
φ

αifαin
αfb

�
� LSQUID

�
looooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

p1q

� 1

iωC
�RT

(13.11)

At ω=0, L /(1+L ) is a constant and real value, as it was shown in Eq.13.6,
therefore (1) is a purely imaginary number, and the only real part in Zin is RT .
Thus, under DC bias there is no influence of the feedback loop in the effective
resistance of the circuit. However, at high frequency Zin is equal to:
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Zin � Reff � iωLeff (13.12)

where:

Reff � RT � iωIm

�
L

1�L

�
1

V r
φ

MifMin

Mfblooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
p2q

(13.13)

Leff � Lin � LSQUID �Re

�
L

1�L

�
1

V r
φ

MifMin

Mfb
(13.14)

Therefore, at high frequency (2), that is always a real value, generates a
negative contribution to the circuit effective resistance, which absolute value
increases as Rfb increases.

13.3.4 TES loading curve.

Till this point it has been considered that the TES sensor is decoupled from
the AC bias signal. Since the signal fall time of this sensor is � 100µs[260] and
the working resonance frequency is � 400kHz the TES sensor has a response
much slower than the bias signal and, therefore, from a thermal point of view
it is correct to assume this decoupling. However, for the electrons, the current
running through the system is not equivalent to IRMS because they can follow
the current changes between Imax and -Imax. In the current regions where
the TES is either in normal or superconducting state, the sensor behaves as
a resistor and, as a result, the sensor response is equivalent under AC or DC
bias voltage, but this is no longer true in the transition state. In order to
determine if considering the TES under AC bias as polarised by a DC level
equal to IRMS is correct, the system loading curve is analysed. The transition
to the superconducting region is studied in order to determine if this transition
is caused by thermal effects, as in a DC bias sensor, or by the fact that the
real maximum value of the current that electrons “see” is higher than the RMS
value considered so far.

To obtain the loading equation of the system one has to consider the
Thevenin equivalent of the circuit presented in Fig.13.9

where:

RLoad � Rsh �Rseries (13.15)
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Figure 13.9: Thevenin equivalent of TES circuit.

Vth � Ibias �Rsh (13.16)

Since:

VTES � Vth � ITES �RLoad (13.17)

the loading curve of the system can be written as:

ITES � Ibias �Rsh
RLoad

� VTES
RLoad

(13.18)

In an ideal system (RLoad=0) a TES could be bias in the transition for an
arbitrary small value of VTES , whereas in a real case the TES can only be bias
in the transition while the corresponding loading curve crosses the ideal system
I-V curve. The reason why, is that, when Ibias is reduced a point is reached
where the current supply by the source is not enough to keep the TES “hot”,
that is, in the transition, and the sensor “jumps” in the superconducting state.
If the TES under AC bias is working electrically as if it was biased by a DC
current equivalent to the RMS value of the AC signal, for the last stable bias
point in the transition region the loading curve should be tangent to the I-V
curve in that point. On the contrary, if the electrons on the TES were seeing
a higher Ibias than the RMS value assume in the I-V curve, the loading curve
and the corresponding bias point in the I-V curve wouldn’t match.

As can be seen in Fig.13.10 the loading curve of the last stable bias point in
the transition is tangent to the I-V curve in this point, therefore, considering
that a TES under AC bias behaves as it was DC bias with a voltage equivalent
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Figure 13.10: Example of an I-V measurement at Tbath=73 mK with Rfb � 1.9kΩ

and the loading curve corresponding to the last stable bias point in the transition.
Inset shows a zoom of the region at which both curves cross

to the RMS value of the alternating signal is a correct assumption from both
electrical and thermal point of view.

13.4 I-V measurements

13.4.1 Measurement conditions optimisation.

To establish the optimum measurement conditions for I-V determination, a set
of I-V curves with different Rfb and magnetic fields are obtained. Considering
the transition temperature of the TES ( Tc �100 mK) and the cooling power
of the ADR these measurements where taken at Tbath=73 mK, where the tem-
perature stability of the refrigerator is long enough to fully characterise the
sensor. As can be seen in Fig.13.6, for Rfb � 4.2 kΩ and 8.2 kΩ I-V curves
saturate for high values of ITES . In this case, as explained in section 13.6, L

is too small and it is not possible to cancel out the signal at the SQUID input,
therefore, for high values of the input current the SQUID response becomes
saturated. Moreover, for Rfb � 8.2 kΩ, the amplifier gain is not constant,
it depends on the carrier wave amplitude; so, the superconducting branch is
no longer a straight line of infinite slope, instead it becomes bent to the left.
Because of all these problems caused by the system readout electronics, the
complete characterisation of the system was performed by using Rfb � 1.9 kΩ.

In Fig.13.11 the dependence of I-V measurements with an external applied
magnetic field is shown. For this propose a small coil made of Nb/Ti wire
coated with Cu/Ni is mounted into a gold plated oxygen free copper plate
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and placed behind the TES holder. In Fig. 13.12 the TES response as a
function of the applied magnetic field at a constant value of VTES is plotted.
In both figures is observed that, for the same TES voltage, the maximum TES
current response is found for an applied magnetic field of 88 mOe; this value
was also obtained for previous DC measurements on the same detector and
measurement set-up. This optimum value is assumed to be the one that cancels
out the remanent magnetic fields present in the system because of wiring, etc.
With this data the optimum measurement conditions are established to be
Tbath=73 mK, Rfb � 1.9 kΩ and H � 88 mOe.
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Figure 13.11: I-V measurements with Rfb � 1.9kΩ

The importance of working at resonance is analysed in Fig. 13.13. I-V
curves raw data, measured for carrier wave frequencies slightly different from
the resonance one, show that the slope of the superconducting branch of the
curve depends on the frequency. being its difference with the slope of the I-V
curve raw data at resonance bigger, the larger the deviation from resonance.
When the carrier wave is not at resonance, not all the signal goes through the
LC filters, consequently the real gain of the system is smaller than considered
when calibrating the curves, affecting the superconducting and the transition
region. In the normal part no effect is observed since, due to the high resistance
of the sensor in the normal state, the current does not enter the bias circuit but
runs directly into Lin without loses. Thus, to ensure that all the signal goes
through the circuit and that the estimated correction factors for I-V curves
calibration are the proper ones, measurements need to be taken at resonance
frequency.

To be sure that the system and the measurement conditions are stable an
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Figure 13.12: TES response to different magnetic fields at a constant VTES value,
VTES � 2.24 � 10�5.
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Figure 13.13: I-V measurements with Rfb � 1.9kΩ and H=88 mG at different fre-
quencies of the carrier wave

I-V measurement with Rfb � 1.9kΩ and H=88 mG at resonance is performed
on different days. These results are displayed in Fig. 13.14, and show that
measurements under AC bias voltage are reproducible and the system is stable.

In Fig. 13.15 two current-to-voltage(I-V) and power-to-voltage (P-V) mea-
surements in the same TES and in the same conditions under AC and DC
bias voltage are compared. Although the TES behaviour under AC and DC is
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almost equivalent, a small deviation that remains unexplained is observed low
in the transition region.
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Figure 13.14: I-V measurements with Rfb � 1.9kΩ and H=88 mG at resonance taken
during different days.
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Figure 13.15: (a) Comparison between AC-full squares- and DC-full circles- bias I-V
curves measured in the same TES detector and in the same conditions. (b)Comparison
between AC-full squares- and DC-full circles- bias power plateau measured in the same
TES detector and in the same conditions.

Some suggested explanations are that, since the I-V measurement under
DC bias was taken a few months before than the AC bias ones, the thermal
coupling between the cooler and the TES has changed or that the ruthenium
oxide thermometer has been degraded. As can be seen in Fig.13.17a a change
as small as 3 mK could explain this difference. An other possibility is that the
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higher harmonics of the bias signal were adding extra power to the sensor, this
option is discard because the intensity of the second harmonic is just 1/30 part
of the sinusoidal signal intensity and, therefore the power contribution would
be negligible, just 1/900 of the bias signal. It was also considered that in the
AC bias case the remanent magnetic fields generated by the current running
in the system are not properly cancel, since a DC current is being use for this
propose, as observed in 13.11 a small remanent magnetic field could explain
the observed small difference between AC and DC I-V curves.

However, this difference has been observed and studied in other systems[261]
suggesting a common origin and, therefore, the first two previous explanations
can be rejected. In this article, van der Kuur et al. stated that this effect might
be due to the non-linear behaviour of the TES resistance when the detector
is AC biased, since the resistance is a function of the sinusoidal bias current;
the time dependent part of the resistance would originate higher harmonics
current. This effect depends on the dynamics of the superconductor in the
transition and it is probably geometry dependent, thus is difficult to quantify
and model. An other possible explanation could be a change in the circuit
resonance frequency due to the effect of the TES impedance, since this effect
is larger low in the transition.
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Figure 13.16: Comparison between normalised resistance under AC – � – and DC
–  – bias as a function of temperature in the same TES detector and in the same
conditions.

In order to check the change in the TES resistance as a function of the bias
type, the normalised resistance versus temperature curve derived from the I-V
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characteristics is shown in Fig.13.16 . The transition is clearly broadened in the
AC bias case, and, for the same bias temperature in the lowest part of the tran-
sition the effective TES resistance under AC bias is about a factor of 2 higher.
This difference could be explained by the reduction of α � dlogR{dlogT and
β � dlogR{dlogI when operating under AC bias instead of DC bias – see Sec-
tion 13.5–, since the R(T) curve obtained from IV measurements is affected by
these two parameters.

13.4.2 I-V measurements for different bath temperatures: es-
timation of the thermal conductivity of the sensor.

In order to complete the current-to-voltage characterisation of the sensor, I-V
curves at different bath temperatures are measured. In Fig. 13.18 this curves
are shown together with the power-to-voltage representations. From this data,

, one can determine some characteristic parameters of the system, such as
n, K and the thermal conductivity of the sensor. Since the power flow to the
heat bath can be assume to follow Eq. ??:

P � K � pTn � Tnbathq (13.19)

n and K parameters can be obtained from a set of I-V curves at different
temperatures. This is possible because, in the transition, providing that it is
sharp enough, T � TC can be assumed in the whole current range and, thus,
Pbath � ITES � VTES � constant in the transition region. The knowledge of
the sensor parameters K and n, governed by the geometry and properties of
the sensor the first one and by the dominant thermal conductivity process the
latter, allow to estimate the thermal conductivity to the heat sink:

G � dP

dTC
� K � nTn�1

C (13.20)

These expressions are valid only for the power dissipated through the mem-
brane. The total power can be expressed as:

Ptotal � Pmembrana �∆PETF (13.21)

Where ∆PETF is the power due to the electro-thermal feedback of the
TES. The electrical and thermal circuits of the TES are interconnected, in
such a way that a thermal signal is translated into a change in the TES re-
sistance. In the same way, a current signal is transformed in a thermal signal
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Figure 13.17: (a) I-V curves determined at the optimum measurement conditions for
different bath temperatures. (b)P-V curves determined at the optimum measurement
conditions for different bath temperatures.

as a consequence of the Joule power dissipation. Since in a TES α is posi-
tive (α � dlogR{dlogT ) the TES resistance increases when the temperature
increases; therefore, when, as in this case, the TES is voltage biased, the dissi-
pated Joule power is PJ � V 2{R and the electro-thermal feedback of the TES
is negative. This feedback stabilises the system since, when the sensor tem-
perature increases, the TES resistance increases and, therefore the dissipated
part in the total power decreases. This dissipated part is expressed as:

∆PETF9RS �RT
RS �RT

α (13.22)

and this term is only equal to zero in the transition at the beginning, where
α � 0 and in the last stable point in the transition, where RS � RT . Conse-
quently, n and K parameters are estimated by using points in the beginning
of the transition in Eq. 13.19. Seeing that these parameters are not fully in-
dependent, so as to ensure that the best possible fit is obtain, one of the two
parameters is fixed and the other is changed constantly into a wide range of
values. After repeating this procedure by changing the other parameter the
best fit is searched and showed in Fig.13.18b. The same procedure is applied
to I-V curves measured in the same system under DC bias and, as it can be
seen in Fig.13.18a similar parameters values, within the error limits, are ob-
tain showing than the heat propagation mechanism under AC and DC bias are
equivalent.

In order to study how independent is the determination of n and K pa-
rameter from thermometer calibration and critical temperature estimation the
fitting procedure is repeated by changing slightly the critical temperature and
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both the critical temperature and the bath temperature.

In the first case this new fitting shows that n and K determination is
extremely sensitive to changes in the critical temperature, therefore TC must be
properly measure in order to establish the thermal conductivity of the sensor.

TC=TC-3 mK Ñ n=4.1, K=1.14�10�7, G=0.348 nW/K
TC=TC-2 mK Ñ n=3.67, K=4.2�10�8, G=0.321nW/K
TC=TC+2 mK Ñ n=2.8, K=5.49�10�9, G=0.257nW/K

On the other hand, changes in the system thermometer calibration is not so
critical since it would affect simultaneously the determination of TC and Tbath
and the influence on n and K would be somehow compensated. Therefore n
and K determination is quiet stable to changes in the thermometry readout.

T=Tmeasured-2 mK Ñ n=3.1, K=1.16�10�8, G=0.280nW/K
T=Tmeasured+3 mK Ñ n=3.2, K=1.3�10�8, G=0.286 nW/K
T=Tmeasured+4 mK Ñ n=3.2, K=1.3�10�8, G=0.292 nW/K

In all the cases, the observed change in G due to the different variations is
not as marked as the change in n and K due to the interdependence of both
parameters.

According to the results shown above, it is crucial that TC and Tbath are
measured with the same thermometer and identical experimental conditions.
Since R(T) curves, in this case, were measured in a different set-up, the TC
value obtained from them could not be used to estimate n and K parameters.
Instead, TC � 100 mK, as reported by Takei et al [150], was used. This value
was obtained by sending a small current via the input bias line through the
SQUID while warming up slowly the TES. At TC , the TES becomes normal
and the current in the SQUID drops because all the current flows thorough
the shunt. In this way, one can ensure that both TC and Tbath are determine
in the same experimental conditions and with the same thermometer. n and
K parameters displayed in Fig. 13.18 are, therefore determined assuming
TC � 100 mK, giving as a result GDC � 0.31 nK/W and GDC � 0.28 nK/W,
equivalents within the error limits.
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Figure 13.18: (a) n and K parameters determination from DC bias I-V measurements.
(b)n and K parameters determination from AC bias I-V measurements.

13.5 Complex impedance and noise measurements

13.5.1 Complex impedance under AC bias

The thermal and electrical response of a TES is characterised through several
parameters that vary with bias voltage, such as resistance (R), sensitivity on
temperature(α) or heat capacity(C). This parameters can be determined from
the measurements of the TES impedance ZTESpωq[262]. A squeme of the
circuit use for complex impedance measurements under AC bias is displayed
in Fig.13.19. The only difference between this circuit and the one use for I-V
measurements is that, besides biasing the TES with a sinusoidal carrier wave,
a white noise (VAC)is introduce in the system in order to study its behaviour
as a function of frequency.

Figure 13.19: TES AC bias circuit for complex impedance measurements.

Impedance is calculated from the ratio of input and output signals in fre-
quency domain, after the transfer function of the signal lines is corrected.
Since modelling the transfer function is too complicated it is derived experi-
mentally [150]. To do so, one has to start from the circuit Thevenin equivalent
(Fig.13.20):
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Figure 13.20: Squematic of the Thevenin equivalent of the TES bias circuit.

Zth � Rsh �Rseries � iωL� 1

iωC
(13.23)

ZTES � VTES
ITES

(13.24)

VTES � Vth � Zth � ITES (13.25)

Thus,

ZTES � Vth
ITES

� Zth (13.26)

From the experimental point of view, taking into account the different
elements in the amplification chain, the complex impedance of the TES can be
written as:

ZTES � VAC
VOUT

� RshRfb
ZAC

� Min

Mfb
�B � Trpωq � Zthpωq (13.27)

Since, in the normal and the superconducting part the complex impedance
is reduce to a resistance value equivalent to RN in the first case and zero in
the second case, and the transfer function is assumed to be independent of the
bias point, if one takes the ratio of the experimental data in the normal part
and the superconducting part, the transfer function contribution is cancel out,
and the ratio can be fitted to Eq. 13.28

RN �Rsh �Rseries � iωL� 1
iωC

Rsh �Rseries � iωL� 1
iωC

� pVAC{VOUT qN
pVAC{VOUT qS (13.28)
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From this fitting one can determine L, and, from Eq.13.27 in the normal
superconducting state estimate the transfer function of the system Tr(σ):

Zth
Mfb

Min

ZAC
Rsh Rfb

VOUTSC

VAC
Tr σ (13.29)

Therefore, from Eqs.13.27 and 13.29 one gets that complex impedance can
be estimated from experimental data as Eq.13.30:

ZTES
VAC VOUT
VAC VOUT SC

1 Zth (13.30)

and fitted to the theoretical expression 13.31:

ZTES
R0 1 ρ i L0 1 iσπfall

1 L0 1 iσπfall
(13.31)

The parameters that characterise the system are, as a result, deduced from
this fitting. The only difference between the data analysis under DC bias and
AC bias is the presence of the LC filter in the Zth expression and, so far, we
have shown that there is no influence of the bias type on the TES behaviour,
both from the thermal and electrical point of view. Consequently, the same
analysis procedure and TES thermal modelling use for DC bias analysis[150]
is applied to the AC bias case adding the LC filter to the Thevenin equivalent
impedance expression (Eq. 13.23).

Figure 13.21: The two thermal-decoupling cases for TES.

Both in the DC bias[150] and the AC bias case, a simple thermal model
including just one heat capacity, C, and one thermal conductivity, G, is not
enough to reproduce the experimental complex impedance data for all the
frequencies. This suggests the presence of an additional heat capacity that is
decoupled from the TES [263]. In Fig.13.21 two more complex models of TES
thermal circuit including two heat capacities and two thermal conductance are
represented; both are equivalent when estimated complex impedance and noise.
By using these models, where a part of the system is decoupled thermally
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from the TES[264], the impedance is well fitted, as shown in Fig.13.22 for
R/RN=0.5. This measurements and the ones that will be presented later on
this chapter are taken at the optimum conditions established in section 13.4.1:
Tbath=73 mK, Rfb=1.9 KΩ and H=88 mOe.
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Figure 13.22: Impedance curve at R/RN . Points show the measured data and the
solid line is the model calculated with the thermal decoupling

From this fit the parameters that characterise the sensor are estimated in
every bias point. The comparison between this data and the ones obtained
in the same sensor operated under DC bias is presented in Fig. 13.23. This
plot shows that the dependance of the AC obtained parameters with R{RN
has the same shape than the one obtained under DC. The biggest differences
are observed for α and β, where the DC bias case is higher and a peak in the
middle of the transition is observed. The origin of this peak and its absence in
the AC bias case is not clear jet. As stated in reference [257], features like this
are often observed in SRON pixels, being reproducible, but magnetic field and
pixel dependent. It has been suggested that these peaks might be caused by
an inhomogeneous current distribution flowing in the TES. This effect could
be reduced in the AC case due to the change in the current direction of the
carrier wave associated to the AC signal.

In the AC case, a step at the first part of the transition is found for some
parameters, as displayed in Fig. 13.23. Contrary to the peak observed in the
DC bias case, the shape of this feature seems to indicate that it is probably
not a real effect, but the result of a calibration part at the beginning of the
transition.
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Figure 13.23: (a)α parameter as a function of the bias point for both AC and DC bias.
(b)β parameter as a function of the bias point for both AC and DC bias. (c)Total
heat capacity of the sensor as a function of the bias point for both AC and DC bias.
(d) Detector effective time constant as a function of the bias point for both AC and
DC bias.

13.5.2 Noise measurements under AC bias

Once the parameters that characterise the sensor are determine, they can be
used to model the TES noise. In Fig.13.5.2 the different estimated noise sources
are over-plotted to the measured noise under DC (a) and AC (b) bias at the
same bias point R/RN=0.29. It has to be remarked that no fitting process is
use to determine the different noise contributions, but the theoretical expres-
sions for this contributions explained in [130] together with the characteristic
parameters of the sensor.

As can be seen in Fig.13.24b the SQUID electronic noise in the AC case is
too high (� 10pW ) and it can hide other effects, making difficult to characterise
the TES. This level increases as Rfb decreases, therefore, in order to improve
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the SQUID noise level, the loop gain should be increase allowing to characterise
the sensor by using a higher Rfb. An example of a noise measurement of this
TES under AC bias with a higher loop gain is shown in reference[257].

SQUID electronic noise is the main external source noise, that is, a source
not related to the sensor and, therefore it can be reduce without changing
any device parameter. There are other noise sources, intrinsic to the device
that can not be eliminated, but the system can be optimised to reduce them
as much as possible. The most important ones are equilibrium TES Johnson
noise and phonon noise between the different parts of the device and heat bath.

Although dividing TES systems as a set of several heat capacitance and
consider previous noise sources for the different parts[264] provides better re-
sults than a simple thermal model, it is still not enough to account for the TES
observed noise. Other intrinsic noise source are needed to explain the "excess
noise"[265, 266], that once was considered to be extrinsic, and therefore suscep-
tible of being eliminated. One of this sources is the internal thermal fluctua-
tion noise (TFN) between TES-Absorber and dangling heat capacity[150, 267]
. This simple model describe properly noise generated by thermal fluctuations
between the different regions of the TES bilayer, regions with slightly different
temperature and power dissipation. Both in the AC and the DC case the mea-
sured noise is well explained by this sources for frequencies below 1KHz, while
an extra noise that can not be modelled with any of these sources is observed
for frequencies in the range of the Johnson noise. According to [162], this ex-
tra noise can be expressed as M-times the Johnson noise, finding, in our case
that, a M factor of �1.2 allows to model the experimentally measured noise
both under DC and AC bias. The origin of this extra factor is an uncompleted
characterisation of the Johnson noise, that has been estimated from an equi-
librium theory, due to the complexity of the non-equilibrium one[211]. This M
factor, can then be defined as the ration between an intrinsic noise term and
the high frequency limit of non-equilibrium Johnson noise

a
4kBTRp1� 2βq,

being β � pdlogRq{pdlogIq[268]. An other known source of "excess noise" is
the flux flow noise, a voltage noise associated with the vortex motion perpen-
dicular to current flow. However this noise is negligible at most TES working
regimes [211] and, therefore, has not being considered here.

It is also interesting to notice that the main noise contribution in the region
of interest is the one caused by thermal fluctuation noise between the TES and
the dangling heat capacity, thus, if one wants to reduce sensor noise is clear
that thermal coupling between the different parts of the system has to be
improved.
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Figure 13.24: (a)Noise spectra at bias point R/RN=0.29 for TES under DC bias.
(b)Noise spectra at bias point R/RN=0.29 for TES under AC bias.

13.6 Conclusions.

In this chapter a full comparison of a single pixel TES microcalorimeter perfor-
mance under DC and AC bias is achieved. Before carrying out this comparison
the equivalence of the TES behaviour under AC and DC bias is established
from the electrical and thermal point of view through a load curve plot. A com-
plete study of the influence of different elements as Rfb, applied magnetic field,
carrier frequency and bath temperature is performed in order to determine the
optimum measurement conditions. The analysis of the thermal response of the
TES show that the same values of n and k parameters, and therefore of G,
are obtained both in the DC and the AC data case. Moreover, the influence
of the accuracy in the different thermal measurements is study showing the
importance of a well determine critical temperature.

After correcting the different calibration factors studied in this chapter
current-to-voltage characteristics, the complex impedance and the noise were
measured under AC bias at the optimum measurement conditions (H=88mG,
Rfb=1.9kΩ, Tbath=73mK, f0=374kHz) and compared to measurements per-
formed under DC bias. This comparison shows that the behaviour of the TES
is very similar in both cases, being equivalent at bias points in the beginning of
the superconducting transition, while it starts to differ as the resistance of the
device decreases. As stated in[261] this effect might be due to the non-linear
behaviour of the TES resistance when the detector is AC biased, or to a change
in resonant frequency low in the transition. However, it is necessary to point
out that the calibration of IV curves and complex impedance data taken under
DC bias are very sensitive to offsets around zero current. Therefore, in order
to ensure a proper comparison between AC and DC bias, one has to ensure
the proper cancelation of all the possible offsets.





Chapter 14

AC-DC bias characterisation of
a TES bolometer

14.1 Introduction

On the previous chapter we focus on the complete characterisation of a TES
microcalorimeter under AC bias and compare the obtained results to previous
measurements under DC bias. In this chapter similar comparison is described
for a TES bolometer. In this case, measurements were taken within a few
weeks, thus allowing to discard ageing effects or calibration problems as the
cause of possible differences between AC and DC polarisation.

TES sensors are thermal radiation detectors, since they include an absorb-
ing element to convert radiation into heat, attached to a heat sink through
a thermal conductance. However, they can be used as bolometers or as mi-
crocalorimeters. In both cases a thermometer is used to measured the temper-
ature change of the radiation absorber. The difference is the ratio of the mean
time between the arrival of the energy carriers and the response time of the
instrument. In the calorimetric case, the average time between arrival of the
individual quanta should be bigger than the characteristic time constant of the
system, since the goal is to be able to detect individual photons. While in the
bolometric case the TES time constant should be bigger than the time between
photon arrival, since the purpose of a bolometer is the measurement of a flux
of particles or radiation, rather than determining the energy of a single quanta
[269].

A device designed as a bolometer can be used as a calorimeter and vice
versa. The observation of the detector can not determine whether a detector is
a bolometer or a calorimeter, only the type of radiation that one aim to detect
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and the characteristics time ratio define the type of sensor we are dealing with.
Thus no difference in its characterisation can be found except for the figure of
merit. In both cases RpT q, current to voltage response and complex impedance
measurements are required to understand the device behaviour. However, the
quantity of the detector considered figure of merit will be different. In the
calorimetric case the key parameter is the energy resolution, while in the bolo-
metric case the usual one is the noise equivalent power, NEP, the power in a 1
HZ bandwidth required to achieve a response equal to the noise of the system.

The studied TES bolometers were performed at SRON/Utrecht, in the
framework of the SPICA mission [270]. These sensors are aimed to the SAFARI
instrument [271], an imaging Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) with three
bands covering the wavelength ranges: 35-60 µm, 60-110 µm, and 110-210 µm.
The loading in these bands is estimated to be dominated by emission from the
Zodiacal light at a level of 0.3-1 fW [271]. This gives a photon noise equivalent
power (NEP) at the detectors of 1-3�10�18 W/

?
Hz, what is traduce in a NEP

three times lower than this photon noise limit, 2 orders of magnitude higher
than the detectors currently operating in ground based telescopes. This high
sensitivity requirement impose a great challenge on the detector technology.

This chapter is structured as follows: in section 14.2 the sensors and the
measurement system are described. In section 14.3 I-V curves measurements
under DC bias are described and analysed, while in section 14.4 the obtained
sensor noise is compared with the expected NEP. In section 14.5.1 the proper
calibration of I-V curves under AC bias is discussed so as to be able to compare
the obtained results with the measurements described in section 14.3. This
comparison is performed in sections 14.5.2 and 14.6. In section 14.7 complex
impedance measurements under DC bias are studied. Finally, the main results
are summarise in section 14.8

14.2 Sensors and measurement system

The TES detector used in this work is a Ti/Au (16/60 nm) bilayer deposited
on a 1µm thick Si3N4 membrane, part of a 5x5 array. Since these sensors are
aimed to infrared radiation detection, a Ta absorber is deposited on the mem-
brane close to the TES. In order to achieve the noise equivalent power (NEP)
SPICA requirement –3 � 10�19 W

a
pHzq– a low thermal conductance (G) is

needed. Using similar TES sensors suspended by four long Si3N4 straight legs
of about 1.8 mm length, Khosropanah et al. achieved a G � 320 fW/K, which
correspond to a NEP of 3.1 � 10�19 W

a
pHzq [151]. Despite its good perfor-

mance, its size make this design unsuitable for array fabrication as required
for the SAFARI mission. Thus a new design, shown in Fig. 14.1, has been
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developed at SRON; a structure based in concentric rings connected by four
points to their neighbours. This structure allows to maintain legs length, an
thus, low G, while reducing the pixel area [272].

Due to its low G, superconducting transition in this type of sensors occur for
current values as small as 3 µA and power plateaux of the order of femtowatts
[152]. Thus, the determination of the sensor TC from RpT q measurements
becomes extremely difficult, since the current applied for these measurements
would bring the sensor easily to its normal state. For the TES sensor studied in
this chapter, the critical temperature was determined from noise measurements
since, as can be observed in Fig. 14.12, noise profile changes abruptly from the
flat spectra of the normal state to a bumped profile for sensors in the transition
or superconducting state. In this way the transition temperature of the TES
is determined to be TC=155 mK. The normal resistance, determined from IV
measurements, is RN=212 mΩ.

(a) (b)

Figure 14.1: (a) Picture of the TES bolometer array. (b) Picture of one of the pixels,
showing a TES and an absorber on a suspended Si3N4 structure with a spider-web
design. Credit: SRON/Utrecht.

All measurements were performed on a Kelvinox dilution fridge with a base
temperature of 30 mK. The mentioned low TES bias power (� fW) makes this
type of sensors greatly sensitive to electromagnetic pick-up. For that reason
the studied sensors are placed inside a Cu light-tight box sealed with indium
to prevent any external EM radiation to reach the TES. The electrical wiring
going into the box is covered with Stycast mixed with SiC grains to stop any
possible incoming light [151]. With this system, a power leakage smaller than
1 fW has been detected[151]. Since this level is small compared to the observed
power levels presented is section 14.3, one can consider that the outcome of
measured IV is dark and reliable. Moreover, the aluminium can that encloses
the space beneath the mixing chamber is covered by a black “coal-like" painting
to avoid radiation reflections on the superconducting shield walls.
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Figure 14.2: Schematic view of the TES measurement circuit under DC bias. For
current-to-voltage and noise measurements no white noise source is connected to the
circuit. For complex impedance measurements, white noise is introduce into the
system by a 10 kΩ resistance connected to an amplifier.

14.3 IV measurements under DC bias

In fig. 14.2 a schematic picture of the TES characterisation system for current-
to-voltage (IV), noise and complex impedance (Z(ω)) measurements is shown.
In the case of IV and noise, the wide band noise source is disconnected from the
system. The sensor is voltage biased by means of a current source in parallel
with a 5 mΩ shunt resistance, and its current response measured using a PTB
SQUID operated in flux locked loop (FLL). The SQUID array is direct read out
by a low noise commercial PTB-Magnicon electronics through a 4-CH 14-Bit
2 MS/s ADLink acquisition card.

All DC bias measurements analysed in this chapter were acquired using
Rfb=1 kΩ. As already discussed, TES bolometers display low power plateau,
being the current range at which the superconducting transition occurs ex-
tremely narrow. Therefore, Rfb value was chosen to provide the highest pos-
sible SQUID amplification, within the limits of highest resolution range of the
acquisition card.

As it was explained in section 13.4.1 the other parameter that one needs to
fix to determine optimum measurements conditions is the value of the applied
magnetic field that provides the maximum TES current response. This field
will be the one that cancels out residual magnetic fields on the sensor. The
effect of residual magnetic fields on the TES behaviour becomes evident in
IV measurements when both the positive and negative sides of the curved are
analysed. When magnetic fields are not properly eliminated the symmetry of
the curve is destroyed, since it becomes shifted towards one side. This is not
the case for the analysed bolometer pixel, where no displacement in IV curves is
found. This pixel, as shown in Fig. 14.1b, is design in a way that current wires
arriving at the sensor are not parallels, as it was the case of the pixel studied
in Chapter 13. Moreover, wiring in this bolometer follows the ring structure,
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what make them somehow “twisted”, what could lead to the cancellation of
any magnetic field generated by the current flow into the wiring. Therefore,
for the IV curves presented here no external magnetic field is needed to ensure
optimum measurements conditions.

After the measurement parameters are fixed, I-V curves at different bath
temperatures are taken. In Fig. 14.3a SQUID output at different Tbath are
presented as a function of the bias current; while in Fig. 14.3b the calibrated
current-to voltage response of the analysed pixel is presented. As explained
in chapter 13, the power flow to the heat bath can be written as a power-low
(see Eq. 13.19), where the characteristic parameters depend on the nature of
the thermal weak link to the heat bath. Therefore, from the dc power level at
the transition, measured at different temperatures, K and n parameters can
be obtained.
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Figure 14.3: (a) Signal output as a function of current bias, determined at the
optimum measurement conditions for different bath temperatures. (b)I-V curves de-
termined at the optimum measurement conditions for different bath temperatures.

As can be seen in Fig. 14.4a, the power plateau is almost constant in the
transition. However, a small “bump" is observed at the end of the transition,
being this “bump" shifted to lower values of R{RN as Tbath increases. In the
current case, superconducting transition occurs in a extremely narrow bias
current range (� µA) and, moreover, output signals are smaller than 2µA,
as shown in Fig. 14.3a. Therefore, the measurement system can not provide
enough resolution to properly discriminate the minimum in the I-V response of
the sensor, that translates in distorted power plateaux. Since this minimum is
shifted to lower bias current values as Tbath increases, the observed distortion
is shifted in the same way.

The fitting of this power plateau measurements to Eq. 13.19 is depicted
in Fig. 14.4b. The thermal conductance exponent, n, is material dependent,
since it is governed by the nature of the dominant thermal conduction process.
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For TES this process is usually the electron-phonon coupling, being typical
values of n between 3 and 4 [130]. Since similar materials, except for the
absorber, are used in the sensor studied in this chapter and in chapter 13,
is not rare that similar values of n are found: n=3.3 in the latter case and
n=3.39 in the present case. On the contrary, K depends not only on the
material properties of the supporting membrane, but also on the geometry,
thus being completely different in the mentioned cases: K � 1.7 � 10�8 for the
analysed TES microcalorimeter and 4.2 � 10�11 in the present bolometer.
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Figure 14.4: (a) P-V curves determined at the optimum measurement conditions for
different bath temperatures. (b)n and K parameters determination from DC bias I-V
measurements.

14.4 Noise measurements under DC bias

As already mentioned in chapter 13, these values allow to estimate the ther-
mal conductivity of the system through Eq. 13.20, being in the present case
G � 1.66 pW/K. Using a finite element method simulation on the bolometer
structure [152] and comparing the device with previous ones with different leg
design [151, 273], heat conductance was estimated to be G � 0.44 pW/K.
The difference between the measured G and the predicted one is due to the
discrepancy between the expected TC of 100 mK and the real one, 155 mK.

Since bolometers are used to detect continuously radiation levels, the fre-
quently used figure of merit, equivalent to the energy resolution in the case
of TES microcalorimeter, is the noise equivalent power, NEP. This quantity is
defined as the incident signal power required to obtain a signal equal to the
noise in a one Hz band [274]. As it was shown in Fig. 13.24, at low frequen-
cies the fundamental phonon noise is the dominant noise source. Since the
fundamental phonon noise equivalent power in a TES can be written as [147]:
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NEP �
b

4γkBT 2
CG (14.1)

where γ is a number between 0.5 and 1 that accounts for temperature gra-
dient along the supporting legs and that is estimated to be 0.5 in our case
[152], kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, TC is the critical temperature of the
TES and G is the thermal conductance. Thus, considering the critical temper-
ature, TC=155 mK, our measured G allows us to estimate NEP as 1.05 � 10�18

W/
?
Hz.

Fig. 14.5a display the measured noise current spectra at different bias
points in the transition at Tbath=25 mK. Data were taken with a frequency
resolution of 2 Hz. From these data, NEP can be estimated by multiplying the
measured noise current by the voltage of the TES in that point of the transition.
Results are shown in Fig. 14.5b. The NEP values at low frequency, where
they can be considered as equivalent to the phonon noise NEP, are � 2 � 10�18

W/
?
Hz, a factor of 2 higher than what we have estimated from the measured

G. An other interesting feature, is a shoulder in the noise spectra that grows in
amplitude and frequency as the bias current decreases. This hump was neither
observed in the case analysed in chapter 13 and nor in bolometers with different
legs geometry [151]. Both problems might be associated with an excess noise
coming from one of the sources exposed in chapter 13 and that are often found
in TES, with photon noise originated by external radiation reaching the sensor
despite the taken precautions, or it can be due to thermal decoupling of some
part of the device, what would lead to a second order behaviour in the TES.

(a) (b)

Figure 14.5: (a) Noise current spectra measured at Tbath=25 mK at different points
of the transition. R is the sensor resistance in each bias point and RN is the nor-
mal resistance of the TES. (b) Noise equivalent power measured at Tbath=25 mK at
different points of the transition.
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Figure 14.6: Schematic view of the TES measurement circuit under AC bias. For
current-to-voltage and noise measurements no white noise source is connected to the
circuit. For complex impedance measurements, white noise is introduce into the
system by a 10 kΩ resistance connected to an amplifier.

14.5 IV measurements under AC bias

14.5.1 Calibration of IV measurements under AC bias

A similar current to voltage response and noise characterisation was performed
on the same pixel under AC bias, being the data analysed as described in
chapter 13. A schematic picture of the TES characterisation system for current-
to-voltage (IV), noise and complex impedance (Z(ω)) measurements is shown
in Fig. 14.6. Again, in the case of IV and noise, the wide band noise source is
disconnected from the system. The sensor is voltage biased with a sinusoidal
carrier wave through the same Rshunt than in the DC bias case, 5 mΩ, as
described in chapter 13. The TES response is measured using a 8 turns NIST
SQUID arrays1 operated in flux locked loop (FLL), with an input inductance
of 180 nH. The SQUID array is read out by a low noise commercial PTB-
Magnicon electronics through a 2-Channel 14-Bit 65 MS/s Keithley acquisition
card, since the one used for DC bias measurements was too slow for the AC
system. The L and C elements required for AC bias experimental case are
discrete components: L is a 400nH coil made of a Nb wire wounded around
a Teflon cylinder and C is an commercial high-Q NP0 SMD capacitor with
nominal value C=240nF. This factors provide a system resonant frequency of
around 370 kHz.

As discussed in chapter 13, the different parts of the TES characterisation
circuits are coupled through various mutual inductances. Under AC bias the
influence of the feedback loop in the effective resistance of the circuit can not
be neglected, since, at high frequencies it generates a negative contribution.

1Kindly provided by NIST
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This contribution, as shown in Eq. 13.13, increases as Rfb and Q increases,
leading to instability, for high enough values of Q and Rfb, when the SQUID
is operated in FLL. High Rfb is required, as discuss in section 14.3, to provide
resolution to the small signal bolometer response. AC filters used in this case
have less losses than the ones used in chapter 13; moreover Min{Mfb in this
case is high, 8, while in the microcalorimeter case was only 3. Due to these
3 factors, it was impossible to close the SQUID feedback loop to operate the
system.

Two possible solutions were studied. The function of the SQUID feedback
loop is to linearise the output of the SQUID by cancel out the signal at the
input of the amplifier; in this way, the range of linear amplification is enlarged.
However, the studied bolometer, when voltage bias, produce an output as small
as a few µA (see Fig. 14.3a), therefore no feedback loop is needed to provide
a linear behaviour of the SQUID amplifier in the bolometer bias range.

The other possible solution analysed in this chapter is the compensation
of the negative effective resistance introduce by the feedback loop through a
tuning feedback network as shown in Fig. 14.6. A fraction of the SQUID
output signal is fed back to the bias current after transform its amplitude and
phase. This extra signal provides an extra resistance to the circuit, rfb that
can be either positive or negative depending on the phase shift, and that can
be used to stabilise the whole system allowing to operate the SQUID in FLL. It
is worth noting that, because this resistance is an effect of a feedback scheme,
there is no thermal noise associated with it. A more detailed analysis of this
system can be found in Ref. [275]

In Fig. 14.7a I-V curves measured at Tbath= 25 mK under AC bias using
the two proposed solutions are shown together with an I-V measurement of he
same pixel taken at the same temperature but under DC bias. Contrary to
what we observed for the TES calorimeter case described in chapter 13, AC
bias and DC bias data seem to be very different from each other. Moreover,
AC bias data measured in open loop or in FLL using the external feedback
solution produce not comparable results.

The latter lead us to consider that calibration factors were not properly
estimated, since the observed behaviour is similar to the one found in Fig.
13.6a. In that previous case, the error in the estimation of the SQUID output
calibration factor was caused by the finite value of the loop gain under AC
bias. This finite L was not enough to cancel out the signal at the input of
the SQUID modifying the chain amplification factor. This can not be the case
for the TES bolometer under study in this chapter since the effect, although
larger in the data measured in FLL is also observed in open loop, where L

has no contribution at all. Moreover, bolometer signals are too small to cause
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linearisation problems in the amplification chain.
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Figure 14.7: (a) I-V measurements at Tbath= 25 mK under DC bias (), and AC
bias in open loop (�) and with the extra tuning feedback () (b) I-V measurements at
Tbath= 25 mK under DC bias (), and AC bias in open loop (�) and with the extra
tuning feedback () corrected to account for the observed loading effects.

To calibrate data in Fig. 14.7a, two correction factors where used, one for
the output signal of the SQUID, and one for the applied bias current. The
first one was estimate from the known impedances in the system, while the
second one was estimate by measuring the gain of the amplification chain at
low frequency, where the effect of the feedback is negligible. However, as it
is shown in Fig. 14.8a the gain of the amplification system is not constant in
frequency, being also dependent on the presence of the external feedback loop
for frequencies of the order of the resonant one, marked in the plot by a dash
line. Therefore, the output of the characterisation system has to be modified
by an extra calibration factor for the two studied configurations. To estimate
this term a small signal is send through the amplification chain both at high
(370 kHz) and low (9 kHz) frequency, being the change in the output signal
used as an extra calibration factor (1.33 for the open loop case and 2.53 for
the FLL case).

An impedance mismatch between the different elements of the bias chain
was found. These losses are expected to increase the input impedance above
the nominal value of Rl, therefore modifying the required calibration factor of
the applied bias current. Due to the extreme difficulty of achieving a reliable
direct estimation of this calibration factor, an indirect route was followed in
this case. The calibration factor was chosen to ensure that the Rshunt obtained
from the calibrated data was similar to the nominal value and equal to the one
found in the DC case. This last assumption comes from the fact that in the
normal state the TES behaves as a resistor of R � RN and, therefore, no
difference in the total resistance of the circuit should be found between DC
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and AC bias.

In Fig. 14.7b the same data presented in Fig. 14.7a are displayed after
being corrected as above explained. In these way data measured under AC
bias in open loop and close loop are equivalent. The difference between these
data and the ones taken under DC bias is now smaller, but still remains. When
compared to the difference observed in the case of the TES microcalorimeter
discussed before, it seems clear that, in the current case a problem in the
estimation of the correction factors still remains. This is evidenced by the
mismatch of the I-V curve normal part and the position of the beginning of the
transition under both bias types, that are expected to be equals. Regarding
the latter, when changing slightly the output signal calibration factor, this
minimum is shifted, as plotted in Fig. 14.8b. In this way it is found that
an overestimation of 10% of this calibration factor could explain the observed
differences between the AC bias and the DC bias case, therefore, a more precise
determination of the calibration parameters will be necessary to match the data
of the two different bias systems.
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Figure 14.8: (a) Gain of the amplification chain in open loop (–) and FLL (–). Dash
line correspond to the resonance frequency of the circuit, 370 kHz. (b) I-V curves
at Tbath=25 mK corrected using different calibration factors. (�) are data corrected
by the measured calibration factor, while other symbols represent data corrected by
slightly different calibration factors.

One may wonder why to use an external feedback loop to achieve the FLL
operation, since not only it is a more complicated system, but also it modifies
the input impedance of the bias system and the output gain of the amplification
chain. However, once the required calibration factors are properly estimated
it shows a mayor advantage: one can increase the quality factor of the system,
Q. This quality factor can be expressed as:

Q � 1

ωCRLoad
(14.2)
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where RLoad � Rseries �Rsh � rfb � rLC . Increasing Q ensures that RLoad
is reduce and, thus, that the sensor stays stable in the transition for lower
values of Ibias (see Eq. 13.18). In Fig. 14.9a I-V curves for different resonator
quality factors tuned by the extra external feedback are plotted. It can be
observed that, as expected, as Q increases, the TES can be operated lower in
the transition without becoming unstable.
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Figure 14.9: (a) I-V measurements at Tbath=25 mK in FLL for different Q factors.
(b) I-V measurements at Tbath=25 mK in open loop for different applied magnetic
fields.

14.5.2 I-V curves analysis under AC bias

As already mentioned in section 14.3, no evidence of residual magnetic field
was observed for this bolometer under DC bias. In Fig. 14.9b some I-V curves
measured under different applied magnetic fields are shown. In this case, the
influence of external magnetic field is negligible, therefore, no H is required to
achieve the maximum current response.

After the resonance frequency of the system is found, I-V curves at differ-
ent bath temperatures are taken. In Fig. 14.10a SQUID output at different
Tbath are presented as a function of the bias current; while in Fig. 14.10b the
calibrated current-to voltage response of the analysed pixel is presented. As it
was done in chapter 13 and section 14.3, the power levels at the transition are
used to determine n and K parameters and the thermal conductivity.

As can be seen in Fig. 14.11a, the power plateau are extremely flat in the
transition without any distortion. Under AC bias, only the positive part of the
I-V curve can be measured, thus, no zero offset will be found. This makes the
fitting process easier, once the calibration factors are properly estimated. The
fitting of this power plateau measurements to Eq. 13.19 is depicted in Fig.
14.11b. The n and K values obtained under AC bias are quite different from
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Figure 14.10: (a) Signal output as a function of current bias, determined at the
optimum measurement conditions for different bath temperatures under AC bias.
(b)I-V curves determined at the optimum measurement conditions for different bath
temperatures under AC bias.

the ones obtained under DC bias, being this divergence of a around 30% in the
case of n and nearly 100 % for K. These values produce a G of 1.19 pW/K,
again, a 30% different than the one obtained under DC bias. This difference is
probably associated with the deficiencies mentioned on the estimation of the
calibration factors in the AC case.
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Figure 14.11: (a) P-V curves determined at the optimum measurement conditions for
different bath temperatures under AC bias. (b) n and K parameters determination
from AC bias I-V measurements.

14.6 Noise measurements under AC bias

Since the calculated G under AC bias is quite different from the one obtained
under DC bias, the estimated noise will also be different. Considering, as in the
previous case that the critical temperature, TC=155 mK, the substitution of
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our measured G in Eq. 14.1 provides an estimated NEP of 0.9 �10�18 W/
?
Hz,

only a 15% away from the one determined in section 14.4.

Fig. 14.12a display the measured NEP spectra at different bias points in the
transition at Tbath=25 mK. Data were taken with a frequency resolution of 6
Hz. Although the measured current noise spectra is significantly higher in this
case than in the DC bias case, this difference is reduce when considering NEP
values. I-V curves under AC and DC are not completely equivalent, even after
calibrating the first ones, therefore, the comparison of noise measurements in
both cases is not straight forward, since measurements under AC bias and DC
bias do not correspond to the same TES state. Since, as can be seen comparing
Figs. 14.5a and 14.5b, NEP measurements are more stable throughout the
transition than current noise, NEP data at the same resistance ratio R{RN
are compared. This comparison will give an idea on how the sensor behave
from the noise point of view under different bias systems. In Fig. 14.12b a
comparison between the measured NEP spectra under AC and DC bias in the
R{RN �0.34 point in the transition is shown. The observed noise in AC is
slightly above the noise obtained in the DC case, being the difference of only
� 0.5 � 10�18 W/

?
Hz. The best NEP value is, as in the DC case around

2 � 10�18 W/
?
Hz, a factor of 2 higher than what we have estimated from the

measured G and Eq. 14.1 under AC. Regarding the observed shoulder in the
DC bias noise spectra, a similar feature growing in amplitude and frequency as
the bias current decreases is observed here. However its amplitude is smaller
than the one observed in the DC bias case and seems to have a maximum for
points in the middle of the transition, being both its amplitude and frequency
position reduce as the bias current is reduce. Again, the origin of this hump is
not clear.
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Figure 14.12: (a) Noise current spectra measured at Tbath=25 mK at different points
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mal resistance of the TES. (b) Noise equivalent power measured at Tbath=25 mK at
different points of the transition.
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14.7 Complex impedance measurements under DC

As discussed in chapter 13, the analysis of complex impedance measurements
is required to determine all the parameters that characterise both the thermal
and electrical response of the TES bolometer. Beside the small differences in
the TES behaviour between DC and AC bias have been found so far, mainly
associated with I-V calibration problems in the AC case, in this chapter only
data in the DC bias case on this sensor are discussed due to the poor quality
of the ones available under AC bias.

The configuration of TES characterisation set up for complex impedance
measurements is shown in Fig. 14.2. The only difference with the circuit for
I-V measurements is that an amplifier connected to a 10 kΩ resistance, used as
a white noise generator, is placed in parallel to the bias current source. This
way, the behaviour of the TES as a function of frequency can be studied.

As already explained for the AC bias case in chapter 13, the impedance
is calculated comparing the input and output signals in frequency domain as
stated in Eq. 13.30. And parameters are extracted by fitting these data to Eq.
13.31, that can also be rewrite as Eq. 14.3

ZTES � Z8 � pZ8 � Z0q 1

�1� iωτeff

Z0 � �R0
1� αI � L0

L0 � 1

Z8 � R0p1� αIq

(14.3)

where Z0 and Z8 are the impedances at ω=0 and 8 respectively, and τeff
is the effective time constant, thus complex impedance data are fitted just by
choosing three parameters. As already mentioned, the only difference between
the AC bias case above discussed and the DC bias case that we are analysing
here is the expression of Zth, that, in this case won’t be Eq. 13.23 but Eq.
14.4:

Zth � Rsh �Rseries � iωLin (14.4)

In Fig. 14.13a some complex impedance curves at different bias points
in the transition at Tbath=25 mK are shown. It can be observed that for
points in the low part of the transition impedance curves are very close to
perfect semicircle, while for higher values of R{RN curves are slightly more
distorted. This means that, for the latter, the simplest thermal TES model
of an isolated element with heat capacity C connected to the bath with a
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low heat conductance G, might not be enough. In Fig. 14.13b a complex
impedance curve at R{RN=0.37 is shown together with the fitting results to
the simplest model described above (first order model) and the more complex
model described in chapter 13, where part of the system is decoupled thermally
from the TES (second order model). It can be observed that the latter provides
a better modelling of the complex impedance at low frequencies and in the
upper part of the transition.
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Figure 14.13: (a) Measured TES bolometer complex impedance at various points in
the transition. (b) Measured TES bolometer complex impedance at R{RN=0.37(),
fitting result using a first order model (– –) and fitting result using a second order
model ( � � � ).

Some of the relevant parameters obtained from complex impedance data
analysis in every bias point are depicted in Fig. 14.14. This plot shows that the
dependence of the parameters with R{RN obtained using a first order model
and a second order model is similar. However, as expected from the results
shown in Fig. 14.13b, the quality of the fitting in the first case is poorer than
in the second case. The small second order behaviour observed in the device
is expressed by a dangling capacity of the order of 1 fJ/K, too small to draw a
firm conclusion about the proper model for this device, in which one will need
to consider the distributed heat conductance through the legs and other extra
heat capacities. The incomplete device description of the model is shown up by
the impossibility of a complete reproduction of the measured noise, specially
the shoulder feature that appears in Fig. 14.5b.

Since the accuracy of the second order model is not clear, and no significant
differences in parameters results is observed between first and second order
models in Table 14.1 the outcome of the first order analysis is summarised. In
this case, the bias point in the TES transition where R{RN=0.37 is considered,
since it is similar to the one considered for noise comparisons and as example
of complex impedance fitting.
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Figure 14.14: (a)α parameter as a function of the bias point for both first order
model and second order model. (b)β parameter as a function of the bias point for
both first order model and second order model. (c)Loop gain as a function of the bias
point for both first order model and second order model. (d) Detector effective time
constant as a function of the bias point for both first order model and second order
model.

14.8 Conclusions

In this chapter a comparison of a TES bolometer behaviour under AC and
DC bias is performed from measurements taken on the same pixel and the
same measurement system within 2 months time period. This way one can
ruled out possible differences due to ageing effects on the sensor or changes in
measurement conditions.

I-V measurements under DC bias allow to determine n and K parame-
ters and, thus, to estimate the sensor thermal conductivity and the expected
phonon noise NEP, being this value twice lower than the measured noise at
low frequency. Noise measurements also show a hump that grows in amplitude
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Table 14.1: Parameters from impedance measurement analysis using a first order
model

TES parameter Value
G 1.7 pW/K
C 2.3 fJ/K
τ0 1.37 ms
τeff 37 µs
L0 38
R0 79 mΩ

P0 77 fW
α 131
β 0.96

and frequency as one moves down in the transition. The origin of this feature
is not yet clear.

As discussed in chapter 13, under AC bias the coupling between the feed-
back loop and the bias circuit induce an effective negative resistance into the
circuit that could lead to instabilities in the system when the SQUID is oper-
ated in FLL mode. Due to the filters high-Q, the high Rfb required to achieve
enough resolution in I-V curves and to the high Min{Mfb ratio in the SQUID
it was not possible to close the feedback loop. Two solutions were adopted
to solve this problem: to operate the SQUID in open loop and an external
feedback loop that will compensate the effective negative resistance induce in
the system. The latter has the advantage of allowing to tune the quality factor
of the measurement system to increase the number of stable bias points in the
transition. However, in both cases a proper calibration of I-V curves was not
possible due to impedance mismatches between the different elements of the
measuring circuit. When comparing AC bias I-V measurements with DC bias
ones a small discrepancy is found. This difference could be explain by a 10 %
misestimation of the calibration factors.

I-V curves analysis as a function of Tbath provides different n and K pa-
rameter values than the ones obtained under DC bias. This leads to a different
estimated G, however, the calculated phonon NEP is quite similar, being in
both cases � 1 � 10�18 W/

?
Hz . When comparing AC bias NEP noise to

the DC bias NEP comparable values are obtained, � 2 � 10�18 W/
?
Hz, being

the best NEP under AC bias also a factor of two higher than the estimated
phonon noise at low frequencies. It was also found that the hump dependence
on frequency and amplitude changes from the AC to the DC bias case.

Under DC bias complex impedance measurements were also analysed using
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a first order model and the second order model described in chapter 13. The
first one is not enough to fit neither the low frequency part of the Zpωq mea-
surements nor the bias points in the beginning of the transition. The thermal
decoupling model produce a better fitting result, however the impossibility to
reproduce noise features with the obtained parameters, leads to conclude that
this model is incomplete. Yet, the low value obtained for the dangling heat
capacity prevent to achieve a more complex model.

To complete the analysis presented in this chapter further work is required.
First, a better estimation of the AC calibration factor would be required, along
with a study of complex impedance measurements under AC bias. This is a
critical point to perform a full comparison between AC and DC bias voltage,
since, as already mentioned in Chapter 13, α and β parameters could show
different values in both cases. Moreover, problems with offset estimations
seem to be present in the DC bias mode, where no flat power plateaux could
be achieved from I-V measurements. Thus, the AC-DC comparison performed
so far has to be regarded as still incomplete.





Chapter 15

Part II Final Conclusions

The second topic of this thesis, the use of calorimetry as a detection tool, is
divided in two main parts. In the first one we have focused on the development
of TES sensors based in Mo/Au bilayers by studying in detail the morphology
and functional properties of both the individual layers involved and the final
bilayer. The suitability of the obtained thermometers for radiation detection
applications is discussed. The second part deals with the comparison of the
TES sensor behaviour under AC and DC bias, thus, under Frequency Domain
Multiplexing or Time Domain Multiplexing. To do so we used Ti/Au TES
sensors fabricated at SRON/Utrecht with proven excellent performance for
radiation detection in two wavelength regimes– FIR and X-ray radiation–. In
this chapter, we enumerate the main conclusions extracted from this second
part of this thesis.

• Mo, Au and Cu optimum deposition conditions for TES applications are
determined by means of their functional properties, stress and morphology
through RpT q, XRD, AFM, TEM and SEM measurements.

– Resistivity measurements on Mo thin films show that both residual re-
sistance and critical temperature increase with deposition voltage bias,
and relate to each other in a reproducible way. Results point to a change
in the grain boundary scattering as the cause of the RN dependency
with the deposition voltage bias. An indirect effect of stress is, for in-
stance, a possible reduction of grain size, therefore the increase of the
stress with VC determined by XRD can also be a cause for the enhance-
ment of RN . The same holds for the dependence of TC with RRR, that
could be explained by changes in the electronic density of states caused
by compressive stress, or by an increase of electron-phonon coupling
associated to stress or to progressively reduced grain size.
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– Resistivity measurements on Mo samples with different thickness and
with different applied magnetic fields have been used to study the exis-
tence of possible finite size effects in Mo thin layers, since those effects
could affect the final sensor performance. In this case lateral grain size
is found to limit the electronic mean free path, giving rise to finite size
effects for thickness values similar to the grain size. Moreover, grain
size is found to affect Mo fundamental lengths(λ and ξ), what may
cause transitions from I to type II superconductor and from 3D to 2D
behaviour in Mo films with thickness close to the usually employed in
TES applications, what could significantly affect their performance.

– According to the results above discussed, optimum deposition condi-
tions for Mo layers dedicated to TES applications, have been estab-
lished. The chosen deposition parameters ensure a minimum compres-
sive stress, a low RN and a TC as close as possible to the bulk one.
The minimal layer thickness allowing to neglect possible size effects in
Molybdenum films has been established.

– The optimum deposition method, morphology and functional properties
of two different metals: Au and Cu was explored. It was found that
sputtered Au does not fulfil the low RN requirement for stability to
phase separation in proximity bilayers. Evaporated Au and sputtered
Cu are the most viable possibilities for a Mo-based TES sensor.

• Functional properties, quality of the interface and structure of the developed
Mo/Au and Mo/Cu bilayers are tested with RpT q measurements combined
with RBS, XRD, SEM and TEM.

– Despite the good quality of sputtered Cu, that eases the bilayer fabrica-
tion process, degradation on the final Mo/Cu bilayer caused by ageing
effects, together with the difficulties of the lithographic route to pro-
cess Mo/Cu bilayers into sensors, lead to discard this possibility against
Mo/Au bilayers.

– The bad quality of sputtered Au when compared to Cu is overcome by
substituting the deposition technique by e-beam evaporation, obtaining
RN values similar to the ones of Cu. The impossibility to deposit an
evaporated Au layer in the same chamber than the sputtered Mo, leaded
us to find an alternative fabrication route. Mo layer is covered by a thin
protective sputtered Au layer before bringing the sample to the E-beam
evaporator, this way Mo degradation is prevented. Experiments prove
that the addition of a 15 nm sputtered gold layer ensures flat Mo/Au
interfaces and sharp superconducting transitions.

– The dependence of the critical temperature of a Mo/Au bilayer with Mo
thickness for a fixed value of dAu can be study in detail due to the excel-
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lent reproducibility of samples TC . Equations developed by Martinins
et al. [145] from Usadel theory are used, and their application limit
for dAu ¥ ξN is discussed. Results show that the “trilayer" fabrication
process provides good coupling between normal and superconducting
layers. Moreover, they also generate a TCpdMoq dependency that help
us to unequivocally determine the dMo required to obtain the TC � 100

mK working temperature for dAu ¥ ξN . Under this condition RN can
be tuned without affecting TC by changing the thickness of the normal
metal layer.

– The stability of Mo/Au bilayers functional properties under tempera-
ture heating process at temperatures below the limit of interdifussion
was studied. Samples heated at different temperatures and time periods
show small changes in RN and TC , being these changes approximately
constant when T ¥ 200 �C. The same holds for heating periods greater
than 8 hours, when changes saturate reaching a constant value not
modified by subsequent heating cycles. Our procedure provides a way
to prevent future thermal degradation in TES sensors.

– No change in TC is observed neither when a lithography is applied to
our bilayers in order to fabricate TES thermometers, nor when samples
are deposited over membranes. This ensures that the excellent perfor-
mance found in our Mo/Au bilayers is maintained when used for TES
sensor development. Mo/Au TES basic functional properties– TC , RN
and α– are determine showing results comparable to the ones found in
literature for similar sensors [158, 159]. The excellent reproducibility,
the sharpness of the transitions and the low residual resistance make
this thermometers ideal for radiation detection applications.

• The behaviour of a TES sensor under AC bias is studied for a Ti/Au bolome-
ter and a Ti/Au microcalorimeter so as to establish if FDM is a viable option
for TES array readout. Results are compared with DC bias measurements
on the same systems to determine if the observed good performance of a
single pixel under constant voltage bias are maintained even when the TES
works as a modulator.

– A Ti/Au microcalorimeter for X-ray applications was completely char-
acterised under AC bias and the results compared with the ones ob-
tained for the same sensor under DC bias in the same ADR cooler.
Results show that the behaviour of the TES is very similar in both
cases, being equivalent at bias points in the beginning of the super-
conducting transition, while it starts to differ as the resistance of the
device decreases.
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– A full DC-AC comparison of a Ti/Au TES bolometer is performed from
measurements acquired on the same pixel and dilution refrigerator. As
in the microcalorimeter case similar results were found in both cases.

Final comment: Although Mo/Au TES sensors have been studied for
high-resolution radiation detection applications since the end of the nineties,
no detailed analysis of the influence of the deposition conditions on the TES
performance had previously been undertaken. The complete analysis presented
in this thesis allow to understand the difficulties found when facing the depo-
sition of Mo layers with characteristics suited for TES applications and to
solve irreproducibility problems in this type of sensors. The designed proce-
dure optimises the production of TES sensor with the chosen TC , α and RN .
To check the viability of FDM systems has been crucial, as high-performance
multiplexing schemes are essential for applications such as the International
X-ray Observatory (IXO) and the Japanese infrared telescope SPICA. Results
presented in this thesis are part of the collective effort of different groups in-
side the CSIC to develop Spanish technology for radiation detection, as a way
to improve the quality of the Spanish contributions to the next generation
of space missions and to reduce the huge gap between Spain and the leading
countries in Europe developing cryogenic technologies for space.
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